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2. Impliciete functies 
3. Sommen met vele termen 
4. Methode van Laplace 
5. Zadelpuntsmethode 
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8. Oettereerde funct1es 
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De meeate hoofdatukken staan inn of meer op zichzelf; alleen de 
hoofdstukken 4,? en 6 hangen sterk samen. De meeste hoofdatukken zijn 
eenvoudig van o\)zet, doch lopen ook u1t op mociliJke u1tgewerkte voor-
beelden. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Wha~ is as~mpto_~ics? This question is about as difficult to 
answer as the question "What 1s mathematics?" Nevertheless, we shall 
havt to find some explanations for the word asymptotics. 
It often hap~cns that we want to evaluate a certain number, 
defined in a certain way, and that the evaluation invplyes a very 
large number or operations> so that ths:: direct method, is a.lrnost pro-
h1b1tive. In such cases we would be very happy to have an entirely 
different method for finding information about the number, at least 
gi'Ql.ng some useful approximation to it. And usually this new method . 
give~ the better results in proportion to its being mor~ necessary: 
its aocuracy improves when the number of operations, involved in the 
definition. incre.asea. A situation like this is called asyinptotics. 
This statement is very vague ind~ed. However, if we try to be 
more precise, a definition of the word asymptot1cs either excludes' 
everything we are used to call aa~nptotics, or it includes almo~t the 
whole or mathematical analysis. It is hard to pb~se the det1.n1tion.1n 
such a way that Stirl1ng 1 s formula (1.1.1) belongs to asymptotics, and 
that a formula like J
0
•(1+x2 )-\J.x=½7T does not. •rhc:: obvious r~ason why 
the latter formula is not called an asyrnptotical formula, is that it 
belongs to a part of analysis that already has got a name: the integral 
calculus. The safest, but not the vaguest definition is the following 
one: Asymptotics is th0 part of analysis that considers problems of 
the type of those dealt with in this book. 
A typical asymptot1cal result, and one of the oldest, is Stirling's 
formula just mentioned. 
lim n!/(e-n nn V2rrn) = 1. 
n ....... OP 
For each n., the number nl can be evalw:ited without any tht::oretical 
diffioulty, and the larger n, the larger the number of necessary oper-
ations becoMes. But Stirling's forn1ula gives a decent approximation 
-n n -e n V2-rrn, and tho larger n, the smallc;r its relative error becomes. 
We quote another famous a symptotica 1 formula 2 much deepc:::r than 
the previous one. If x is a posit1v,.:; number, we denote by "Tf"(x) the 
number of primes not exceeding x. Then the so-called Prime Number 
Theorem states that 
(1.1.2~ 
The above formulas are limit formulrrn, and therefore they have, 
as they stand, littl2 value for numE::rical purposes. For no singlE: 
special value of n we c-:rn draw any conclusion from (1.1.1) about n! 
It is a statement about infinitely many values of n, which, remarkably 
enough, does not state anything about any special value of n. 
For the purpose of clos0r investigat1on of this featur~j we ab-
breviate {1.1.1) to 
lim f(n) =1, or f(n) ~1 (n ~e<:>), 
n~°"' 
The formula exprc,sses the me:re existence of a function N( £), with 
the property that: 
for each i. >0: n >N(c.) implies lf(n)-11 < ~ 
When proving f( n )-71, one usuo lly produces, hidden or not., 
information of th;;; form (1.1,4) with explicit construction of a suitable 
function N{i). It is clear that th8 knowl~dge of N(e) does mean having 
numerical inf'ormation about f. However, when using the notation 
f{n) .,,.....1, this information is suppr-:::sscd. So the knowledge of a function 
N(~}, with the property (1.1;4), is r8placed by the knowledge of the 
oxis tE::nce of such a function. 
To a certain extent, it is one 
analysis, that a notation has been found that 
success of 
that much 
informc:tion and still r8m::nns USt;ful. With quitE: simple theorems, for 
instance lim a b =llm s .limb , it is ;'.llr83dy easy to see that the 
n n n n 
existence of thE functions N(E) is easier to handl~ than the functions 
N(f) th0msE:lV1;;S. 
1. 2 The O -symbol. A we;;: ke r f' or-m of suppr0ss 1cm of information is 
gi vt=n by the Ba chma nn-L'",:_in,j2u O -notation. It d O<:.:S not suppress a 
function, but only a numb~r. That is to sAy, it replsces the knowledgb 
of a nunber with certa j_n pr ope rt ics by tht.; knowledg8 that such a 
nurnbor cxists4 Th(;• 0 -notation supprcoses much less information than 
the limit notation, Jnd y~t it is 0osy enough to handle, 
Assum0 that we have the following explicit information about th2 
3•,e;quenccc { f(n)j : 
f1 .2.1) lf(n) - 1 l < 3n- 1 (n=1,2,3, ... ), 
Then we clearly have 8 suitable function N(E.)., satisfying (1.1.4)., 
viz. N(E) ==3t- 1 • Therf=fore., 
{1.2.2) f(n) ...-,)1 (n~oo). 
It oft~n happens, that (1.2.2) is useless, and that (1.2.1) is 
satisfactory for som~ purpos~ on hand. And .it oft£n happens that (1.2.1) 
would remain as useful if th<'J numb.:::r 3 would be: r(_ pl:: ct::d by 105 or any 
other constant. In such cas~s, we could do with 
(1.2.3) jTherelef"X{ni::.;.)4 t~ ri numb,r A 
L -- 1 I < i\n- 1 
(independent of n). such that 
(n=1,2,3., •.. ). 
Th(;:; logic a 1 connections "' re given by 
(1.2.1} ~ (1.2.3)----; (1.2.2). 
Now (1.2.3) is the stat8m8nt ~xpr~ss~d by the symbolism 
{1.2.4) (n=1,2,3, ... ). 
'rherc ar-o some minor d:iffL:r0ncC;s b2tw~en th2 vnriou13 dL:finitions 
of the a-symbol which occur in the lit~raturc, but thes0 diff8rences 
are unimportant. Usually, the O -symbol is m0ant to represent the 
words ttsomething that is l2ss than a constant number times". Instead, 
we shall use it in the sense of irsomething that is*~ a constant number 
times th0 absolute VD luc of". So if S ls ,iny set, cind if f and lf a r's:! 
real or complex functions dcfin0d on S, then the formula 
('1.2.5) f(s) =Q ( tf(s)) (s t.S), 
*"'tha t there is .:J pas i tive: number A, not depending on s, such that 
(1.2.6) !r(s)j ~A /f(s)l 
* n in absolute value 11 
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f(x)/O throughout thGt interval, then we have f(x)=O{ tf(x))(o4 x<.oo). 
This follows fr-om the fact that f'/f is continous, anc ther'efore boundc:d, 
over O ~\x ~a •• 
The reader should notice that as far as yet, we did not defin~ 
what 0( f{s)} means, we only defined the m~aning of some complete for-
mulas. It is obvious that it cannot be d8fined, at l~ast not in such a 
way that (1.2.5) remains equivalE:nt to (1.2.6). For f(s)=O( 'f(s)) ob-
viously implies 2f(s}=O(f(s)). If O(f(s)) in itsGlf werB to d~note any-
thing, we ~ould infer f(s)=o(,(s)) =2f(s), whence f(s)=2f(s). 
The trouble is, of course, due to abusing the ~quality sign=. 
A similar situation would nr•1.sc! if someone, because the sign < fails on 
his typc·writcr, stnr-ts to writt-:: =L for the words "is l0ss than", 8nd 
so he writes 3=45). Now when being osked: "What; does L(5) stand for 11 
he hD s to. reply "Something that is less than 5 n. Cons8quently, he rapid-
ly gE:ts the habit of reading Las 11 sO::iothing that is less than 11 , thus 
coming close to the actual words we used when introducing (1.2.5). 
After that, he writes 1(3)=L(5) (sonething that ls lc::ss than 3 is some-
thing that is l8ss thAn 5), but certainly not 1(5)=1(3). He will not 
see any harm in 4=2+L(3), L(3)+L(2)=L(8). 
The O-symbol is used in exactly th0 same mann~r as this man's L-
symbol. w~ give 8 few examples: 
O(x) + O(x) = O(x) 
O(x) + O(x2) = O(x) 
O(x) + O(x2 ) = O(x2 ) 
ex=1+x+O(x2 ) 
~0(1)= 0(1) 
eo(x)= 0(0x2) 
I . 
x-10(1) ~ 0(1) + O(x-2 ) 
(0 <x <oo) 
(x ~o) 
(x ➔ oo) 
(x-, o) 
( - 00 < X <OO) 
(x~oo) 
(O<x<.oa) 
The last one, for example, has to be interpreted as follows: when-
ever the 0(4) on the left is replacad by any function f(x) satisfying 
f(x)=O(1) (0 <X <oo), them x-1 f(x) can b1.:: written as g(x)+h(x), where 
g(x)=O(4) (0 <x <oO) and h(x)=O(x- 2 ) (o <X-< oc). Its proof is easy: take 
g(x)=O when O < x~ 4, and h(x)=O whE:n x >1. 
We next take a g~neral Gxample, meant for discussing the matter of 
uniformity. Let S b0 a s0t of values of x., let k be a positive number, 
and let f(x) and g(x) be arbitrary functions. Then we have 
( 1 • 2 • 9 ) ( f ( X ) +g ( X ) ) h = 0 ( ( f ( X ) k) + 0 ( ( g ( X) ) k) ( X E. S) • 
For, we have. 
l(f+g)kl ~(lfl+lgt)k~{2 max (lfl.,\gl1k~2k max ( lflk,lg!k)~2k(lf(k+\gjk}. 
-b-
Forraula (1.2.9) m~ans thnt A nnd B can b~ found such that 
I ( r ( x) + e ( x) k I .:$ A \r ( x) I k + B \g ( x) I k ( x 1: s), 
and it should be noted that A 1nd B depond on k, nr roth~r, thet w~ 
hnv~ not shown th~ existence of suitabl0 A ~nd B not d~p~nd1ng on k. 
On th~ other hand, in 
(1.2.10) k O(.l) X2+k2 = x (1<x<.oo). 
the c0nstant involved in th~ O-synbol cen b~ chos~n indcp~nd;;.:nt of 
k(- oO<k < oo), as 2jkxl ~x2 +~-c2 f:ir ::ill ru1l v1lucs of x and k. This 
part is t.:!Xpr~ssed by s2yin5 thot (1.2,10) holds un1forraly ink. 
W(; can also look '..lpvn (1.2.10) fror.1 ., diff1:..r1Jnt point of view. 
2 2 -1 Th<:: function k(x +k ) i.s ,: functloc r:if the: two v,H•i.:1'oh:3 x and k, 
nnd thE.:r1;;for;;.: it con b,, cotrn.1d,:rl-(1 1s ·.1 f'unc':ion of r.i v-:irfabh: polnt 
tn th~ x-k-plnnc. New thL un-fun;,~ty of (1.2,10) expresses th~ s~ra~ 
( ~ <. c: < o0, - c;::, < k < o0) • 
Thi;; St:t S t'(.;f¢r'r(::d t::: 1: (1.~~.6) sp...,(:1.,,llz,.::B t;.·. :.h.:: n.:1lf-pl.1n1., 
1 < X < co, - 00 < l< <co. 
In 0-fomulns involv.1.ng conditions lik{: x-too, there nre: two 
const:rnts 1.nvcJlV(:d (A nnd £._ in (1.2.8). We shall speak of unifJmity 
with respect to a parameter k only if both A and a can b~ chos0n tn-
dt.::pcnd1.::;nt of k. 
Example: For t:ach individual k>O wt. hav1:.: 
(x~oo), 
but this do~s not hold uniformly. If it did, we would h8vl, by 
sp~cializing k=x 2 , that x4(1+~4)-1=0(x-1 ), which ts obviously false. 
On th..; oth..:r hand, ~ ?f th~ two constants c2n br" chosen 1ndl.'.:pcndant 
of k: thtre is a functt8n 1(k) such thAt for ~ach k we have 
Jk2 (1+kx2 )-11 < 1.x-1 , if :inly x> n(k). It suffic~s to take a(k}=k. 
( . 
1.3. The o-s¥nbol. The ~xpr0ssion 
(1.3.1) f(x) = o( lf(x)) (x-+oo) 
ne0ns that f(x)/ t.p (x} tends to O when x --700. This is a strong~r assert-
ion than the c0rrespondlng 0-fomuln: (1.J.1) implies (1.2.7), as 
conv~rgencc impli~a bound~dn~ss f~orn a certain point onwards. 
Furth~rmore we adopt th0 s3m~ conventions w~ introduced for the O-
symb0l: == is to b1.:: rt=ao ns "is", zind "0 11 is to be read as "something 
th~t t.:.:nda to zero, multiplied by". Somi:: uxnrnph:s ore 
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cos x = 1 + o(x) (x40). 
E; O .( X ) = 1 + 0 ( X ) ( X ~0 ) • 
n! = 8-n nn v'2Trn(1+o(1)) (n~oo). 
n ! = E; - n +o ( 1 ) n n V 2 rr n ( n ~ 00) • 
o{f(x) g(x) )= o(f(x)) O(g(x)) (x-+O). 
o(f(x) g(x))= f(x) o(g(x)) (x-40). 
In asymptotics, o's aro less popular than O's, becaus0 they hidG 
so nuch information. If so:r.iethinc; tC;;nds to Z(.;ro, w,2; usually wish to 
know how r8pid th~ convergunc(;; is. 
1.4. Asymptotical equivalc·nco. Wt) say thnt. f(x) ond e;(x) 2r0 nsympt·Jt-
ic3l equiv3lent as x--too, if the quoti;;:nt f(x)/g(x) t<::ndt3 to z-.:ro. 'Eh0 
notation is 
f(x) ~ g(x) (x-,oo). 
The notntion is nlsJ used for 211 nth~r w~ys of passing to a li~it 
{"::.g. X-,\-cO, x-;.O, xJ.O, etc.). 
Proporly spE:::::d::ine;, the symbol~ is superfluous, as f(x)~g(x) 
can bL conveniuntly written as f(x) = g(x) (1+o(1)), or 8S 
f(x) = 0°( 1 ) g(x). 
EX8!:lph:s: x ~ x + 1 ( X-4 oo), 
. h ,vl X ( ) Slt1 X~ 2 (; X400, 
n! ~ s-n nn \J2rrn (n~oo) 
Tr(x)~ x/(log x) (x-too) 
(cf .(1.1.1)), 
(cf.(1.1.2)). 
When asking for tht: 118symptotic2l bohnviour" of ri given function 
f(x), as x---7'00, say, one means to asic for 2symptotic information of eny 
kind. But usually it meGns asking for a simple function g(x) which is 
asymptotically equivc:ilant to f(x). Here 11 simple" mt.:ans that its explicit 
evalu8tion dous not become Gxtremely hard if x is v,._:;ry largi:.;;. From n 
certain point of ViE:W n! is simpler th;~n e-n nn \/2TTr1, but from the 
asymptotic point of view the l3tt0r cxprGssion is the simplGr •. 
The; words 11 asymptotica1 formula for f(x) 11 2ri;:;, c:iccordine;ly, usually 
taken in th0 ssmt.: restricted sens0, viz. an 0qu1valence formuln 
f(x) ~g(x). 
1.5. Asyraptotical series. We often have th8 situation that for a 
function f(x), as x-400, say, we have en infinit1;;; sequE;nce of 0-formulas, 
each (n+1)-th formule being an improvement on then-th. Frequently the 
sequence of formula is of the following type. There is a sequence of 
functions lf 0 , t.p 1 , tp 2 , •.• , 
(1.5.1) f 1 (x)=o( 1f 0 (x)), f 2 (x)=o(tp1(x)), tp3 (x)=o(ty2 (x)), •.. (x-y.oo), 
-8-
f(x),. O('f0 (x)) 
f(x) • c0, 0 (x) + O(f1(x)) 
(15.2) f(x) • c 0 cr 1 {x)+c 1 1f1 (x) + O(lf2 (x)) 
( X-+ 00) 
(x ➔ oo) 
(X-+00) 
Obviously, the second fornu l.1 improves the first one, as 
Aeoordingly, the third formuln ;_mproves the second one, and so on. 
The following notation is used ~n order to represent the whole eet 
(1.5.2) by a single formula 
(1.5,3) f(x)'v c 0 • lf0 (x) + c1 . !f1 (x) + c2 • <f 2 (x)+... (x ➔ oe>). 
The right hand side is called an asynptoticJl series for f(x), or 
an asymptotical expansion for f(::). It 1s easy to see that the e's are 
• 
uni~uely determined when th,') f '13 ·, re g1vr-jn, i,ssum:..nf thDt such cm asymp-
totic expansion ~xistz. 
The multiplication -;::;0111+-s betwl':et~ ck ~rnd 'f k(x) are used in ot"der 
to make the notation r<:ve·'Jl the sequence lf 0 (x), f 1 (x), ... . It is 
evident, however, that ck. tp 1c(x) mny be repl11ced by ½ck.2 tpk(x), say, 
since O.fk(x)) = 0(2f 1/x)). But ~r the coefficient is zero, we are 
not allowed to replnce O.lf'k(x) by 1.(0.f1/x)), as O(!fk(x)) cannot be 
repleced by 0(0.fk(x)). ~lso, the me2n1ng of (1.5.3) would change 
slightly upon omitting the terms with coefficients O. 
The following example showo the inportancc of the multiplication 
po1nts1 
('l.S.4-) + ••. (x-.+oo) 
is true, aG it expresses the well known f1ct that e-x=O(x-n) for each n. 
On the other h1nd 
-X O ,-X r, ,-2X Q r-JX C ....., • e + \JI,<: + , •.:- + , , . (x -400) 
is f~ls~ (e-x is not O + O(e- 2x)}, and, finJlly, th2 line 
-x 0 
e "" + 0 + 0 + ••• 
h:, s :;o r:ican in~ :: t ·1 ll. 
The s~ries occurring 1n (1,5.3) n~,.d not be convergent. At first 
8ight it seems strange that such a scqu~nce, producing sharper and 
sharper approximations, docs not automatically converge. The answer is, 
thot convergence means something for some fixed x0 , whereas the 0-
formulas (1.5.2) arc not concerned with x=x 0 , but with x~ oo. Convergence 
of the 80ries, for all x >0, say., means that for every individual x there 
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(1.5.8} 
The proof is easy. Th,.; f:K .. r:i..-:::s cmw..::,.rges 2t z= ~ R , wh0n62 the 
t,=..:rms ::in. (t R )n are bounded. It f0ll-:1ws th;-:·,t ,:t z=}R the sE..:ri8s con-
verges absolutely. Put 
Now for each individmd n_. wht.m lzl < ½R, we hnve 
anc1 1 therefore 
f{z) • n 3 +a.,., z+ ••. +2 z 
0 I l1 
This i~pli~s (1.5.8). 
(!z/ .c.½R). 
It obviously do<.:s not ·1,1:-:ttt::".' it.Jhethcr· i_n thu, ji:c,e:ussicm z repre-
suit3 ci comph;x varJ.Dblt.·_, or:: l"'E.:".11 v~~1~i.0: 11L Yr':; •·ul posltiv,:; 
VG ri2blt .• 
1.6. Eh:mDntary opcrDtions on :c-:Jyi.1ptotj_c 1~ 1.,ri.:.:G. P:)r the selc:1.::: of 
simplicity we shall restrict our ~iscussionu to asynptatic s0ri~s of 
th0 f orrn 
(x -40)., 
though aimil2r things can be don~ for s~ver2l other types. 
Th~ series (1.6.'1) 13 ,ci powc:r series (in terms of powt:.:rs of x), 
and as long □ s there is no discussion ~bout its repres~nting anything, 
we ca 11 it a fo rma 1 pow,:;r seric s. 
For tht:s'--' formal power fl_;:ri.c:.:rJ :icJditl.on ,1nJ nultiplic:::,tion can be 
d~finad in such a way that th~ set of all form2l pow~~ series b~cames 
n commut::itiVt; rir.g., with 1+0.x+O.x·-i:-.,. 'H, tl"L, unit ,1Lncnt (to 00 
dtnot..::d by I). If th- ~-. c5,··~J ;~,,..+-:i 1x+ .. ,rncJ b0 +b_...,x+ •.. 'H'i:.. rc:::present2d ~ I 
by A ;:ind B, rE::spcctivt:l?J ::h2,, w: . .: ckfinc 
A+B == ia 0 + b 0 ) + (!-1 1 + t 1 )x + (a 2 + b2 )x2 + 
.I\B = a b 0 0 
If a 0 ~0, then there is J uniquE::ly dctur~in0d C such that AC=I. 
Furthermore WE cnn (~<::fJ_ne the formsl power series that arises 
from 
This 
substituting the s~rios B into the series 
n8w series will be d~noted by A(B). It is 
Let ckn be the coeffici0nt of xk in the seri(.;s 
A, provid~d that b 0 =0. 
defin8d as follows: 
2 n 
a 0 I+a 1B+a 2B + ..• +anB. 
Th6n it is easily seen that ckk = ck,k+1 = ck,k+2=••· . Writing ckk=ck, 
it follows that 
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We now define 
( ) n n+1 n+2 AB = c 0 +c 1x+ •.• +cnx +cn+1x +cn+2x + .... 
So A(B) arises from roplacing x in th~ a-s0r1~s bij B, 2nd com-
bining coefficients afterwards. 
A furthe;r operation on forr.rnl pmJ:...:r r.;.;.ries is differentiation. Tht.: 
derivative of A=a 0 +3 1x+ ... is defined by 
2 A'= a 1 + 2a 2x + 3a 3x + ... 
that is, -by t'ornml term-by-t8rn1 differl.riti:=1t:ion. 
It is well known that if A and Bore power sori~s with 9 positive 
radius of convE:rgc:nce, these: formal opc:rations du·cctly curr.(;npond to 
the same operations on thw sums A(x) and B(x) of thos~ series. F~r 
example, if A(B)=C, then the seri8s C has El positive rachu'3 of c,111-
VE:r-gence, 2nd insidr::: thL c~rci.L of thnt r3dj_us w~ have AlB(x)J= c(x). 
When speaking 2bout ~symptotic sorics instead of power s~rics, we 
h:1 ve th(;) snm0 situation, :.ip::irt fron th,..: f.::ict thnt some; extra c::rs:: ls 
necc-:sscir•y in the case- of cJ:U'fcr0ntistion. ;1ssur.1-.; th~·t i-':.(x) E:ncl B(x) nn.: 
functions, de;fin,~d in a ncigh'-:,ourh;_,•..)c: c:f :-;.==O, hr:v·~n.~; .-:-:o-;yr.wt-.)tlc ,~;__;velop-
munts 
A(x) .-v I\ B(x)'"'-'B (x-+0). 
Notice that A(x) st2nds for the function, and that A stands for the 
formal series 8 0 + g 1x + .... 
Now it is not difficult to show that 
(1.6.2) 
(1.6.3) 
and if a 0 fo, 
(1.6.4) 
A ( x) + B( x) ,..,, A+B ( x ~0), 
A ( X) B ( x) ""AB ( x ~o), 
( X-40) 
(A- 1 stands for the solution of A- 1 .. '\.=I). Furthl'.::rmore, if b0 =0, the 
compasitu function A(B(x)) 1s defined for all auffici0ntly small 
v~1lu..;s of x, and 
('1.6.5) A ( B ( x ) ) rv I, ( B) (x -;O). 
Formulo (1.6.2) is tPivial. Wt2 shall prove (1.6.3). Writing AB=C, 
we hnv8, for each n, 
ft(x) = a 0 + ••• +3nxn+ O(xn+'1), B(x)=b0 + •.. +bnxn+O(xn+'1) (x~o; 
irnd so 
A(x)B(x)=(a 0 + •.. +b xn)(b + •.. +b xn)+O(xn+1 ) n o n (x-+O). 
Now 
(ao+ ••. +anxn)(bo+ ..• +bnxn)-(co+ .•• +cnxn) 
is a linear combination of xn+1 , 
It follows that 
n+2 2n n+1 d. ~.-c i·t i's O(x ). x , •.. , x , an ~ 
Atx) B(x) = C 0 
□ nd this proves (1.6.3). 
(x ~O), 
Simil2r proofs con be given for (1.6.4) and (1.6.5). Actually, 
,1.6.4) can be considered as a special case of (1.6.5), as A- 1=P(Q), 
with P=a 0 - 1 (1+x+x2+ .•. ), Q=e 0 - 1 (a 0 -A). 
With the oper8tion of differentiation the situation is nomewhat 
different. If A(x) i1as the asympcotical development A(x),-., A(x ~o), 
then A1 (x) does not necessarily exist. If it exists, it does not 
necessap1ly have 3n asymptotic expansion. But if it hos an asymptotical 
expa:1sion, in the form of 8 formal power ser:..eci, it automatically 
c o inc :L des with the f 0 rma 1 d e riv a ti v e A 1 • 
For example, we have 
-l- ( .:1.) -1 -2 e ~cin e II N O + O.x + O.x + •.• ( X .l.0)., 
but the ck;•:i_ V81. ',_,.,: . 
½l=-¼s~l.ci(ei') - ~cot:(e~) 
has no such asymptotical exp~nsion, 
The theorem th2t term-by-term differentiation of an asymptotic::il 
development is legitj_mote whene;ver tl,c c:erivative of the function has 
811 asyr~ptotic;:il expan::non (in th<:j forr1 of a formal power- series),is an 
i1mncdtf!te consequence of the following theorern on integration (at 
least if the derivative is continuous): 
If f(x) is continuous, and 
then ws l1:1ve 
This immediately followH fr•om the fact 
then 
implies 
(x~o) 
+ ..... (x ~O). 
lf ::_:(x) iEJ continuou~, 
1.7. Asymptotics and Numerical Analysis. The object of asymptotics is 
to derive 0-formulas and a-formulas for functions., in cases where it 
is difficult to apply the definition of the function for very large 
(or for very small) values of the variable. It even occurs that the 
definition of a function is so difficult, even for 11 normal 11 values of 
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the v1riable, that it 1s e2E1cr to f1n1 asymptotic lnfoMnJtion thun 
~ ·1y other type of 'l.n fo!"!lE' t vm. 
Ml it w~s al~•;:icy :Jtrta~c:J in scc.·i,·1, nr~1tbE:r- O-fo:·,,11.:laf; ?')O'r o-
formul:ia h,1ve, as they :,t:rnd, '1Py d1r<::ct vn.1.w ror- numer1.c<l ptH'pcrJe5. 
~1ti@~tes involving cx~l1cit r1wn~rlcal ccn3tants. 
Th9t 1s, at every ~tage uf th0 Grocedure we indicate d~finite 
nu:11br::rs or func t1onB w1 th cert c, in pr•opt rt 1es ., whtH''€: tht~ a symptoticA l 
formulas only statBd thf: 1::Xi;stcnc,::: of ::rnd'.! m.:ir:b/~ri.:, or functions. 
In most cas0s, the fin~11 -::stir:1::1U::s obtalticd in this w:iy ~ir•,.:: ratht:r 
w,:::·,k,. wlth vm~,t::int n thc:w·,:-·;1,.' tim,t3, 31y, g:r-~::otu~ thnn tht~Y could bt. 
The r~RBOn 1s, of course, th~r such ~stim3t~a 1re obtain€d by m~ans of 
«:::nrc ful cx,1r:1:l.n::it1or. 
But (VC:il 1.f t~.\. :ii,;;v:.1r1t•:)ti.c:, l l:'t,SUlt :l.s pr•:S<:.:tlt ;,.,! 1!'1 ~.t'.:'. C,::.it 
Numcr-.t I w:>nt tc:. ,:'r,Lrtc :,:y C·Jr;c::ion f'(x) fot l:Jrge v2lw-.,s of x., with 
"l !'t.:lotivc Cr'l"'Ot' vi' 2t uu::,t ·r.r;. 
/i.s-yr.1pt.; f(x:)=x·•'1+0(x_;:) (x~ro). 
'??? 
I ' ) -11 Q -? f',v _,,. · "·X .. ... \ ,.,... .ti:,, ....._ V 
But my v~luc 0f x 
P-.syr.·1.y)t ~: \11Jy :ji•::'. not Y(>t:: s· .. )y ~-:1-0? f•1y ~~·v·-1u-~tt:);"1E1 -~~'ivc 
If ( x) - x - 1 j <- l~ 7 ooc x -2 ( x .) 100) • 
m,,.•.•· •.. i.::;).·~ ~.• .. ,,',, "'.1•.,··1•,,!'< 'r, ·,c,·•,, •. • T L-n,•·w J.' ,-,-.-,,(1,1 fl."'· ,,, < f"'{1Q''\) -( ),, 
•• , ~ _ ,. .,l.. I'., •. , , , L . .,,, J ., . l. \, ',, ;. \ • \., ~ • 
s02~ of ny cstuct~s. Nu\~ I .f'\.nJ tl'la t 
( X ~ 100). 
It i~ ;1l~~5t th~ l)~St thing I possibly Cfn s~t. Why don't you 
Nuner.: l I l . . . 
I think it's bttter co Rsk rny 0l0ctrontc computing machine. 
M": ::hinc: f"' ( 1 /"'\Q ) 0 t) A 'l •:, 7· J:.. '-.•' :::::,: ~Vf!,) 3400B 671:>3 
AJymot.: H?v~n•t I told you so? My cstirn2t0 of 2Oi was not v~ry far 
r~o~ th~ 14% of th~ rLal 0rror. 
NUtH,:r'.: I I ! ... 
S0m~ days later, th~ ~nJ0r1crl Analyst wnnts to know the value of 
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f(1000). He now asks his 8achin8 first, nnd notices that it will 
r0quirci a month., workinc ::it top speed. Tht.:ri;.;fOr,:;;, the Num-:::ric::i 1 l\.na lyst 
returns to his asymptoticPl colleague, nnd gets a fully sRtisfactory 
reply. 
2. Implicit functions. 
2.1. Introduction. Let x b€ given as ;;-i function oft by some equation 
f(x,c) = 0, 
where; _,_f th•; equat:•or, h,:-:s mor·e than one root_, it is sorneh')W indicated" 
for 2ach value oft, which one of the roots has to be chosE:n. Let thls 
r>oot b~ denatr-:.d by X== tp(t). The problem 1s to dE::termine the aGymptotic-
:lJ beh3v5.our of tp(t) as t---:;..= • 
We sl',:ill onl;y d:.;';ctws 2 few examples, since little can be said in 
0 ener2l. In B~neral, th~ question is rather vague, for what we really 
want is the asymptotic beh8Vlour of ~ (t) expressed in terms of element-
c:1:1y funct:1.rrnD, or at least in terms of explic.Lt function::,. 
If no on~ had ever introduced logarithms> th~ questJ.on otout the 
asymptot1cal behaviour or the positive solution of the equation ~x-t=O 
( 2 s t ➔ oo ) Nould h;-,v0 1Jee::n :: hopeless problem. But ;:is soon as one 
,~ons;_cJers log,,r,_'::hnrn as useful functions, t:he problem vanishes entirely. 
In mriny C'.:'Cl(:,S occurr:u13; In pr3ct1ce 1t j_'J p,)l:JS.Lble tc express 
the 3symptot~c;Jl behaviour of an implicit functjo~ .Ln terms of 0lemenG-
v)t; 
,":.. --
.2t 
t \.f>(t) X=e , where ~(t) is the solutior 
o f t.p , ; I.fl '""' t . Now f o r if we ha v e a n ri c ym p t o t i c e x pa n s i on ( s e e s e c . ~~ • 4 ).,, 
wn1ch 1nvo:ves urrors of the typ~ (log t)-k, fork arbitrary but fixed. 
I'h:::.~; r.1c.:;~rn that We have sn a3ymptottc formuL1 foe log x, but rn)t for x 
itself. That is, we do not 
·r, 1 3 t x/ If' ( t;) t._.-;-,! ~, GO 'I •::t S 
4' ( t ) w :: th YC-1 , 1" r or L t: rn o C 
fOYTitul:'J c )Ulcl .. four:c.:. 
possess ;:_rn elt:men ,,· ry fur,r::tiori 4' ( t) such 
t --+oo. Th:u, woulcl r,~cpi.cr. ::: foPmul.J for 
( . -1) u r , 8nd 1t lJ u,liktly that such 1 
cnxt to l:w quite i>~r:1y. u~~u,·i_ly it dc~perid3 on 0xp:~ns.1_cr:.:.) H, t2rr:1r:..: of some 
1mall p2r~mc~~r, or~in3rily ~~ sanncction w1~h ~he Ljgrange inv~rsion. 
~h8t formulo ~elo~gs ta complex function theor~ but the Ll~m~ rtsults 
,·:_1 1::: often be obtained b:· r.c>1l funct5-on methods. 'luite often iteration 
m8thods c~n be spplied, out sometimes they f21l in a peculiar way (sae 
scc.2.5). 
2.2. The L8graD~e invers-on formula. L~t ths function f(z) be an2lytic 
i:• :JOT:lE; rH-:ighbourhood of the point Z=O of thE-; conplex plans. Assuming 
~h2t f(O)fo, we consider the equ~tion 
(2,2.1) W=z/f(z), 
ASE 1b 
wh~~~ z is tho unknow~. Then ,:,h .. ,r',.' exjst positive nurnbe!'s o and b; 
t1uch thut fen:" fwJ < [i the cqu~i: .. .:..::n h:1;::, JUBt one solution l.rl th•J doma1n 
iz/ < b, and this solution 1a 1:· ·~,:r:•.l.y~ • .:...c l'Urh~thm of w: 
Z m (lwf<a) 
''
.,_ .z.~·•n.e'"t•.1,1?'.?."'lOf' .. 0,-,,,r," +!--..t v·~,,;,- •)f' /I.I") :..J'-'·• .t ,.,, ---·~ v_ . t;., . .1.,,-.,, \,,,,..i;,;.:1 l.,oi1,., l...l ... l,..,•._,. .._ ..... ,\ (.., t 
(2.2.4} 
Formul::! 
,...,_t,.,., 
L -\.~' 1i> 
wh~r~ g is any function 
1s a spcc111 cAsc or 1 mere s~ner~~ thLGr~m 0n 1raplicit functions: If 
ff z.,w) is ar: ~H~r!lyti.c r~mction of' r:,oth z r,nd w: .:in :some reg1on lz !-< a1 , 
jw f < b,., and if e,f/ ?>z does not vr:H,is11 ot the poj_nt z:.::.r:=0, then ·chere 
! 
are positive nurnbcn:s a and b., such th:-it, for ench w in the dom,::iln 
iw j ,<a, the equation f(z,w)==:O has Jm1t on0 S•)lution z ln thl' domDin 
{ z l < b, :ind thi.s aolutior1 can be repl'.'{iScr:t2,J as ::t power seri~s 
,,, ...-
00 le 
... = L..k=O ck w • 
For proofs of these theore1~s w~ refer to standard textbooks on 
compleK function thcorJ. 
2.3. A J?lications. Some ns:~1'11:,totJc pt"obli::ms on :,m;;l1c:i.t functions adrn.it 
dir-ect nppllc~ tion of th(; L::i~r·rngt forr.1uln. For" e::xample, consider the 
positive solution of ~h~ ~quJtion 
(2.3.1) X -···1 xe = t , 
who.;,:n t ~ ~ ., As t-1 tends to zE:-ro, we cp;,iy the Log rang~ formula 
~ ~ (4.2.2) to the equation ze~=w, so thAt f(z)=e-~. It results that there 
aru constants a>O P!nd '::)>0, suc'.h th~t for lw!< 3 there is only one 
,1olut1.on z satisfyin6 I: .. {< b, viz, 
,,,, ._.w;;i (-"', )k-1 1)c-·1 ,.,k 'ici Z -·· "-\{=1 ., n / > • 
(actually, the ser1.es canvu'ges 1.f lwJ < c-1 ). Sc it is cle3r that j_f 
t > n-1 , there .1s on(; i.:-!nd ,Jnly one solution .in trie circle ix I< b-·1• But 
as xex increases from O tQ (:lQ :if x increases from O to oo , the equation 
_,, 
(2.3.1) h:is ~ po~ntive solution., ::ind this one cannot exceed b I if tis 
sufficiently large. So if t 1a l3rgt enough, the positive solution we 
a re looking 
{2.3.2) X "" 
by 
I:Qlil (-1 )k-1 kk-'l t-k /k ! , k»1 
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f:rn-:.~ this pow.er- S(;-c':_:: ::; ,::: lso ,s.&z-v..;:;~ .::l.~ 3 s:7m.pt-oticc) 1 dov-6lo:pment ( E:;-.:.,e oBc. 
1. 5}. 
(2.J.3) -x e 
t t ➔ ~ • The func t:ion x is 
I_.. Cl' 
·-. ! ~) • smnll ·_1_n t:J:c- 1r1t0rv.'J 1 O::; x ~ 1 unless x .:;.s 
4-
v ~ ry clos0 to 1~ so th8t it ~3 cl~~r fr0m the grGphs cf x~ and 
thurc Ji:? just one: coot, clo:3c L~ 1, :Jnd ti.;,iding to '1 .:1s ·'-, ➔oo. 
-x 8 
1
.Jc now put X=1+z, t-1==w, .,·:Jd r,r-y t,J ~;et 2r. 1:;;qu;:,tion of' th2: i'on:i 
t2 ? ) t -X • ~ .1 • From :x: ==c. we o·at.:1 in ::-lHc: -::q1.rn t 1 on 
z/f{z}=w> wh0re f(z) = -z(1+z)i(lo;(1~z)). 
~h~ function f(z) is □ nalytic ~~ Z=O: 
It fo 1 lc•ws thc1 t 
solves the equation (2.3.3), if t 1s lorge enough. As in the prtv~ous 
example, the fact th □ t there is Just one positive solution, tendin~ to 
one if t ➔ oo, guor"ntt,cs thiJt tllc positiv<:: solut1c·,~ i.s represented by 
Our third t.X~::mpL: :\_s :3t:::tc.::c1 in J dO!i18What dii'f(-;rent form. Corwider 
:~h" ,:qu:3 t ion 
GOS X = X sin x. 
We obscrvt fr0u tho JrRphs of the functions x and cotg x~ th~t 
':~h--:c-2 is Just 811C root _1_n t.V,.·ry :xL,..;rvnl n-rt.::. x < (r:+1)rt (n=0,+'1,+2, ... ). 
Dcn•:)t:_nt:: th~s r,)'Jt ':Jy x~•.' we ask for the behaviour of' x ns n ➔ co. As 
- n -1 
ccitg (x!J-1t'n) = ;\11➔oo J we have xn- rrn ➔ O. Putting X==-rt°r+:::, (rcn) =W, 
,J(.:) fi1•c.1 c•:;;:; z =(,...,- +z)sin z., ::ind 3-'.:l 
,-., ., I,_, ( ~) 
"'l :;- I' I J. 4, •" f(z) = z(cos ~--~ sin z)/sin z, 
wh(.;rc: f(z) it.:! ::'!n21y:;ic :-,G z=O. TrH.:r'c.for·0 z :_,3 J powsr seriGs ir, t0rms 
2 
of pc)wc:rs of w, ~·::c.1 W1:; c::·:::.Lly t,v,,lu::-ite z=w+c 2w + •••• Therefor,;; we 
hnvc; jf n is larg~ 8nough, 
x = -rcn + (rc-n)- 1 + c2 (-rrn)- 2 + •••• n 
As 8 consequence of tho fact that f(z} is an ev8n function of z, 
WC notice thnt C2=C4=C6=···=0. 
2.4. A more difficult case. We take the equation 
(2.4.1) 
( - I· 2 \ :::: • '1' • J 
,. 1( 
X:•~· 
Onc"'1 wr· h;1v1.. ~1orM: ·:,ppr•ix1m'1 t:icin to x, ,~L: (.Jn :.4;1bst::.tute -~ t or; 
Uh.: ri6 l1t-hanci-LJ.t.dt~ r::C (2.4,~2L ·:rd \'Ile 1)i~,v,1n ') new ;::ir,pr:-,)x1.:-;;:1tt,x:, 
.!. () L: X ··-· 
"" 0( l ,._,. .. ,.., ... & ) 
' ' - -·::_, J..v0 ,., ~ 
X =~ 1 0~ t + O(log log t). 
Taking logarltt1~H, w~ infer thJt 
.. , 
·- 1 1 t · ()(l"··· ·1-.. , •'·/'',-,g ,,_) ~ ~ ~ub ~0~ ~, Lu L • 
Inserting this 1nto ( , .. , 4 "') C.. "C: :, w0; get a second opproxDnat10~ 
( ? 4 ~) ,_, 'l> Ill,., 
)( = l t - J,y· f 1 t .. le_; J ·- ;. r) ( l , · i ,._, . \.. ... -~·:.: .. ·, l.U._, ~ "} I 
·:, . ',..., ..... ,. 2 
,. ; (' •·~.1~;:ct") + C( \•;.::~o~);). 
log 1 og t = L~l , 
>'( (:; () 1-; t :·1 ·.1 r) f) L...., L-, I ,_ 
O(~l} f 1- ,, ... 1of~ 12 + log t,; ... 1 (~ + X = r:;- + ~ + ~ , 11 J 1 
( -3) p-.-q . ;;Ld s.:::, th .. t\. r·v C L2L,1 '.,t..j'.11'.'bin:~ ".!ll t,.t":is 12 r., wlth q) 3, 
x.cL1-L2- {-L,/-'1 -1 +L2L1 -2 f½ L2 211 -3 +0( L2L1 -3 )} +½ {-L2L1-1 +L2L_.1-2J2 
·1 -1 3 
.. J (L2L1 ) = 
-·-- .,.,,,, 
The next step can be verified to giv& 
( 4 4) -1 ( 1 2 ) -2 (_j 3 3 2 ) -3 2. • X=L1-L2 +L2L1 + 2 L2 -L2 L1 +) 12 - ~ L2 +12 L1 + 
+ <{ 12 4_ ii- 123+312 2+0(YL1_4. 
From these fol'.'!Tlulas we get the impression that there is an asymptotical 
series 
where Pk(L2 ) is n polynomial of degree k (k=0,1,2, ..• ). This can be 
proved to be the case, by n careful investigation of the proc~ss which 
led to (2.4.4) and to further approximotions of that type. We shall not 
do this here, as we cnn show, by a different method, e much stronger 
assertion: the series in (2.4.5) converges if tis suffici0ntly large, 
and its sum equals x. 
The method is modelled oftor the usual proof of the LaGr8nge 
theorem. For abbreviation, we put 
1 1 ( ) -1 X== og t - og 100 t + v, log t = cr-, ( log log t) /log t= -c • 
and we obtain from (2.4.2) that 
{2.4.6) e -v -1- uv + -r = 0 . 
For the time bein6 , we ignore the r8lation that exists between w 
and -r , and we sha 11 consider them as m:ia 11 independent complex para-
CTeters. w~ shall show that there ~xist positive numbers a and b, such 
that, if \crf< r-:i, 1-r\-:::a, the equation (2.4.6) has just one solution in 
the domain Iv/< b, and thnt this solution is an analytic function of 
both o- and -r in the region \c:r I <a, \1: I<:. a. 
Let d be the lower bound of I e- 2 -1 \ on th«2 circle l z I = -rt. Then 
& is positive, □ nd 0- 2 -1 has just one root inside that circle, viz. z=O. 
Now choose the posi ti Vt; numbor a equa 1 to ~ /2(rt+1). Then w0 have 
jcrz--t: I< i (lo-l < ,", j-t \~a, jz I= -rt). 
A consequence is that le- 2 -1 f >la- z--c f on the circle /z 1 = rt. So by 
Rouch6 1 s theorem., the equntton e- 2 -1- a-z+-c =0 has just one root inside 
the circle. Denoting this root by v, we have, in virtue of the Cauchy 
theorem, 
(2.4.7) J -z 1 -e - cr v = ~ -z .z dz, 
e -1- '3:' z+-r 
where the integration path is the circle jzl= n, taken in the positive 
direction. 
For every z on the 1ntegr8tion pnth we h2v8 {dz/+1~/<½18-z-1], 
so that we have the follow1n3 devclopnent 
(2.4.8) (e-z-1- crz+i::)-1= LlooO L= 0 (c_z_-,}-k-r,1-1 zko-k-i:m(-1)m 
-c::::: m= 
converging absolut1c:ly r:ncl unifrJrr:1ly when Tz j =rt, le::; f < cl, 1-c f < .~. So in 
(2.4.7) v-1e can intc:gr2b:: tcrr;1v-Jic,;c> ,n-ic v ''~PG<'r•~; rit:i the f'>Ur<1 of an 
absolutely c0nver52nt double power s~r1~s (p0w~rs of~ 2nd~). We 
notice the1t all terr.1s not c::mt:Jinln;; -r V''nh:i(:. For·, in (2.4,8) the 
terms with m=O give ri.s.:: to integrals 
which vnnish by virtu0 of th2 r8sulnrity Jf the int~crand 3t z=O. 
Our result is that., if ja-1< ::i,l-f / < ·1 (c.:. 1L6) h~s Jusl; one 
r:i o 1 u ti on v s a t i s f y 1 n g f v { < -11'. , J n c1 t il is s ,:: l u t :i. 0 n co n b c written a s 
Lc;:o L 00 k t'.1 
( 2 • 4 • 9) V = -r l<:=0 m=O C 1-cm cr -r , 
where the ckm are constants. 
We now return to the spt:cial v:dues O'=(log t)-1 ,1'.'=log log t/log t. 
For t sufficiently l.c1r;:;e, W8 hovl: lcrl < e, 1-c I,;:. a. Moreovi:;r, the solution 
of (2.4.6) which w2 8ctu2lly want to hJV8, 1s small: (2.4.3) shows that 
V=O(log log t/log t). It follows th2t it coincides with the solution 
(2.4.9) if tis larg~. The final result is that if t 1s large 8nough, 
I'. ,, 
L 00 L~ log· +-) 111 +1(logt-)k-m-· (2.4.10) X=log t - loc last+ k=O m=O ckm(log v 
ond the series is absolutelJ conv~rsent for all large values oft. Need-
l2ss to say, this series c2n be reorr2n;;cd into the form (2.4.5). 
2.5. Iteration methods. Thcl previous section gave □ typical exampl~ of 
thu role of iteration in asymptotics. In the next sections we shall dis-
cuss some further aspects of osympt6tical iteration. The subject do0s 
ncit cntlrE;ly fall under the• hooding 11 implic1t functions", ancl therefore> 
our reflections will be sor,1ewhot more gener;:11. 
1~t f(t) be a function whose nsynptot1c2l behaviour is required, 
2s t ➔ c-o. Usuolly it is quite importont tu hc1vc a r0asonnble conjecture 
8bout this behaviour before we start proving anything. And usually, the 
b8tt8r the approximation WG guess, the easier it is to prove that it is 
an opproximetion ind2ed. 
Let t.p 0 (t), t.p 1 (t), ... b8 a s8quence of functions and 
for each SE:par/Jte k, t:;hc osyr.1ptotic::il behaviour of tpk(t) 
Assume that we have reasons to belii:::V8 that the behaviour 
assume that., 
is known. 
of lf (t) is, 0 
in some s2nse, an approxim:1tion to the one of f(t). Moreover assume that 
there is a procedure th::i t transforms Y, 0 into ~ 1 , ~ 1 into lf> 2 , etc. ,and 
that there nre reasons to believe that this procedure turns any good 
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approximation into a better apprcx1rnot1o~. What we hope for 1, this: 
1.t might happen that for some k tPk ls so elose: to f', that we rnay 'be 
able to prove this fact, in some specified se~se. It may even happen 
that we are able to use the procedur2 itself for ~roving things. Name-
ly, if we are able to show that (i) if '+'n .ts an ,Jpprox1mat1on 1.n some 
n-th sense, then eutomatically ~~~1 is an approximation 1n some 
(1~+~1·) t~ se•)C\G n•,c~ 1r mn~~ovet· (~I·, r.)" OAffir ~ \~ na~ ~e r·~n••~d •~nt -' """ l t i ;..., r~:. , ,:,;, :i. ,• . J,. ,,. ,.,  .,. , ,1., A-, ,o. •, , ,.;,; •,.,/ .;,~ r.. J. V ._, L ; L,,, . • ,/ 1 ,.,, 'f " \., t ! :.,;., ,· 
~k is an approxirnation in the k-th sense. A simple example for thla 
is the process which led to (2.4.4}. In section 2.4 we were so 
fortun:.:; te to have useful :!.nfor~na tior: right from the start: 0.: x < log t, 
so that there was no need for guess-work. But quite often there 1s no 
such eaay first step. For example, 1f we had to deal with (2.4.1) under 
consideration of complex values oft, the first step would al~eady ba 
more difficult. In order to be specific, we a~sume that Im t=1, and 
that w1:1 want to have a solution x with Re x-••u,, Im x ·-·~ I'.), Now 
xmO(log t} would be a conJecture, and so would be its consequenc~s 
(2 Ji~) ~n,'I (') 4. i•) But,., .. •·~e m•"'"'l{•t·;•· .... t.-· 'r~•·•re "e'l•"•·,,;,•l e "S' • l .... f,.j C..,. 11 ~ • , .. c: I,.• i...,.i , .1. .. ,-..,.t. .. ., . \,, \..- ,, .. ,~1 \ ... .1,. (,.....,~l• ...... \,.•, 
x-log t - log log t+0{1), we can put x-log t ~ log log t=v, and the 
discussion of (2.4.6) can be applied. Only then we get to definite 
results. 
This example of iterating conjectures so as to reach a stage, 
sooner or later, where things c1r1 be prov~J, is too simple to be very 
fortunate. For, it 1s not very difficult to prove X20(log t) r!ght at 
the star~, using the Rouch6 tl)eorern. On th~ other hand, lt is eesy to 
imagine slightly morP ~omplicatcd ~x2mplea, where th~ application of 
the Roucl1~ theorem would be very troublesome indeed. 
The metnod of 1terat1on or conJeetut•es also occurs in numerical 
analysis. There the object to be approximated is ~ot an asymptoticRl 
behaviour, but just a number. We shell considEr things of that typ~ 
in sec.2.E, and compare them to asymptotical problems in sec.2.7. 
2.6. Roots of 03uations. We want to approximat~ n special root J of 
I. 
some equation r(x)=O. To this end Newton's mett1od usually gives·very 
good results. It consists of taking a rough first approximation x 0 and 
cons t 1~uc t lng ti':,:-: by ttk-: f onnula 
(2.6.1) X , = X - f' 1\X '/f 1 (X) n+··1 n ~ 'n' 1 .n • 
Its meaning 1s. that x.~1 io the root of tlJe linear funct16n whose 
. ) ' 
graph is the tangent at Pn of the gt'aph of r(x), where Pn denotes the 
point with coordinati:;'S (x0 ,f(xn)). 
Usually the situation is as follows: There is an 1nterval J,/ 
containing j as an inner point, having the property that if x0 b~longa 
to J, then x1 ,x2 , •.. all belong to J and the sequence converges to J • 
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A suff1c1~nt condit10n for the ~xist~nc~ of J is, for instanco, 
that f(x) has o positive s0cond de:rivntiv1.. throughout aomt:. neighbour-
hood of ~ • If the process conv1.:r6es o t .111, it docs so vc,;ry r~pidl~ .. 
as (2.6.1), t::)gether with son~ very li~ht ~xtr~ ~nsumpt1ons, gunrnntces 
that xn+1- ~ is of the order of th\; squnr\; 0f xn- ~. 
,'.tuite often very 11tth.: is known :-1'lx1ut the function f(x), thDt is, 
for ~very special x tht vnluc of f(x) cnn b~ found, but in lnrg~r x-
intarvals there is not much inform.:ition ab0ut lowi:.:r ~nd uppt:::r bounds 
of f(x), f'(x), etc. UsuQlly such inforrnr.tion con b~ ~btnincd in very 
ama 11 intervals. In order t::i f1nd ::1 root of thE: cqua tion f ( x)•O, we 
then simply choose sont: rn..ir1~\.,;'r- x , more or l€ss .:it r::rndom, and we 
0 
construct x1 ,x2 , ... by Nt;wton's iti;;ration prucess. If thts sequence 
shows the t~nd€ncy to conv~rgc, nothin~ 2s yet has b~en prov~d, ca 
convergence cnn not bE: dC:duce::) from::, fin1U; nurnbe:r of obs(.;rV8t1ons. 
But 1t r.1ay happen th:it soont:r or lnter W(• crrlvc ot ::i smnll interval 
J, where s0 nuch 1nforn8 cion can b(; obtC! inC:::d ::1 bout f (x), that 1 t can 
be prov~d that the furth~r xj's r0main in J and converg~ to a point of 
J, that this limit is a root of f(x)=O, and th~t there aro no Jth~r 
roots ins 1de J. What we tht;n h~ve och1cvc..d ls not th<:! ~xact value of a 
root, but a Sirko:tll intervnl in which therv is one; morc.:over we have a 
procedure to find smaller and snnller intervals to which it belongs. 
Ther~fort: 1 t is a p~rf-.ictly happy situation fron the point of view of 
the numerical analyst. 
There ~reals~ l~ss fnvourabl8 poss1b1litics, sever3l of which we 
mt:ntion hE:re: 
(1) 
(ii) 
(111) 
(iv) 
The sequence x0 ,x1 , •.• divcrg0s to infinity. 
It converges to a root, but not to the one we want to approximat~. 
It keeps oscillating. 
It converges to the r~ot w0 havo in ~ind, but we nrc unable to 
prove it. 
4.7. Asymptotical itclration. Now returning to nsymptotical probl~ms 
nbout implicit functions, w~ notice that the N~wton method works quite 
well in snall-parameter cases lik~ those of sec.2.3 or th~ one of 
(2.4.6). Needless to say, the root is no lDnger a number, but a f'unct1on 
oft, and we are out for asymptoticAl information about this function. 
There are two different questions. The first one ia whether the 
Newton method gives a sequence of good approximations. 
A far more difficult question 1s wh~ther we can prove that these 
approximations are approximations indeed. We shall not discuss this 
second question, 1n fact we only cUscuss <.:xamples that have been extena ... 
ively studied before, so that the asymptotic3l behaviour is precisely 
known. 
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First take the equation (2.3.1). w~ condi~r f =0 as th~ first 
0 
rough approxir.mtion to the root. Applying the Newton formul8 ( 2. 6 .1), 
( ) X -1 with f X =Xe -t , WG obt2in 
, 
'f1= c, 
If 2 = e - e ( e ~ -1 ) c - £ ( 1 + t) -1 = £ - r. 2 + ; £ 3 +o ( c 4 ) ' 
so that ~ 2 diff~rs fron the true root x (se0 (2.3.2)) by an amount 
0( r4). It is not ::lifflcult to show, in virtue of (2.3 .2), th.st \.fk 
l{ 
diffGrs fron x only by O(E2 ). 
W0 next discuss the 8qu2tion (2.4.1), and we shall apply N~wton's 
method at a stage where we hav8 not yet reached ~he small-parac0ter 
case. Then we sholl notice phenomena that did not arise in s0c.4.6. 
Obs0rving th8t th~ positive root of xex=t is small compared tot, 
we might think ~ 0 =0 to be a re3sonable starting point. W2 have 
and so 
2 - lp 
If n + 1 = ( tp n + t e n ) ( y> n +1 ) - 1 , 
= t, Lf 1 
'f2 = 
'f3 = 
t - 1 + O(t-1 ), 
t - 2 + O(t-1 ), 
and so on. It is clear that this leads us nowhsre. None of the ~k's 
hnve any osymptotical rescmbl3nc~ to the tru~ root x. 
The snme thing happens if we start with lfo= log t, which is 
already a quite r0csonable 3pproximotion, as x=log t + O(log t} (see 
(2.4.3)). Then Wt ngain obtain ~n=log t-n+O(1). It is not difficult 
to show thnt we clways have ~n= ~ 0 -n+O(1), as so~n as we start with 
a function \f O wh \ch is such tho t lf O c t.fo /t t-.;;nds 'co infinity when 
t ➔ c>O. 
Noxt assume that w0 try tp0 =los t-log log t+a 0 for some constant 
n 0 • (admittedly, this ~xampl~ is not very natural, as no one would try 
this beforu trying ~ =log t-log log tl~ Then we easily calculate that 
o an ~ =log t-log log t+a , where a 1=a +e -1. It can be shown (see ch.8) n n n+ n 
that an tends to O quite rapidly. However, not a singl8 ~k of this 
sequence gives an approximation essentially better than 
l0g t-log log t + 0(1). 
In some sense log t-log log tis the limit of this sequence 
* 
~0,~1 ,~2 , •.• If we now start the N0wton method anew, with fo= 
=log t - log log t, w~ suddenly get much better Dpproximations. 
th 
n 
it t (k:3 !" 
( .4. ),, 
t: 
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3. Summation. 
n 
3.1. Introduction. We shc.111 consider sums of the type~ ak(ri), 
where both the terms a rid th8 number of terms depend on n. Wt:: 2 sk for 
asymptotic information about the value of the surn for large w:ilues 
of n. In many applications, ak(n) is indbp~ndent of n, 8nd actually 
several of our examples will be of this type, but the method by 
which those examples 8re t2ckled are by no me2ns restricted to this 
case. 
It is of course difficult to say anything in general. Th~ 
Gsymptotical problem can be difficult, esp~cially in cases where the 
_.n 
ak :ire ngt all of one sign., one where; 2-'1 2k(n) cDn be much smnller 
than ~'1 {c1k(n)!. On the othr,r hand, there is a class of routine 
~roblems nrising in ~?ny parts of analysis, and to ~hich a l~rge 
pnrt of this chapt2r is devoted: the cases where 211 ~k(n) ~r0 of 
on<;; sign ;:,rnd wh<.::re morcovL'r' the 8k(n) "b"-'h~vc.: ;:;moothl~y". Wt.: sh.::ill 
not attempt to J~f-lnt:.: what n:-!1oothness of beh.0:1viour is, but W<.: merely 
~;:1.v,: -3 nu:·nlxr of examples. These f· 1 11 undL:r four headings ~,b.,.£_,9._, 
~cc•rdinb to the location of th~ terms which give the main contribut-
i•n to the sum. The m1,jor contribut:Lon con come from 
n). A comparAtivcly sm::ill number of tcr•!,-:3 2t the end, or at thE:; be-
ginning. 
b),. A single tenn ;:1 t th2 enc or ::it tl-18 beginning. 
c). A comp~ratively small number of terms somewhere in the middle. 
In cased. there is not such 3 small group of terms whose sum 
dominates the sun of all others. 
n ..., 
3 . 2. Case a. Our first 0x~-u:1ple concerns the behaviour of o = Y" 1 k-.). ~ n K= 
A first approximation to s is the sum S= L1 k-3 of the 1nfinit8 · 
n (JC 3 
serj_es, c:rnd the error term is - L ,., k- • For this last sum we 
2 fl+ I 
easily obtain the estimate O(n- ), e.g. by 
(3.2.1) 
8 nd therefore 
( •" 2 ? ) j. ·-, ·-
Reaults of this type are quite satisfactory for many analytic8l pur-
poses; it should be noted, however, that from the point of view of 
numeric81 analysis nothing hns been ochieved by (3.2.2), unless we 
know the value of s from some other source of information. The numer-
ica 1 cma lyst would prefer to evaluate explicitly ;[ ~ k-3 for some 
s:;-n 
suitably chosen v1lue of m, ond to 0stimate .:_m+'1 k-3. 
Formula (3.2.2) con be improved by refin8ment 
that led us to (3.2.1), i.e. compnrison of the sum 
of the '.'.l rgumE:mt 
with the integral. 
We shall return to this techfiique in secs. 3.5 and 3.6. 
Our next examplE.: is L.. 1 2 klog k. In this sum th(; r0 is 8 rt2la ti v-2-
ly small number of terms 0t the end whose tot::il contribution is large 
comp.::ired to the sum of 211 others. If we omit the 1 ,,st [log n] terms 
1 ((log n] denotes the l:1rzestcii:itag;{::;r' ~ log n), the.sum c.,,f the r0mnin-
' n- Iob !!.J k n-lor:r nVl ing terms is less than L.. 1 2 log n ~ 2·' 0 log 11 = 
::211 +1n-1 1og n, rind thts is much smaller thErn the n-th term. 
We notice th8t, if k runs through the indices of these signifi-
cant termsA then log k shows but little variation. We therefore ex-
pand log k in tt: rms of' povv2 rs of ( n-k) /n, :J nd in doing th is we can 
-::asily afford the rr,nge Jn<k~n. We sh-::11 be sr:tJ.sficC:: witr; 
( h===n-k), 
i<JhJ.ch holds un:1_for:t1J :; • .. n ,., ( O ~ h < ½n). hf:: now (_·,r lw:·te 
le r, +1 Ly1 2 lo~~ n - 2 , log n + O ( 22 ' log n), 
n 2 ln The main error term j_s 0(2 n- ); th0 terms involving 22 orr::: 
~uch small~r th~n this one. Our result is 
'°n k 1 "" h 2 2-n "-- ,1 2 locr k - L - ( - ) 
1 o = 2 log n - n 1 h.2 +On , 
Jnd it is not dtfficult to ext8ncl our :~ rgument :i.r:: orcJc:r to obto in 
,.-\ 
~in :1symptotic ser:L 1~s in term:':: of powe:rs ,:if n- 1 : 
2-n L n 
k==1 
2k log k 
-
2 100 n -1 -2 -3 rv c 1 n +c 2n +c 3 n + ••. (n-+oo), 
With 
]r 
·-1 ..-oo k -h 
ck = ( -1 ) ,1. k L h 2 . h=1 
3.3. C8s,~ b. We nN; often confronted with sums of positive terms, 
1AJht.::rc:, ecch terr:1 js much lr:irger th::rn, or c:inyw2y not much smeller thsn, 
the su1~1 of all previous tern1s 0 
the last term, \Ile fine th3 t 
sn/n ! = 1 + ~ + 
n 
Our cx~)mple is E: k="l k! Dividing by 
1 1 
n(n-1) + n(n-1)(n-2) + • - 1111 
If w~ stop G!t~r th0 ~· t•, r: ,, ...... f, r•·,, ,_.} \., ,,, .., l I, ••· 
wh1ch is ~t most (11-5)!~~!, ~:1~ so th~ 
t. ( !'TTI l ts cl f :~ s C { :·; - 4 ) , n ,:! : , l 1 ,:: ;',. Co r•,, 
::: ··( -4) 
+-.,.-+u\n • 
n..., 
, ·1; " ,I ) \.rJ•' 
2 (: 0 +c.,,x+c,"'x + ••• 
' l .: .. 
;_mle:cf.J 
(.;XCt:e1 those of the ~xpnn~icn \,r 
x2 
+ ~ 1-X 
+ (n-~-). 
x'..""::()"' the coefficients 
in tems of powers of x. It follows th·t the .inf1nite scr:i..ts in (3.3.1) 
,:j1vergcs hali!s for ~ny v~1~0 cf k. 
for the coef:ictents of :i divergent-~symptatic series. For pr,ctic □ l 
purposec only, few terms of the 1syrnptotlc s~ri~s ¼ill be need~d, 3~d 
fer ne~rly ~11 theoret1cnl ourposcs the ncrc cx1stt~~~ of ~n osynptotic-
Jeries is ~1r~~dy a sotiaf1~tcry restilt. So it ls only for the SJk~ of 
(cY-1)\: ~ dy 
.{. 
d I ' i{ • ···n k ➔ =, 
3.4. :~s~ c. A typicnl exJmpl~ 1s 
w1.ll b~ stud1€d 1n SfC.6.2. 
Wi:- hnve n~::+1 (n)/ak(n),={2 (n-k)/(l<+'1 )} t}. Hc;ncc the m.:ix1mal term occurs 
't tht: f.1.rst v~lu{; of 1< for- which 2(n-k) < {k+'l), that is, at abot2t 
k-=2ri/J. 
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We notice th~t in this c~sG, contr~ry to our pr1v1ous examples, 
the sur.1 is large comp-'.:red to tht .. : V":lU(. of tht; n:-:xi1n2l term. For, if 
Wt: :-riov£-= k in :;itl"it:r d1r12ct1on, 'H"lrt1n6 fro,:: the M3Xlmal ti::rm, than 
~k(n} decre!ses rnth~r slowly {~ !s cons1der~d to be fixtd). It can 
be shuwn by v:-rious metr-:ccJs, t:.g. by thl' Stirling formul3 for tht! 
f.:ictorials, th2t the nur;1bcr of terms wliich (;Xct:ecl ½ m,~x :'1k(n) 1 J_s of 
the ord~r of n½. If, how~ver, I k- 2n/3) is nuch greater than n~, th~n 
ak is very small comp .. :ir•ed to th.J r:1::ix1rmr;1, and ~ilso th<. total contr1but-
1on of these tE:rms is r•:;l:1tiv1::ly small. 'fherefor12 we have to focus our 
E1 ttt:ntion on rt:gions of tht.: typ8 f k-2n /3 I < An½. W..: ahti 11 not go into 
this m?tter now, as th8 ensi2st method consists or comp~rlson with 
int~grals, nnd th~ integrals which ~riu~, 1r~ of th~ typt of thnaE: 
studi.ad in ch.4. 
J.5. taae d. As ::i first :.x·~.~pL ,,,c ~-:'l{,·; ·i/"v.:½. The .1.cleal tl.chr.iqu4,;; 
for dealing with~ c2se RS smooth 2s this one :~ g1v~~ by th~ Eul~r-
Mac laurin sum forr.1ul:i. N0ve rthe: h:ss W(; sh:; 11 st,::i rt with r mor1; e lcm~nt-
~ ry method, which cnn be 8pplied in less rcgulnr cases as w~ll. 
There ar8 ~wo step3, First ~pproxim~te ?k by a scqucncE uk which 
is such thnt £ k= 1 uk isCIO explicitly knownj th,.; cipproxir.1ction h8s to 
be stron~ ~nough for i: 1 (8k-uk) to converge. The s~cond step deals 
with C k='1 (:-ik-uk). Tht:.: first Z:,Pproxim'"'ltion to this sum is, l1ke 1n 
nr::c. 3. 2, the ir:firn t\::: sum S:.: L k::;:'1 ( a k-uk), c1nd w1:: hnve 
J:n tho l_;;,st sum W(.; try to 1pproximnte uk-::ik by n s0qu~ncc- vk, such 
that E:n+1 \\: is t')Xplicitly known, 3nd such th?t !:' n+1 (uk-.'.'k-vk) iz 
known to be sr.1.··, ll. This procedure c::rn be cant inuE:d. 
The ·.-Jc:-:k poirt in the proc8uurt: is thqt in gC:nt.rril there is L:,rd-
l :1 ny inforr.,:-:ti.on 1bout th(;. r1lui;.. or S. Th,; situr:tion 1::i not .::s 
, r1ous ·1s :i.n (~
1
.2.2), for in (3.5.1) th ... r.t'}JOr contribution is not S, 
'.mt the: sur1 E. 1 uk, whoa<.:. V[I luE is known. 
In 0ur GXt:nplc 'Jk=kJ WC: coH obt~ in ,, first a pproxim:i t ion to thii: 
.Jui.1 sn by tnkin:.; th,.: intt:·gr-:1 J t½dt = Jn3/ 2 . If wt:: now try to tak~ 
L n 2 3/2 ° Uk such that 1 Uk= y1 ' W(; still f,::11. For 
(3.5.2) k½ -{f k3/ 2 • j(k-1)3/2} 
is not 3~t the k-th t~rm of n convcrg~nt series. On expanding 
(1-k-1) ' 2 into powers of k- 1 by the b1nom1~1 scr1~s, we ·rind that 
the expression (3.5.2) is J l<-½ + O(k-3/ 2 ), ::ind i:' k-·i diverg<":s. But 
w~ can oga1n app~oximate the partial sums of L k-½ by an integral, 
viz. 2n¼. If we now t~ke 
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0 3/2 
U --= ~k k :J 
obt:nt: tl1n:t 
0y tt (; 
(3.5.4) 2 3/2 r. J,-
·- 3 - . ' 3/2 I' - ;2 + Q ( n - ) • 
T~0 t 0 rr O(n-3/2 ) 
_ I J -~ ., \_ -- IL 
To th:Ls end it 1:J., of cour;:,.__, ~H;cc.:ss:1ry to refine (3.5.3). Th:1t is 
e1sily dona, for (uk-nk)k3/ 2 ccn be ~xp~nded into powers of k- 1 , and 
the .:;xp0.11sion converges if k >1. 
Wu nsxt nsk for the value of S. We obviously have 
(J.5.5) S = ~: .. '1 {k½- ~?12 --~kl+ §-(k-'1)3/2.L i(k-'1)i-} ~ 
but it is ~ossibl~ to derive~ SLmpi2r sxpr2ssion. 
The method depe11c.:J s oc, n r1, lyt Le:;_ ty prOP.c rt L·s., and th;_;rc fore it 
is not g~n2rally applicnbl~. 
We first gener~liz~ (3,5.4) by introducing n complex pJrameter z. 
Inst(.;;c1d of (3.s.4, we obt: 0 1.n, by tlit, s::ime ncthod, 
(~ .. 5.6) (n ➔ 4»), 
if Rt..: z >-1.,z;i1. Her<.~ S(z) is the sum of .J convt::rg,~nt sc::ries, analogous 
t() (3.5.5). Furth{::rmore, it is not hcird to show thot this SU..';l is ::ri 
::r,alytic function of z in the; rq_z;iori R0 z >--'1, z/1. If Re z >1, it 
repres2nts the RidF1nn zet:-, rune t ion S. ( z), n s c2n be SE::€-n from ( 3. 5, 6) 
JY m:::iking D ➔ oO. Th,~rt:for,~ ,'.3(z)= S(z) in the whol..::: r0g:Lon. 
Especially, the V?lu~ of (J.5.5) is 
s ( --} ) == ~ ( -±- ) = - $ ( 3 / 2 ) / 4 11: 
The latter equ~lity follows from the functional 6qu2tion $(1-s)= 
1-S -Sr ( ) l (' ( ) 
'=2 'fC S COS 21"(8) S. 
3 .6. The Eulsr-M:-:clcurin sum foroule:. Our considcr8tions of sec .J .5 
were meent to de~on~trpt0 a m0thod, rather than giving the shortest 
vny to de:81 with L 1 k2 • It sc:erns thnt the shortest and most efficic:nt 
1
·i.1y of dealing with such c2ses depends on the Euler-M::icl2urin sum 
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t'orr.1ul.~. ·+1t; do not t~,.riv, th,: t'1,r::ul1 lkr>,, 'is U: ts ir.corporr-:ited in 
r10:3t: tt.xtbock::, of 3:vr>n<', .. d Jl'' 1ysi~1. 
(J.6.1) rrn f(1}+ ••• +f(n)"" .lJ.1 f(x)dx t C + if(n)+B2f'(r:)/2!+B4r111 (n)/4!+ 
I ').., 1 ) ,. ll ( ,•~. \ . 
+ ••• + B, . ., f\':_,.i- (n)/(.2r<.•) ! - j f c •• l'(x) i3,-, (x- ( ))/2r:i.)!dx 
ci-:1 ~ ·#, · '--rn 
Jr; thl:; for!·ml~ ~rh: rn .. :-'.11:..t r C rJ1::1i.<, n::;t ,, r.,t:t):3 :-ir n ( it c·rn be dE t~rm1m:d 
hy t~il<1~1g n="!L 1nd [x] -:l1..rJot.11 the l·rg"_;,t lnt~ .. ;~r, x:. It 1s ·known 
thr:t 1 B2, .. (x) l" J Br\.. I {O 15 x ~ 1), :,nd tnL:1 :;1v,::s ·, satisf'.lctory estim:tt; 
·" ' .:.:.,1 for th, integral. 
If f(x) ts such th.qt ... ~eo\r(;2n)(x) \ dx convcrg..:s~ w1;; 1M:'1t:di.::1tcl-y 
h1v~ ~n ~symptotic formula: 
( 'J. 6 '"') f'( 1) f 1 ) rn ~( )··t "' 1 "( ) i. ~!:l B r( 2k-'1)t \/(2k) '+ 
.,, • • c. · + .... + \ n = "'1 .i. x ., x + .:i +~d n · L k""' 1 2k~ , n 1 • 
-i. c( fir( 2m) (x)I Jx), 
n 
wh€ rc-
tJ.6.3) 
IX> 
. f f ( 2r1 ) ( x ) K) ( x - [ x) ) / ( 2m) ! d x • 
... 
3.,7"' .r, further i;,:.le:11;1ph .• Lt:t z be:, cor.,p1-s:x nU11bt:r, .·;nd f(x)=x- 2 log x. 
Then (3.6.2) C3n b~ applied if 2n >1-Re z: 
n 
r n k-zl . k r -zl , , . ) . _,, ( ) <:... k-.. og =.., x og >, ax + C(z ,-~n ""log n+R n;z , 
- I 'i 
Th~ 3ccents denot~ diff~r~nti~tion with r2spect ton. 
As :i.n st:·c.J.:i, C(z) c,n1 b1,; dd~Lri:11ned by m~ ,rn.:ilyticlty argument; 
we obtiin C(z)=-(1-z)-2- $ 1 (z). The specil.!l cnsc Z=O s;ives till Stirling 
fomula for log n ! , as r( 0 )=-½ log 2-ft . 
3. 8. \ r::ma rk. Roughly speaking, the Eule r-Mt:c l,1u:ri.n mtithod doe a not 
work if the l~1r•g1e:st h:rm ls ~ small compared to the sum of all terms. 
In th<'lt cas<; ont, cannct expect the order of r( 2m)(n) to be lowt:r than 
the one of f{n), :rn{l so th( ::.i..lcr'-M''cl-:urin for'ln-111·~ dot:H :-iot t::lV\: 
nnythine; bc:ttt~r th::-.n f(1)+ ••. ~·f(r:);..:;O(f{n)). On<;, C'>n 1llustr::':t\: tr,ls 
,n 
by th~ exemp le c... .. 1 k ! of f,~:c • j •. ~. 
ccnstant. 
wht: re 
r_ 1 .--..,, ) I I )r: \ f ">·i ) I .p\C°"J~• - •--~ I, r ... , /'~;~._ \ ,,. .,. T"'I . t·\l_.,,1 R...,•- _...,l (x) b,:,n.\X-LXJLlc...i:1J,JX, nr1 <B2m' _r,. (x'):·:1vi(•.)n1)l 
ht. ._,: l.,., ,1 ,, 1t. .,.,. ._,,-..,, - l. • 
So everyth1ng dependa on 
It 1s no: i~fficult '" is vL1 
positive ~11ci 1nd~pc11dent of n 1 so th~t, for tvery ~, 
(3.9.3) l •• n· ::i!!l - ( «n /QI.);., + C ( n i -,.1) 
to compAr~ thi □ 0ne to thfr rssult of the Euler-Maclaurin ~ethod. 
For- conv1.:nii.::ne1:: we c•tscuss the 1nfinit;..: sum instead of the 
finlte on~. (ThL difference between the two ia ex~onentially smull). 
, . . ti , t· .• 1 . f ( ., 9 .,.. \ ~ r:_N -k cx.1/n d - , ~ 
.ijr.·1 .. ncr, 1,1Q"'r; t1e '.)!'>" 0'"' ·e O ~ ' ·, •·o,-, e "n l"l""lK'no f t'.• • • ... , ·. • . I t:, \.A . ~· • ' • • I t . • - N ) . I ' I<: • - • ,-:, 
N-,,. 00 J W8 obt-4 in 
~oo ,.-k~/n s = ~, ~ . -n ,{= -<» (_.,,..i'l 101.:;•½_ f 00 r-( 2r11 ) 1 x) .,,. , [) )/f'"l. )l. n t' _ 00 ... \ , .02r:1\x- x ,.::.in .ox. 
We denote th~ lotter integral by • R ; it follows frcm (J,10.1) that R 
oes not m. i- 11 1 r·e ... 
con 
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It in now th-~: right nomE:nt for fixing the valUE:.: of :n. The minimum 
of (°'-t~2nc)t i'J easily seen to be 2tt;-1ined 3t t;:;::'f'l:2n/0<., sno the valw:, 
-~ n/4x · 1 k ls e . However, m has to be an integer, and so we shal ta e m=m0= 
= [-rr2n/cx. J. In order to 8 r:a lyse the d iffc rence it makes, w:2 put 
f (p) =flog (cxp/-((;28) ? 
1,,,,hos0 nnnimum is -ef/cx, ,0 tt2incd atf= ;o, ==i't'-/oc... We: hav,-=' '1/'(p0 )=0, and 
'1 } r, 0 2 h1..;ncc 't{m 0 /n)== ~'{/'0 -rO(n- ) =-"f't.:::.,4x. + O(r.- ) • If we now choose m:::::m 0 , 
( 3 .10 .5) becomes . * . -efn/4,<. 
R :c: O(n(:: ) (n ➔ o.::>). 
1 11. Alternating sums. An alt~rnating sum is a sum of the type 
i:(-1)kf(k)., wher(-:: the: f(k) .-=:re: posit.1..'Je. He w:3u.e;lly c~xpect f;uch suxns 
to h~ small, that is to say, much smaller than th~ sum of the absolute 
values of the terms. 
We can of course write 
And inve:stigate both su~1s on the right. Usually these sums will be nbout 
equal~ whence it is des1r□ bl2 to study them quite closely in order to 
h::'Jve sufficient informc1tion 3bout tht:ir difff.::'rence. 
In most c~ses, how~v&r, the e8siest thing to do, is to take pairs 
of terms together: L.~=~1 (-'1)lc f(k) = L~=O tr(2k)-f(2k+1)}, 
,1ncl these terms f(2k)-f(2k+1) will usually be small. 
As 2n exomple we take the infinite sum 
(3.11,'1) S(t) = ~:o (-1)k f(k) ., . 2 +-2 --} f(x) = (x +~ ) , 
, nd we o sk for the D symptot ic beh2v iour of S ( t) as t -;. oo. Tht:: function 
f(x) 1.s decree:sing, rrnd ti::.:nds to zero ,,s x _,,.=, Ther,.:fore the sum con-
JEr~ca, and w~ hav~, by n well known theorem on altern~ting s~ries 
0 < S(t) < f(O). Thus a rough first r(:;sult is th,1t S(t)=O(t-'1). 
We next write: 
S ( t ) = L. ;== O { f ( 2 k ) - f ( 2 k + 1 ) } • 
\ve oh2ll, of course, cor;1p::?.r1:; the differencr.:: with f'(2l<), and ofter thatJ 
we sholl compare the :3um -L°"'f 1 (2k) with this intE::gral -½f°'°r 1 (x)dx (the 
o Jo 
f8ctor ½ arises because 2k only runs through th8 even numbers.) We c1n 
e:-irry out th<:;sc two operotions Gt the samE: time, comparing 
2k+2 
f ( 2 k ) - f ( 2 k + 1 ) W 1th -½ ~ k f 1 ( X ) d X , 
Using th6 Taylor series, we can express both in terms of f(2k), 
f 1 (2k), •.•• We have, if we stop the Taylor developments at the terms 
involving fir, f 2k+'1 
f(2k) - f(2k+'1) = -f'(2k) -J2k (2k+1-x) f"(x) dx 
r 2k+2 r 2k+2 
--}J2k f 1 (x)dx = -f 1 (2k) - "1J2k (2k+27x) f"(x)dx 
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On subtraction we find 
(3.11.2) 2k+2 f r2k+2 \ f ( 2k) - f ( 2k+1) + ½ f 2k f' ( x) dx ~ ½ J2k l f" ( x) \ dx • 
In our case we have f(x) ➔ o:,, 1s X ➔ oo, cmd therefore 
S2k+2 rOQ. 01 f'(x)dx =J_ f'(x)dx =-f(O). 
,;;.{ 0 
It follows that 
CQ I S(t) - ½ f(o)!~ } f0 f 11 (x) dx. 
We haVt'; rn(x)=(2x2-t 2 )/(x2+t 2 )5/ 2 • We; transform th0 integral, substi-
tuting X=yt: 
snd the lntter intGgrnl i8 easily seen to be convergent. Therefore, 
(3.11.3) gives 
(3.11.4) S(t) 
The process which led to (3.11.2) can of course be continued: in 
the next step we use the Taylor expansions up to the terns involving 
f.'" (x). And in order to e:llminGte the terr.1 involving f 11 (2k), Wf; subtract 
. . f2k+2 . a suitable multiple of 2k f' 1 (x)dx, in the same way as we elimin,Jted 
- r21<+2 
-f 1 (2k) by subtr8cting -½ J 2k· f'(x)dx. We then find 
S2k+2 s2k+2 \ 2k+2 (3.11.5) \f(2k)-f(2k+1)+-~ 2k f'(x)dx- i 2k f 11 (x)dx ~ C 2k \r111 (x)\ctx. 
00 
As J0 f"(x)dx=-f'(O)=O, we now obtain, in the same way as above 
(3.'11.6) (t ~c.). 
The fBct that no term t-2 occurs is due to the circumstance that 
( ) -3 -4 f x is even, and for the same reason the coefficients oft ,t , ... 
will all vanish. In ord8r to show this, it is easier to put the seri~s 
in the following form: 
S(t) == ·1t-1 + i r::;=-o.> (-1)k f(k). 
Applying (3 .'11 .5) to L 00 , we obtain 
-c..:, 
S(t)-½t-1=-½ f~<»f'(x)dx - JJ~00f 11 (x)dx + o(J_: f" 1 (x) ax). 
As f ( x ) ➔ O , f ' ( x ) ➔ O, f 11 ( x) ~ O, • • . as x ➔ <io , we have 
ro,;,, , 00 11 ) fc:,a I 11 J _of' (x)dx = .J _of (x dx = _of (x)dx =· .. =0. 
Furthermore it is easily s0en, by substitution of X=Yt, that 
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f-:)r v.ver-y f'Jxe,i !':\ > O. Nm>J lt. .is sufflc1t:nt to i•wv.:., only ,:1 gi::neral 1t':t:::1 
~tout the continuation of the proc~sa whirh led to (3.11.4) and (3.11.6) 
in order to see that 
,., 
,. O.t:-~· 
which we shall 11ot din~uss here. 
With (3.11.6) we h~ve th~ s~rne situ1tion 93 in e~c.J.10. We exp~ct 
8(t)-½t-1 to he expon~nt1~~1y srn~ll, ~nd by 0 careful 1n3pect1on of 
boeh forr:,ul-c:. Qi_1i t+,:: c Ctcr,, how~.:•:er, <. t h:~ ppens that Poisson-formul':i 
,tt~1,lf .;tvc.G bett•:·1~ r· (l'Jlts th~w F.ult:r-M:0 rl:-1.n·.t11'r~ or Boo'\le 1s (unlu,s, 
of ,:oursic:,o•ic. !o~.;; r,:-::t: intt:rr,r ... tt: th,.se ~.: l.ncq\.:i'"'!.1.ttes, lJke (3.10.2), 
but ~s equ0lltles, t"eturn to 
Po:Lsson try Fourier c xu :ni., ton of tl1.t.:: Bt.::r•no;.112.i polynor·11':1 ls. 
3 .1i~. Application of the Poiason sun formub. Thf. formul'1 re·ids 
{1 •·)".'l ") 
\ ,.1 ii' 4- G l 
where x if3 ::i rer l nur.ibcro, f(x) is RiE.m2nn integrribl~ over ·my finite 
t n t t, rv.: 1 11 :·, n rJ 
(i) 
(l:L) 
,. 
Th~ following set of conditions 1s ~8sily Jeen ta bu □ uff1cient. 
Leo f ( k+x) converges un 1 r ·H•ml:, for C '\i: x ~ 1. k=-0-:i , 
The i'unctlon t!i.(•r) .. r:- ffJ,+-x) wl·•1'"'h r.·•s tht:: ''.>et'iod ·1 satis-,.. "r- -=•\",, ,~,., .,., ·· t· , 
fies the Fourier conditions (thicit is, ~(x) is the sum of its 
Fourier series), nt least nt X=J. 
For, condit~on (1) enntles ~s to ct~ry out tha following operation 
'•/ '.'1. t, 1," tt.r, "4'ou r> ,ij '" ,.. ," 0€ r f' ·i (' ; ,c,n,.., •::; ""r ~ (,,, \) . 
'11~. ,.\- ,.,;;, .. .;.. C ;..,,J,....,..,_ .., ............ ,,...Ao'-• .11,,,i..; "'"' f , ..... @ 
f . - ' 
\ .J .. ': ) 
,1 
r • 
j (; 
~' IX\ 
,\., \ ,t. / 
,, .. ;,: -ff v :t ",;/ ,. ;' ., '1 j \' 
-~ ,: .-., y ' ,,: ,., { .. ) ,1 •. .:.. \ ,Y . <.· ,;j * 
(:1):iy ➔ (1 
As t:• ,, ,. L', Jt) 
! ., \ I ( \ 
. , ::Jr.(', :l.:l): \ ~ I 
For, (iU)+(v) ~::1;:i.l. ( L ( 0ply tb: n:12(.r; v·:1lue thcor'i::!'1 t,0 fin:it(; sum3 
(. \\ ; \ 
.-, 1,· + V ) 0J r '} I 'J I 
• f., .• ,,, / ' • ·'' \ / 
r+--(i·) \, _-,.:, f''r.,,,,,.,t1')1'-1P eVP,l"'\ll,-<1"'.eJ.,,"", 
~>,•'•/ ...... ) -•.,l.,._ !.·\.., •. ,,.,l.,1 ',-•-~,,.I .._. ~- iJ ·1!, -.i:;;;;: 
~: t le ,i st for r:i 11 x of' the form 
".,:1 :' 1·: th·~t. ·l'C:'1 (·~:.)+(vi) onc, c:ir: deduce (:i), r)s well "3 the f~ct 
i~--•,.i- ¢{-.. :) t'lr::i !::-ctiriCl(~-.:: t<)t-:::}l \'Dr1rt .. :r)n ov·t,r ()~ x ~-1; (vi)+·(,lil) eon bt' 
1
.::;,;,:; '·o :3r:~·..,i th:::t. limh ➔ 0(4C:i-:-h)+ ~(3-h)} ,:::24(~i). This fcrrnu1g, in 
0nl;_:.:::''t:Jt,n :ii:r1 tt;€ fr,ct u:~t ~(x) has bounded tool v:'ri:•1:lcm leuds 
~"i[:Gt'!'l O {t.t) .. 
S(t):::: l - ''i 't·. 2 " 
r, i/ ) \. ',,, _, 
l·, 't) + ';i ,'::i,. { • 
.• . I ' 
'The nurnbBr 2,_ oecurr~ing in (:3.12.-'1) has got the special value 0 
h~re, and 1n applying (3.12.1) to (3,12,2), tis considered to be 1 
f:lxf::j posltive nunber. 
The condition (vi) 1s not satisfied, but the set (1ii)+(iv)~(v) 
ia, Condition (111) w0s 3lready checked in the beginning cf sec.3.11, 
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~n~ (iv) is trivial. In order to show (v), we write 
f, (x) = -rti e'1"C"ix(x2+t2)-½ _ xe"f'l"ix(x2+t2)-3/2. 
~'-le take two positive integers N,M, where t < N < M, and a real number 
x in O ~ x ~ 1. 'I·hen we consider 
~~=N fi(x+k) = e-rtix L~=N(-1)k["l'Ti.((x+k) 2+t2 )-½-(x+k)((x+k}2+t2f 3~} 
2 2} 1. The nur,1berfJ { (x+k) +t - 2 form, a clecreasing sequence of (M-N+1) 
positiv2 numbers, and the sJrne holds for (x+k}{(x+k) 2+t 2}-3/2• (For 
( 2 2) - 3 /2 --- ) the functior, y y +t dGcre8 ses from Y=2 2 t onward • We now use 
the following well-known theorem. If any sequence aN, ... ,aM s3tisfies 
aN > aN+'1 > ... > aM) 0, then we h?,ve 
' L := N ( - '1 /{ [1 1-c l ~- :- N • 
I:: follawti that 
\ E!=N f' {x+k)l ~(N2+t2}--1 + N(N2+t2)-3/2 < 2N-1 • 
As this holds uniformly in x ( O ~ x ~ t), we infer that~ for t fixed, 
L. ~ f' ( x+h) converges ur,::_f ormly in O ~ x "1. The same thj_ng can be said 
~bout Z:,f) , and so W8 have proved (v). 
-oo 
We can now apply (3.12.1) to (3.12.2); the result is that 
(3.12.4) 
8ncJ so we have to study, for b=+-rr, +3"f't, +5-r"t, ••• , 
1 ~ ( b ., t ) = s= e bi y ( y 2 + t 2) -2 d y • 
-oo 
0·; substitution 6f Y=tx the int0grrl becomes 
(J.12.'.:5) t(b,t) = J.~c-0 ebtix (x2+'1)-½cJx, 
' 
and on □ ubstitution of X=-x wu inf(P th~t i Ls an even funotion of b. 
Th~ lntcgral is a Bessel function of z~ro order, of second kind and of 
l;rt:J8:\n1ry argument, and ).n the st.:1ndard not-'tion (see Watson, Bessel 
functions, p,172) 
We shzill., however, not explicitly use: the theory .:if Bd3fh.:l functions 
here:. 
Thl: integral (3.12.5) can be trc1nsformecJ in :i well-known w,ay, by 
Criuchy rs theorem. If b > O, we can deform the integration p[:l th (- eoo, co) 
into a p8th leading from ioo to i along the im8ginary axis, encircling 
i in the positive sense, and finally back from i to ico. It results that 
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.4.. (t, t) = 2 J00 t:: -bt .2: ( z2-1 )-½ dz=2(; -bt..( e •btz (z2+2z )-½dz j 1 0 
WP. h::iv•:, lf t > 1, b ,i,« 
on~ so I <p(b,t) f < 2i;-bt (b ~"It', t ~ 1). :So . • (; .12.:~) ·,:c: h~.--~ 
and therefore 
(3.12.6) 
It rem::iinr to find the asymptotic b<:h 1 v:i. :-ur of ~ (-rt, t), which is 
quite e~sy. If we b~~r in mind thnt if tis lnrge, the inte~rand of 
r- -btz 2 _). J 0 e (z +2:-:) ,! J7 is very sm2ll for z >1, :.:i"'-y, it seems worth while 
to develop th~ factor (z+2)-½ into n pow~r s~ri~S 
(3,12.7) (2+z)-½ == 2-½ L 00 0 c zn (c 0=1) :'l= n 
vDlid for 0~z1'2, w.i.t;h c =1. We br(;.::k off somewhere, that is, we 
0 
choose an integ~r M >0 and w~ d0duc~ that 
(3.12.8) \ (2+z)-L2-½ r:_~:~ cnzn \ < czM 
..,..,h..:re C depends on M only. This holds for a 11 z ~ 0, if C is :mi tobly 
chosen: in the interv3l 0~2~1 it holds by virtue of (3.12.7), ~md 
in 1 ~ z < oo it holds because each tcrr.i on the left of (3 .12 .8) ls 
O(zM), while the number of terms is fixed. 
Now using (3.12.8),w~ obtain 
t(-1't',t) = 2t;-~t. 2-½ ~ 0\:-i,:t[L~:6 cnzn + o(zM8 z-½dz = 
= 2e--m:(21'tt)-½ {E:~=~ cnT1(n+½)11-nt-n. + O(t-M)} 
This means th'."'-c we h'.Jvc an ~symptotic serit:S for- t (-rt, t). F'or 
1;V1:.ry M, the term O(e-3-•rt) 1n (3,12.6) is O(e--mt-½--M)., end therefore 
s1 (t) has, npart from the f~ctor 2, the same nsy~ptotic expRns1on. 
So our finnl renult is, AS cn=(-1)n2-3n{2n)!(n!)-2 
S ( t ) -½ t - 1 =½ S 1 ( t ) rv e --nt L :o ( -1 ) n t - n :"12½ - 5 n ,-t n { ( 2n ) ! } 2 {n ! } - 3 ( n ➔ oo ) • 
3.13. Partial summation. We often meet th1:: question of the a1ymptotieflljf1;; 
'::,ehav1our., as n-,._, of o sum n1b(1)+ ••• +a b(n), where the behaY :'.irj 
n .. ····· 
of a 1+ ••• +an is known, and wher~ th~ function b(x) behaves smoot 
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Then we can usually 2pply the partial summation formula 
(3.13.1) a 1b(1)+ •.• +2nb(n)=(~ 1+ ... +an)b(n)-
[a 1 ( b ( 2) - b ( 1 ))+( ~. 1 +n 2 ) ( b ( 3 ) - b ( 2) ) + ..•• ( a 1 + •.• +a n-'1 ) ( b ( n ) - b ( n -1 ~ • 
It h::1 s somr::: forms l adv,?: nt::, ge s to 'vvri t8 the formula in terri1s of inte-
gr.3 ls. We assume, for simpl"icity, that b(x) hGs 3 continuous derivativE::, 
and we put A{x)= L 1 ~ i:~ x ak (i.e. A(x)==O if x < 1, A(x)==o 1+ ••• +a(x) 
if x~1). Then (3.13.1) becomes 
(3.13.2) a "'b ( 1 ) + ••. +2 b ( n ) ==A ( n ) b ( n ) - f n A ( x ) b 1 ( x ) d X, 
I D 1 
that 1s, a speciel c □ se of the formuln for integration by parts in th8 
theory of Stieltjes integrals: 
'3 . 13 • 3 ) ~ n b ( x ) d A ( x ) = [ ( z ) b ( x TI ~ - fo n ;\ ( x ) d b ( x ) , 
but we nt:::ed not discuss the c ond 1 t ions for ( J. 13. 3) in genera 1. 
We shall discuss an example from the thl:ory of prj_meG. We take an=log n 
if n is .3 prime number, :-:·nd "":!~=0 othl:rwi:h .• Tht:·r. Pl.(x) is the function 
!J 
usu2 lly denotec by 0 ( x), :incl we c2r, wr1 tc ~( x )== Lp ~ x log p. It is 
a fundamental ond far from trivi3l result of the th8ory of primes. th~t, 
for eaeh m (m=1,2,J, •.. ), we have 
(3.13.4) ~(x) = x + O(x(log x)-m) 
-1 2 Now many othC;:r su.r .. 1s involving primes, ns Lp ~ x p , LP~ x P , 
Lpii;X 1., C8n be opproachcd by pnrtiol summation. We consider Lp~x1, 
1.s:!. th(;; number of primes not exceeding x, and usually denoted by iT(x). 
We hE1ve, by (3.12.2)., 
(3.13.5) -<t(x) == J,x/ (log u)-1 d ~(u) = x(log x)-1 v(x) -
3 2 
~;2 ~(u) d(log u)-1 • 
(We have replaced the lower limit by 3/2, since (log u)-1 is singulnr 
"'t U=1; it makes no cJifferencc, J8 {r(u)=O for U< 2). We compare this 
with rx 1 x. 
J 3; 2 (log u)-1 c'lu = [(log 1.1)-1uJ;;2 -J;12 u d(log u)-1 • 
On subtraction we obtrin, using (f.13.4), 
The 
X 
-rt(x) -J;12 (log u)-1du = (log x)- 1 O(x(log x)-m) + 
inte,gra l on the right 
],_ 
rx2 Ix 
J312 0(1)du + x½ 
+J;;2 O(u(log u)-m)(log u)-2u-1 du. 
can be written as 
{ 1. m-2J m 2 O (log x2 ) du= O(x(log x)- - ), 
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(x-i,,oo). 
r. . • .. ,. . ~ ·1 ··• .,, : ' ., t' .,, '• / 'i ,. . . ) 'J 
.•.-...;t.y.:.,ptr,\,J ........... ;:.1,;t.r..1 ..... <~ ,'--•.1.-. , l ._;. J · .• 
X l -~ , -4 ~x + 3! x J,.cg x + .•• 
(X ➔ OI)). 
Mc3nwh110 w~ notic~ th~c (J,1).4) is 1~ txn~pl~ of the 31tunt1on 
-v ~I ) A • -1 
... : . V\Y - 1 l''U 1.),y i . ..,_ 11 - ,-,:. r -3 1'" \.: !I> .J +· \.) It y + 
4. The Laplace Method for integrals. 
4.1. Introduction. We shall consider integr81S over real intervals., 
where both the integration interval and the integrand may depend on 
a parameter t., and we shall ask for the asymptotic behaviour of the 
integral as t ➔ o:>. We cnn, of course, extend the interval to the 
whole line (-c.o,o::>), by defining the integrand to be zero in all 
points outside the original interval. So we have to deal with 
0:, 
(4.1.1) F(t) = f f(x,t) dx 
-oo 
It often occurs that the graph of f(x,t), considered as a function 
of x, has somewhere a sharp peak, 8nd that the contribution ·of some 
neighbourhood of the peak is almost equal to the whole integral when 
tis large. Then we can try to approximc:ite fin that neighbour:-)lood by 
aimpleP lunetions, for which the integral can be evaluated. This idea 
is due to Laplace. The advantage is that we only need to approximate 
in a ~elatively small intervsl. 
It is by no means necess2ry that the peak be sharp, nor that its 
l•1~lization on the x-axis be independent oft. For, both width and 
localization of the peak can be controlled simply by a substitution 
xsay+b in the integr.al,.wher.e a and b may depend on t. 
A simple exam•le of the method was already given at the end of 
see.3~12. As a second example we roughly sketch how to deal with the 
integr-t11 
co 2 
(4.1.2) F(t) = Je-tx log(1+x+x 2 )dx. 
-oo 
'fr tis large, the integrand is very sm8ll unless xis very close 
to t. The function log(.1+x+x 2 ) can be succesfully aprroximated b-y 
simpler f'unetions if -½ < X< ½, say, and therefore we first try to 
-½ 00 
,rove that f ~nd .[_ are very small. Next we remark that 
-~ t 
. j) 
log(1+x+x 2 );:;:log {(1-x3 )/(1-x)} = x+½x2-2x3/3 + O(x4) (-½< x<.½). 
Se we are l~d te ap,roximate F(t) by 
1 2 
(4.'1.3} .11;J~ e-tx.(x-+%x2-~x3/J)dx. 
-2 
It may be remarked thst the terms x and -2x3/3 give ne contri-
bution at all to this integral, these functions being odd. 
2 • 
4s e-tx is viry small, it is possible to show that it does not 
make much difference if in (4.1.3) the integration is taken over 
( - ooo, ~) instead of over ( -½ ,½). 
In the above argument the idea of comparing (-00,00) with(-½,½) 
occurred twice. It is, however, pos~ible to present the method in such 
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a WAY that this cutting-off is suppressed entirely (though it is not 
nlways practical to do so): Put 
2 log( 1+x+x ) - x-½x+2x3 /3 = g(x). 
Then we can show that 
0:, 2 J e-tx :~(x)dx iR srnall,11 by virtue of the 
_o-.:, 
estimate 
g(x) = O(x4 ) 
Putting tx2=y, we infc)r- thnt 
0 
00 2 co 
As J' e-tx x 2 dx __ t-3/2 J e-Y (t > 0) J we infer 
-C,C 
that 0 
(4.1.4) (t ➔ =). 
The integrals of the type f 00e-tx2 xk dx \•lJ.11 occur quJ.tr:; ·:iften; 
-00 
for future reference we give some formulas hcrc::. If k is nn <xl,:; po1:si.t.Lve 
integer the integral vanishes as the integrand i:s ocld. If i~ io <:·v:::n, 
f") 
the subs ti tut ion txc.=Y leads to a gamma integrn l: 
(4.1.5) k x dx = 0 
(4.1.6) Oo 2 J e-tx 
-oo 
( n=O ,1 ., 2., ••. ) , 
These formulas are valid j_f t > O, but cJlso if t is a complex 
number with 2 positive real p8rt. 
So~etimes we shall need the following estim~te, both fork odd 
nnd k l?Vc:n: 
This estimate ic not uniform wi.th respect to k. 
The simrler formulrls involvl.ng P.-tx xk wlll oilso be frr:quently 
sprlied: 
Cl:> 
(4.1.8) ../ -tx e xk dx = t-k-1k! ( k= 0 , 1 ~ 2 , • • • ; Re t > 0)., 
0 
c-, 
xkj dx t)-k-1) (4.1.9) /1 e-tx = 1((Re ( k:::,:Q, 1 ., 2 , ••• ; Re t > 0), 
0 
and □ gain the stimate does not hold uniformly with respeat to k. 
We started above by expr·essing the Laplace method in terms of 
sharp peaks. It is, aowever., by no means essential that the peak be 
sharp. For, both width and localization of the peak can be controlled 
simply by a substitution X=ay+b of the integration variable, where 
both a and b may depend on t. The only thing that matters is that 
Co . 
there is an interval J such thet J-f- is small comp8red to J , and 
-oo J J 
that the integrand can be approximated by simpler functions throughout 
J. 
In many simple cases the Laplace method can be replaced by the 
following argument. It changes the general point of view, but usually 
it hardly changes the details to be carried out. 
Assume that&. after a substitution X== 4'(Y), the integr::il (4.1.1) 
becomec <-.:>(t) r g(y,t)cly, ond that g(y)=lim g(y,t) exists. Further-
-)(.," t...:;:,co 
more :1ssume th['lt the approximation of f;(y,tJ to g(y) is strong enough 
o:> °'"' to gu2r2nt2e thnt l g(y,t) dy tench:; to f g(y)dy. Then WE: have im-
"'-400 00 -CO 
medir.1tely F(t) <-vw(t) J:_ l(y)clyJ 1ncJ furtl1er 1prroximations can 
-CO 
often be obtained from a closer 3tudy of the difference g(y,t)-g(y). 
4.2. A general c1se. We shall consider 
0:, t (' ) F(t) == J e lf x cJxJ 
-= 
1ssuming th8t ')>(x) is re8l and continuous, that l{l(x) h'JS just one 
c:1bsolute maximum that J00 e t(x)dx conver;~es, and th2t lf(x) ➔ -oo 
-= 
~Lf x _,, + oo • Without loss of generality we mDy assume that the maximum 
ir3 3tt,:nn:=-:d _:cit X=O, and that 't' (0)=0. Furthermore 1-Je c1ssume thot 
"( 1 (x) exists in a neighbourhood of X==O, th3t f 11 (0) exists, ,1nd 
finnlly that w 11 (0) < O. 
I 
It follows from our assumptions that there exists, to :-rny & "> 0, 
n positive number 1(&) such thet t(x) ~ --rz(J) both in -0vc.x<.-S 
nnd in ~<X<oo • 
The contribution of these intervals satisfies 
( 4 • 2 • '1 ) ~C 5 + [ = < e - ( t - 1 ) 77.. ( 0 ) J: e * ( x ) d x ( t > 1 ) • 
I:1 ::i neighbourhood of X=O we shr:11 ::approximate y (x) by -½x 2 t{>''(O). 
Given (O<f:<-}\~"(o)j ), we cc1n determine c'i >0 such th3t 
For j_f fl continuous function f (x) satisfies 'f(O)== l{'' (0)= f 1 (O), we 
hnve 4>(x)==x i_p 1 (8 x)=x,(x) (x ➔ 10). 
We can now d<:_;al with the integral from - a to +~ : 
f.Je½tx2( +'1(0)-2e )dx < (~t 'f(x)dx < rae½tx2( t11(0)+2C )dx. 
-cf Jct ~J 
All three integrols Jl differ from the corresponding integrals 
by an amount 0( 8 -to<..), w~ere o<. is positive and indepE:ndent of t. 
For the middle one this is expressed by (4.2.1), for the other two it 
can be established in the same way. Using (4.1.6) (with n=1), we infer 
o> +·"(x' '- ,.-1:_-. __ ,_ . -~,....,\ { I, ", . ., \ j"" .. ,_ •' ~ J ,.- X ,- ' ') ,.,,.. \ ·z i !t I ,.~ \ r·, ,r, } ,.. • •·\ / ·'""" f 
\•t • .:::..J; J t;t ,.,. ·"'- t,. 1,J \- ~ 1,,,1-c,;.. t~ .. h..!\2 , 
-o:i 
' ... , ·, 1 ~ ,., t' ...... ~.-,·',)w 'T,'·,1.· •. ,. -.·,• .• 1w,·h,t,I'" l'.·,"·,·1t1.,_~·- .~. "l·,·.itt.,'?'l"Y• r1~.1 t.:n'"}t, tr1e-r•e st] !! . .1J':1J. . i.,."."~r t~!._;· ... ~:i.;ni."t.c t,.t .. 1-, .. ,,.. "'· , ..... _,.,_,_ ~ .\.. ·.:.. ,.J,.,u ... -~,.. , 
l lj. ·;> l•) \ " • • t I (t-➔ o:>). 
1 •• j.. Mnx!mur'.1 ::it the bo1-.1r1::Jary. Ir; s2c,i➔.~:: 1:.h·2 r11t,xlr,,u;,1 of the integr-~rnd 
oce1J.t"l'.'t,d 1t .. ,n inner pi)int ::·f thi.:: .Lnler'/]l., nnJ ow:l.n~; to our '.Jiffet'-
~~
1 r1tt~·-;'i:,::,:i.1! .. t.y .~1St3ttrn·ptt\.)ns l'!·c 1nfc.rt'cc5 tr:a·t l}t '=t·O :Jt tl'1.1t pc.)1nt. If, hew ... 
e v e: r , t h c 1 n t 1:· rv ,, l i s f :. n :. t f:i , :1 n d .i [' t h C: : : 1 n 1 ::i ;_1:rt o f' 4' ts Fl t t :.1 in e cl a t 
tLc J•·•rt ('r:,J-po.i.nt, ~-:·;y, then ~.,, ,·~111 Le u:3·..,;·~ly > i') ct thU:3 point. 
I 
-~f-· ·•1"''' d, f ..,- ) \ -~ 
i •• ;.'t ... '\,.,, '1' \, ;·., j ......... 
simpler 
- x4,11( 
I ' 
((:::£; x~S). 
th1t 
1 
\ ,_t- f(:s:)dx 
"" 
(t ➔t»). 
0 
'."'---.;"\1.A~-, ::'-:,--:..:.n:, ·:r1H: il t 1G c1 c,)::-:pl,.x v:-H•i::Jb1e, w:::.th Re t -,,.o--, 1nstcr1d 
> I ~-Ji;.,:,. 'l'ht:' s!"'!n€ rernJrk ·ippliei:: to ~11 ::Lr~,te~;r;1Hi d.iscussr> i.n this 
1..:ht!pt,:r~, .:.f t)ne only r•.:pl:-1ees e1:•ror· ter·m~~ O(t-k) l>y the eerre[,ponc11ng 
., ' 
t' ,. rv•, ;, t'I ( ( Jo :, ' ) - I', \ 
,.,_., '=~· " l • "-· ,-.,, \ \, J "\,, C ,J • j i, 
1i. 1J.., C\sy:11ptotic expansions. It is ,.lear t!v::t in the cJse of the inte-
t:r1ls discusaed in secs.4.2 ~nd 4.3 More ~aymptotic 1nform8tion (as 
X-:-,.1) 0bout 'f'(x) leads to more nsymptotic lnformoticm about the inte-
/:st'c'il (:is t ➔ o.;.,). We shall restril~t cur.selves to the c::ise of sec.4.2., 
the c~se of aec.4.J bein~ ~nologous. 
for- simpli8ity we sh;:11} :1ssune now th,t f (x) 1s, in some interval 
-6'~ x,s;J., the sum of o coiwergf.:nt powc1" series f(x),..a 2x2 -t-a 3x3+ ••• , and 
th:::,t 9 2 < O. We shall discuss the 1ntegra 1 
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(4.4.1) 
W"'\P'"'e ""(") 1· s tir, ir, .. "'Jl!,,_.l',;'1 hl,> f'11rs:•t 1or re·,:n.i_·_·, 
_ 1 .. ..., L _ ,:-~, ◄'\. , ~ • 1 \,,, t.!' .t.J .., ,,., - ,._, .i .. , ~, • ...,, • ' - • r'I, 
·Ir - '""' X,,. J; t 1•,,:,, "'urn ,·,f' ,, ,•,--,.~n,c,>';f .. ,nt pnt••1.·0 r """''€'18 .,·(v), .. ·a,,_ +·b "+bx'--+ 
-•. 0 "' .,. .:, JI 1., • ., ., .... __ , ., ~··•--•o--·'-' ,,., '" •. ,-..' ·'-•. 0 " .,, I.Jo '·1" · 2 •••. 
~-le nee(~ ~wir.t: r,:--ugh t:St1nDtP 1:xr,rcsstn~!- thc!t tiv.: contribution~ 0f 
( ;, !1 r-, \ \ ~+ • 'f " .c.. } 
tu 4 ") \ • • .:I 
-~ 
r p·(x) 
,.,i ,.., ... \ I 
·-
exlsttcnce 
t·'>(x) e 'l·+v.. l,,..,li- * ,,,,.-M\ 'i..)\ 14 ll 
i'1 '..1~1d C rmch 
' 
1:1 
T. r, ,..,,'1·1,'.'.'- -~ .,., ..... , ., o'), ''~ ,al-·• >I:".) y- ~,.,_ 11 ) ~ •r· .,.. ~ .~ ,,~ 't"b. , .. }-~r l t" x"") ~' ,:"'! -1·,r .... _-,., 
... ~ . • l. l t t, ... ~ t 1..,.1 i ! ', l v .. ~- .~ i ·1 ,. ,,\ ( i,.:I> 11.], ..L'. ~ !. "_; .. t,) \. ., ,_J ·") i .... ,. 
,-i, (")i:.. ... 
Tl,-,(,~ r,~,,-r,·1·r··~l"'{'I' f':-,~t··.r,p .. Iv) •~vr, +- ..,,-.1(-1 ...... , v••1 X":+ )l "''" 
-'•- .... 11., ,_._ •,;, .... ,. ,,. !.;.,\"", ~-•":· c, ,.. t\'.) ,: 1+"'-T ''./ • -~ • j '-·•'~" 
:·.:: ,!~ ..::ouLJ::., 1:;m•Kr :-1r:1·lu.1 1n the ti,,:o ··1 rt:,u.11tent::i tx· nnd x, 
Ix I 'f, ,a , :-n,d ;'.()~• :·: 1 \'' i:J(•:, ._,f t. 
"inite i.ntec•v·d. Th:.'t :u to :3:}y, '.-Jf' r,h·i11 UiK thf; power series tmly if 
\,d ~ r-·1/ 3 . ':Jc, ntriy :~ssu;;,e tLJt t .1: :1,) i 1rt:;E t·t:··t t-''l/J ~cl>. 
. _ .. ·1/~ I"'> •• J' _.-,/~~ } ( fi r,c; t r·, C'' t· 1 ,·, ',, ... l'' .. , i· .. h F 4 l" t· ' ' r" re·, l s ( • _, - .\ ) ~. '1 ( I - ' - ... I --· ) ,, ~' ,,., 
- - _ . ., · v ,..,_ ,.,. \..., I.. .., .. i.,• 'v, J....., . t • ._. x.. v · , .. ,. \_. '! V '~·: .. .,, \ 0 ~• t "·"' _; 1, .t 
1 ;-i 
Cf.: ;·,•=c.l,:ctcd. It ls nor u1.ffi,;ult 1:n sl'>Yv,1 th·1t, lf ,::,..,c- 1 -} ~>0, 'l 
f1x•:zi,. 
1 ! li r., \ +.-~. ); 
re-:, +- '2 !' -- "l 1,X l 
,.. 1; ex 
'( 
N r · , ·1 /1,, 
x dx ·;,; O~expl-h 'Mt ·-·ii • 
(. r ~ J • (t>'1). 
N Th::-· f.1etor x ;:tvcs i··, d:lfficulties. :b'or.,, if x $'"tJ t::,.2/"'l_ W€; h~1ve 
H )\ ,-, "'\ 
"1'~ tx ;;- : .. ', ·1r:·J s,:, xj'=J( e · ),,.,() t'·:xr~ ( ;t '>? txc) j . So ( !+. 4. 5) follows from 
(Li-.,~.!4), replac.ing ~ by }'t. 
In :-.he remEU.ning; lnter-;,,n~ 1 --c <J: x, -c ·~e 3pproximate P by a pc.1 rtia l 
su:m. '\!Je choose a pos:ttive intei;er .I\, r:md we write 
P , t 1 ) ~ ( t 3 )m n r l X'" ,x "" £...m ·"\ -'"'I ' .. , A c, r X X • H · , ~c,.,n ~ 1.,,,_1 m"'r,, ~ - .n l 
. . ) 
,\ 
{ ) 
\ .. $ ~ 
}i'ov, t s 
( . 
, n 
f 
'\ 
un:tform 
t V 
\ r • 
t 
t }Vt;. , 
+ \. 
t -., ln 
t,:? $ 
A a M are 
Ci) (4. A) .v J (x) 
~.oo 
) ' 
natj 
;l) ~ 
-- +\ \) } 
+1) I' ) . _,,.,, \ 
f. ( .. '.)). strc s 
t 
t 
p l 
s c.1, ). 
a 
) ? 1 
2) ( t:] 
( 
1-= 
n 
m+n 
ra , 
i 
even, 
WI:) 
.,.-oo 
~I (X) 
"") L'it 
exp A 
) 
n 
'le' 
-... 
1-, 
( 
2) X 
( . • 6) . 
sily seen t 
0 
a 
t -v 
t est 
,. 
l , ) ( ' L ""'.-' :io 
,,i 
) , 
t in r M, 
(t ➔ c,c,), 
vi. rtuc o 
...,,1 ... A-1) 
\,; \ \. i • 
t ( l~H·l:1 + 1 ) X 
( -'1) (t-1) 
(t ➔=L 
se 
(t -:i,.co).t 
s 
where 
l 
d -( )-v~ v - -a2 
1 
It is easily seen that the main term d t-2 equals 
0 
l 
{-2 -rt /t If 11 ( 0) J 2 g ( 0) . 
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We a ssume:d above that tp and g were the sums of convergent power 
series in some neighbourhood of X=O. It is not difficult to show that 
the results also apply to the case that 
in the sense of asymptotic series. 
4.5. Asymptotical behaviour of the gamma function. If t > -1, the 
function T(t+1) is defined by 
(4.5.1) <» T(t+1) = f e-u ut du. 
0 
We shall apply the result of sec.4.5 to the probl~m of the behaviour 
of I'(t+1) as t ➔ =. 
The integrand hns a peak, but the localization of the peak is not 
fixed: the maximum of e-uut occurs at u=t, and the maximal valuE: is 
0-ttt. Therefore we introduce a substitution u=t+y, taking y as the 
new integration variable, and we have to investigate the integrand in 
the neighbourhood of Y=O. The neighbourho~ds that matter are rather 
l~rge in this case. It oan be seen from th~ analysis below that they 
l. 
nre intervals of lengths exceeding t 2 • This fact, however, does not 
influence the method in any respeet, and if we carry out the further 
substitution Y=tx, this is only done in order to obtain some minor 
simplifications in the formulas. 
On substituting U=t(1+x) in (4.5~) the integral becomes sim~ly 
Oo 
T(t+1) = e-t tt+'1 J {e-x(1+x)}t dx. 
-1 
The function e-x(1+x) has its maximum at X=O, and putting e-x(1+x)= 
=e ti' (x) we have 
= -
and lf,(x) satisfies the conditions of sec.4.2 with 4'"(4')=-1. There-
fore, by (4.2.4), 
t tt.t-4 1 
r(t+1)rve- ' 2 (2~)2 (t ➔~). 
This is Stirling 1 s formula. 
The method of sec.4.4 leads to an asymptotic series for the 
function r(t+1)t-t-½et. We st1c1ll now cxpl:~in ::i modification of that 
rnethod 1 which works out quite sinply 1n many ~os~s. It is bnscd upon 
th~ ides explained at the end of s~c.4.1. w~ lnt~oduce o new 1nte-
'"" i~r:·,tion v?ir-1::it)le z by};:;::,.-·-"- ,.y(x), CH·, ur:rl' prf·eisel;/_, 
!'", 
!;.. X + 
J 
where the prlnc lp.'3 l v:, lue of th..: root is chn!;len. In B c8rta 1n neigh-
b•:111rt1no,j -:,f the or•igi.n the Lnt;r~mgc inversion f'crmuln (su.:: sec.2.~~} 
siveG x as~ power e~r1cn ln z: 
., 
X :::; ~! + C r) i'.: .::: 
, .. 
It :5oc:s not !.,.,:::itter' ho•.-; ?.m~,11 thi:-•t nt-,1.ght,.iut'h.noJ is, ,:is it ls :;.ndepE:ridt:r.t 
cf t, whGnc~ the int~~r·1l crn b~ restrictLJ tc th~t nciJhbourhood (cf. 
(~.2.1)). Sow~ infer thnt ther~ exist positive numbtrs G and c, both 
indepePdcnt cf t, GUCh th~t 
( -ct )) 0 t· J , 
~n~ the method or sec.4.4 l~Gds to 
(t ➔ c,,::.). 
U:s 1 :::illy, e.g. by :ipplicntion of the Euler-Mriclcurir: ::l tr,o.:.'. t.J 
d~r1v0s th~ ~symptotic 
( lJ_ ;::; ':t \ 
\ ' • •• ) • .,,i } 
It follows th~t, if w0 d~note the fcrhlal power series in (4.5.2) 
1n·:l {4.5.3) by F(t- 1) :ind :.,(t- 1), reE:pectiv;::11·, then Wi:: have form::1lly 
\ I '7 ) ~~,~ -~(z). It is, however, by no me~ns ensy to verify this directly. 
4.,. Multi le inte r-~ls. Tht: l.!lplaoe method c::ni eosily be carried ov,~r 
to multiple integrols. We shall conslder 
fr{r) -j~·i ... j-'i exri., 
__ -· __ tt(x,p···,xn) dx1 .. ,dxn, 
-·1 -·1 
where ,I, 1s continuous in the cutle -1 ~ x" ~ 1, .•• , -1, xn "1. We aasume T • J 
thr:t 'P(-., .. ..,e)-o, but ~(x1 , ... ,x0 ) < o in all other points o! the 
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cube. Moreover we assume that all second order derivatives of \f exist, 
and are continuous in a neighbourhood of the origin, and that the 
maximum at (o, ... ,o) is of the elliptic type. What w0 actunlly need is 
this: 
(IL 6 .1) 
where the quadratic form LLa 1 jxixj (a 1 j=aj 1 ) is positive definite. 
The procedure of sec.4.2 can now be repeated, with obvious alter-
ations. Omitting details, we only mention the result 
(4.6.2) F(t) rvfi. t-½n(t ➔ o.:>), A= Joo_,J= exp(-½~~a1.fixj)dx1 ... dxn. 
_c.,, -co 
It is well-known that 
1 1 (4.6.3) A= (2i1:)"2n n-2 , 
where Dis the determin8nt of the matrix (a 1 j). This is usually 
derived by an orthogonal substitution in the integration variables, 
in such a manner thnt the matrix gets the diagona 1 form, and then the:· 
integral becomes the product of n single integrals. 
If f admits a development into powers of x 1 , ... ,xn, we can obtain 
an nsymptotical series for F(t), in the same way as it was done in sec. 
4.4. 
In many cases, especiclly for theoretical purposes, it is easier 
to apply an analogy of the method described at the end of sec.4.5. 
If y ~ Cl, let <p ( y) denote the volume of that pa rt o.f the cube 
-1~x1 ~1, •.. ,-1~xn~1 which satisfies t(x1 , ... .,xn)~-0}y2 . Then we 
hGve oo 1 2 
F ( t) = f e - 2 ty d ~ ( y), 
0 
ond so the problem has been reduced to a question about a single inte-
gral. Usually 4(y) will be differentiable, ond ~'(Y)'""'nyn-'1 D-½vn(Y ➔ O), 
where Vn is the volume of the n-dimension:11 unit ophc·re. For the main 
term we now obtain 
i foo it- 2 n 1 i 1 H-n _.1.n F(t)c--.>n ;)-·,r Vn e-2 y y - dy = n D-2 Vn.2- 2 r(½n) t 2 
1 0 
J....s Vn=y,::2 n/I'(½n+1), this gives the same result as (4,6.2). 
4,7, An application. We shall discuss an instructive example of the 
multidimensional Laplace method. We consider the sum 
2n s 
( 4 . 7 • 1 ) S ( s ; n ) = L k= 0 ( -1 ) k + n ( t ) , 
wheres and n are positive integers. It is well-known that S(1,n)=O, 
2 · 3 S(2;n) =· (2n)!/(n!), and a formula of Dixon gives S(3;n)=(3n)!/(n!). 
One of course expects similar formulas for larger values of s, but no 
such formula is known. A simple method to decicJe upon the existence of 
such a formula is to deterr.1ine the asymptotic behaviour of S(s;n) as 
n -;,.<:JO ( s fixed) and to invest ig2 te whether this corresponds to the 
behaviour of multiplicative combinations of factorials. It will turn 
out that the asymptotic formulc.i for s(s,n) involves (cosrt/2s) 2ns. The 
number ( cos -n: /2s) 28 is rat ion81 if S=2 or 3. If s > 3., however, this is 
no longer true, and it follows that (cosy-r./2s) 2sn does not occur in 
the Stirling formulas for n,2n,3n, .... Therefore, we cannot expect 
simple extE:ns ions of the Dixon formula if s > 3. 
Properly speaking, the discussion of S(s,n) belongs to ch.3. We 
are, however, in the situation described in sec,3.11: the sum is ex-
ponenti8lly small compared to the largest term (i.e. the ter□ with 
k=n). This fact is easily verified in the cases S=1,2,3, and for 
~eneral sit follows fro□ our final result (4.7.4). (We notice that 
. 2n l 
the term with k=n, which we denote by tn' is asymptotically 2 (nn)-2 ). 
This me2ns, roughly, that the Euler-Maclaurin method (in the version of 
sec.3.11, because of the alternating signs) give a result of the type 
S/tn~o+o.n-1+o.n-2 + ... , and possibly (by the method of sec.3,10) that 
S/tn is exponentially small, but we will not be satisfied with a mere 
uprer estimate. Moreover, in this case, the terms are, considered as 
functions of the summation V8 rio ble k, quite awkwo rd., and the Euler-
Maclaurin analysis becomes involved. For these reasons it is worth 
while to try other explicit expressions for S. One possibility is US8d 
below, another one (not restricted to the cnse thats is an integer) 
will be used in sec.6.4. 
It is easily seen that S(s,n) 0 0 0 equ□ ls the coefficient of z1 z2 ... zr 
in the product 
(-1)n(1+7 1 )2n(1+z 2 )2n .... (1+zr) 2n {1-(z1 ... zr)- 1 } 2n) where r=s-1. 
As S(1.,n)=0 is trivial, we henceforth ~1st':ium0 s ~ ;?, r:; 1. 
By Cauchy's formula we h3ve 
S(r+1.,n) =(-1)n(211:i)-r J···f (1+z,1)2n ... (1+zr)2n f1-(z1···zr)-1}2n 
( -1 -1 ) z1 dz 1 ... zr dzr , 
wher0 the integrals 2re taken along the unit circles in the complex z-
planes. 
On substituting 
4> 1 ... cos 'frsin(1f1+ ••• +~r) 2n (4.7,2) S(r+1,n) = 
z .=exp(21 'f .) we obtain 
J J 
1.,-,: l..~ 
22rn+2n -rJ 2 J2 
'1't • • • cos 
l l 
-2-rt -2Yt 
d tf1 • · • d !fr' 
and to this multiple integral we can apply the Laplace method. We put 
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snd our first question concerns the extr~mol points of G. As G•O on thti 
::,ound'?1ry of thE; cube -½~ " f 1 , ½n, ... , -½'l"C < "P n< ½"t"t, wher.;:aa O 
tnkes both pos1t1v<: ::in'.l n(;t::-:tivt: v1luC;;s insidt the cube, the boundary 
can be n~Glecttj, As to thL inn~r points, we re~3rk that G has contin-
uous P"rtinl derivntiv~a, 3nd ~ow~ 0nly n~ed to ~onsid~r points where 
a G/ ?i11p 1= ..• = CG/ ?>'Pr""(!. rxc lud lnr; point::, whcrt, G=O, we hove 
(4.7.3) t)G/c)'Pj = -{t:-in 'f'J + cot (i.p 1+ •.• +"Pr.)] G (J=-1., ••• ,r). 
Hence our conditions implh:s th.,t t('ln 'f1= •.• =trin \fr· The I.Pj 1 s being 
restt'icted to tht.. interv·,l (-}~ ,1rt) it follows that 311 '-Pj arc 
t;;qUfll, 'f1= ... = 'fr= <:J.., s.1y. We obtnin cot !'G(.= t1n«.., ~nd so cx+rct.= 
=½'t"'C' +k rt, wher,:; k in nn intcgl'l'. In other words 
ex = v ,-c /2s, where S=r+1, ::me! v is M, odd int1;.;gcr, \vl < s. The 
v~luco of Gin such~ point is 
G ( Ol, ••• , 0<. ) = (cos o<.) r 3 in ( r oc ) ,,., ±. ( r os °' ) s. 
So there 8 re two absolut.:.: max1mo of a2 , corresponding to \'> :s+1 :rnd 
v=-1. These are oc..,(3 c1nd <X=-(3, ruspectiv,;;ly, where (3 ='fr/2s. It 
is suf f ic icnt to cons lder only one of th1.:r.;i, ot=+ fi , say. For, the 
integra 1 in ( 4. 7. 2) c:rn be· split into two eqmi 1 pri rts, :;ccord i ng to 
'f 1 + •.. + If> r > 0 or < O. 
We shnll write, in a neighbourhood J1 of (13, ... ,(3) 
G( f 1 , ... , I.fr)= 0((3, •.. ,(3) exp (2n'l'((3+x1 ,,. .. ,13+xr)), 
nnn we hAve to deal with 
the 1ntegr3l being extc:nded ovc:r .fl . /,s G h8S continuous p1rti2l 
derivatives of nll orders, w~ h~vc 1 ~ultipl8 Taylor 0xpnnsion for 
tp (cf,(4.6.1)). As G is maximnl :-it x 1== ••• =Xr=C, nnd ns ~=0 at that 
poi11t, the constnnt term and nll linear tu·ms vnnish: 
r . !" 
'f(f.,+x_,, ••. ,r.,+xr) = -½~1=1 LJ=1 '..11J xi xJ + ·•·' 
where a 1J = -(c/c)tp1 )(e>/dt.pj)(log G), E:;Volu<1ted at x1= ... =Xr=O. 
From (4.7.3) we infer 
a 1 j = (o/c)'f 1 ) l tan \f j - cot( 'f' 1+ •.• + 'fr)} = 
== <51J coa-2 'PJ + sin-2 ('f'1+ •.• + t,t\.) -(~1 j+1)cos""2'f't/2s, 
for at 'f1= •••• 'fr• ye/2s we have s1n(f1+ ••. +~)-sin(:rrt/2a).cos('T'(/2s). 
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lh::re ~ . . is th1;; Kron(.;cker sy1,1bol: c5 .. =1 if i=j, J .. =0 if i/j. Tht· lJ lJ lJ 
detr-:rminant of thG r12trix (1+81 j)(i,J=1, •.• ,r) has 81emcnts 2 in tht.:. 
~nin diagonAl, and all other ulements 2re 1. Its valuu equals s (thb 
order of the matrix i~ r), which 28sily CAn be shown by induction. It from c-1 r0 env~, lue 
can n lso be derived ·7°th0opy: th1:: numb8rs 1 nnd r+1 a r1..;: obviously 
0iJ0nvnlu0s, and BS substr2ction of th2 unit mctrix from the givbn 
matrix leads to a 111c1trix of r::rnk 1, u-icc multiplicity of tho c::i:::..::nv:::iluc 
1 ~qu□ ls r-1. Therefor~, there □ re no oth~r eig~nv□ lutis. The dotermln-
ant cquo ls the product of the; 8igcnva lues, wh1:-nc0 the dct81"minnnt 
oquri ls r+1. 
Th8 mcJtrix (1+a1 j) is positive definite, for it is the matrix of 
the quadratic form 
x12 + .... + xr2 + (x1 + ... +xr)2. 
We sre now in a position to apply (4.6.2) and (4.6.3), and the result 
..,( ) 2 2rn+2n -r 2 ( 2 )½r D-½ ( 2 )-}r CG(~ ")}2n ( ) ~ s _ n rv it • 1'r • n - . t 1 ... , ••• ,,- n ➔ o, , 
trnd fin.c:1 lly 
( 4 ,. 7 i+) 
I[' I ' . S(s,n) rv(2 cos(-rt'/2s)} 2ns+s- 1 22-s (yrn)½( 1-s)s-½ (n ➔ °"'), 
As n verific8tion W(.; take s=3, th~n w0 find 
S(J,n) c--v 3Jn+½/2-,-tn = (3n) 3n~(2'T'C)}u-3n[nn+12 (2rt)½t::-n}-3 '"'--> 
('.,J (3n) !/(nr )3 , 
in accordoncc with Dixon 1 s for~ul8. 
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J. The saddle point metho~. 
5.1. The method. The enddl~ point method ls one of the moat importentand 
't« 
· ~,~)werful methods iri a symptct J..c ~;. Ita object is to obte in uaef'ul 
1~proxlmations to integrals in the complex plane. 
\•1:·1-?.re Pis t;1e integration r.:nt'1, and f(z) i.s an,3lyt1.:; along P. We 
;:ss;Jme that l::•otri the integration path nnd the function lf depend on 
:? parrim~~ter t, and we want to tJtudy t~w :,·,J!':'lp.:0t.ic behaviour of F(t) 
8f3 t ___. cc. 
Any special applicPticn of the saddle point method consists of 
two stages. 
(1) The stege of exploring, ~onje::tu~ing Jnd scheming. which is usually 
the most difficult one. It results j_n chco3lng a new integret1on path, 
fit for AprlicRtion of the second stage . 
. ,. , ) riih \. ·, l ._ e stage of carrying out the method. Once the path h~e been 
~u,d;~bly chosen, this second st3i;e is.1 an s ruh~, rather a matter of 
,,~,.1.t1nt\., ::"llthough .it may be (;Omplicated, 11.:.,,1,:,i:>ntially depends on the 
The first stage, rwwever, i3 11.surll\1 -r,lt,e difficult, especially 
in those cases where the new pnth hr~ tc depend on t. Most authors 
dealing with epecl~l applications do ~ct go into the trouble of ex-
pl?. ining what arguments led to their• choice of the pa th. The ma in 
reason is that it is alwJys very difficult to say why a certain 
possibility is tried and others are d1scorded, especially since this 
depends on personal lm□ gin2tion ~nd experien~e. 
In the present expn::;JL.<.)n Ne shall try to give, in each example, 
some arguments acco1..,!lt:lnG tc :.:Jr)rrtf• extent f'or the cl1o:lce of the path, 
al though many readers mPy f uid tiif;Se quite ur.sa tisfac tory. There a re, 
of course, gener'al at•gurnents, to be explnined 1n seos.5.2-5.5, which 
form the basis of the method, but in special applications these 
generalities give only partlnl nnswErA. 
The gener.!'.zl idea of the :'sadd1e"point r:1e1·hod can easily be grasped 
ln the follmdng way. Assurre, for n mome ,, L, i::hJ t we a re not lnte rested 
in the value of F(t), but th3t we only ~~rt tc find a good upper 
estimate for jF(t}j. We hav1'•, of course, 
IF(t)I 5;-" {, llfl(z)I. jazl ~ lr.maxp l!f(z)j, 
where maxp llf(z}J is the maximum of ltf(z)I nlong P, and lp is the 
length of P. It may be possible, however, to obtain a better estimate 
by taking a different path. By Cauchy's theot'em., the path Pin (5.1.1) 
may be replaced by other paths C» h~ving the same endpoints as P, 
provided that C can be continuously deformed into P without l$avi,>g 
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the domi~ in· of am~ lyt1c i ty of 1.f • We shn 11 ce 11 tht1ae paths G ~dm1i,sible. 
We now wt.ah to determine c; auch that the vn 1 ue or 
(5.1,3) 
1a minim1l. This C can of course depend on t. 
•rhe r'()le of 1.., i~J, :Hi n rule, G1Jite 1.:nu1,•1)0rtc1nt. In tht:? fir-st \., ,. 
place~ we m~y remRrk thrt the estimation (5.1.2) is a rough one. Along 
thP. largest; part of the p:::tth the value of !tr(::)! mDy bEi nru.ch smc:iller 
thrm the m,"1:imum, so th:c1t or:1y:; rni-111 r,·.·:rt of the p,~th may co\mt. 
'.:i•~condly., we :ire thinking of 1,ppl1c:'tiors \~here: l.f'(z) behaves r!l.th£:r 
: .'.: ~•.:nt:Jy, '-1 ny w~y tf t: ia l;rZ,t; very large ;.Jt some places, and very 
.m:~i ~t nth~r plRces. Therefore, zn1ll ~~r1~t1cns of the peth may 
r fi,. t:: V .i ,, ·, ... ,.. i ··, .. , ., n f ·n '3 X I({) l' ... \ I 
. L ...... ~ \.;, ...... , ... : I :;'l ... .,. i \, C 1 ' ::~ l ' 
?•·1r ::;he:;e r'easons WP m.:."J •~xpt.::l thut tlic v·,J.1,;e (5.4,j) . ...:3 pt'etty 
<'1\lose t:c it~: minimum tf we choosf' frnr,1 t )~ sest of rill ,::H1m1t,slble paths 
L~ m1~im~l. It is of 80Urse not gene1~lly true th1t 3 minimizing path 
Lhe snme 
·,m· · .,,:,,)1 ~! th f'0r· th1, t~v.,du:-:t1on of F{t) itself. That is, ''If eor, 
p~·.r:•mt2t:·"2:,~ the pa'th ar,d w1•:1.te J s((z)d-:: as ~n 1ntegr2l along c:1 real 
•-· ~ 
1ritervrl, to which we G'':1 tr~1 t0 "'PPlY the Lnplace method ( .~h. 1q. If 
th.:: L;q) l.? c e method r 1 1. l.s > :• 11 we um s~: :, is th'.H the problem wn D ren Jly 
r)f ;~01...,1r·tJe~. \1cry ·touf;:t1. There ·:~-... t': n·.·1r:y 
'1' ;,: •:~ 10(:::)!, ~l1.lt not all are suit,ible 
'-
'e .'1,. · 1,,·, ••. , '.: :JtF ll ti::;ve to ac;,Just the 
V :' ;._,nth t~here l'i' (z)) i~1 close 
to its m;:iximurr., ::.,ecomP ;:;m:i11 :tn 1~.•nfit'.·L ·:1 1-:lls cw1 oe achieved by the 
so-cnlled methcd of steepflst descent (se~.h. ;). 
If C is chosen according to th'.J t methoj, the maximum of ftp ( z) I 
will be att~1ned at r few 1rol9ted pc1~ts only, and as a rule only 1n 
one single point. These 1eolnted points 1rc either endpoints of the 
path, or they turn out to bP saddlepoints, i.e. points where the 
derivative tp 1 (z) vanishes. The soddle polr:its ~re usu~lly easy to find, 
!"Jnd they fom the bas1.s fol:." the construction of the path C. 
As we said before, it may occur th.1t the point of C where Ill' (z)I 
is maximal, is one of the end points, 2nd that there is no question of · 
saddle points. We shall then still spe1k Jbout the s2ddle point method, 
as the general aspect, both of problem ~nd method, is of the same type 
as in the saddle point case. 
5.2. Geometrical 1nterpret1tion. In order to make things cle □ r we sheil 
give a geometr1c8l illustr1tion. Consider the surfice in thre8 dimens-
iona 1 x-y-v-i-space ~ whosE.: 2qu;:i t ion ts W==- ! tp ( x+:i.y) I . It 1s easily seen 
that at points where lf' ( x +ty) ::::0 ~ rind ~1 t no 1)th•2 r poln tc., the tangent 
plane is horizontal by virtue: of 1.,ne fot:'rnl~L:. 
a l cpl 
ax 
.. i 
(fo~ simplicity, we shall forget a moment about points where ~(x+iy)~o, 
· r-::: :::<,rldl.e poi0.t.'.:::. rrheDC' tv;vc tl-·1e pc'.)pi--:;'"'t:J t:lPt their neighbourhoods 
0n ths surfoc~ are partly ~bove Jnd pJrtly below the level of the saddle 
point itself. 
Let us imagine a man who wants to move from spot A to spot Bin 
some mountain district, and whose physical condition makes it desirable 
t1'1 avoid the higher ,)ltJtudc-c: :'8 rn.ucl", ,:,s possi.ble. On the oth':::c ·11:,od, he 
has no objection what::::oc-ve::- :igc:1inst \•i:J.k:Lng, noc against climtnng. He 
t;t·,e re fore tries to do the same thing s s WE· we> ~,t to do on our surf.~: c,; 
W= !lf(x+iy)} : he wants to take a pr:ith such that the mc1xlmum 'tltitude 
is as small as possible. 
If there happens to be a path of which A is the highest level, 
his problem is solved, It is clear th:.1t no path leoding fror.-, ,·\ r·o B has 
a maximum altitude below the one of A. The same remark applied to B. 
')n the other hand it m:.'ly occur that no such pc1th exists, so that 
every path leading from A to B contAins altitudes above those of A and 
B. Unless our man is ;1 m..:ithE;mn-cician, it will be immediately cle::ir to 
him that if there exists a path which solves his minimum problem, the 
highest point of that path will be a saddle point, that is, in his 
termintlogy, the highest point of a pass road. A mathemat1ci~n will be 
able to prove it (~"llso assuming the existence of a solution of the; 
minimum problem) under some continuity conditions, which 8re 8mply 
satisfied in our case W= f (x,y). If the surface of the earth were not 
a sphere, but an infinite planej the man would readily understand that 
the existence of a minimizing path is not guaranteed. It might be 
possible that by making wider and 0ider detours the maximum altitude of 
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th€· r,; ch (~ou1d be r'..:(,.1,:.v~ mirl rE:·:hiced, without '.;Vt:ry .'.lttn1n1ng n 
m:1nimurn. ,t.. sufficlent, thou;;:1 not: neecss::1ry 1 cond:tt1on for the 1:xistencc 
of ~ m1ni:1'11Zing path 1s, t:h:·,t tlH::rt: ~':'t~iats a l,H'ge 1:::ir-clt:, contr:tr:1ng 
~nth A ~nd Bin its inter~0r, such th .t every point of its circumf~rencc 
1~~ h1gr.cr thr.:n all poir:t::; 1.:!1 the ~;i.,:'< ltsL·:; l:rw Stgmer1t AB.,£h-;;---;;()tmf3In--;~. 
We sh.:-,11 now Cf.:'':is:r-•:tc -, 1:1ethod for f1ncll.n1-~ sh:: best possible puth for 
Let he:> be the highest 1::f :;n12 ·:1 ltitude', c1f A ::n:1 B, Now for every n1.,unb.:::t' 
h 'h "''"' '''('"'"'tr''"T" •·h 0 ,..,,.,~~on u .-,,--.no,,,, .. ,,,,,(,..~.:•,.,•,·, -.r·•t1t8 '"'hOS'-· ~• 0 ...... \., ,"<>U ✓ ,;l\.,;; (,, ' , ',,;•,J,., • J\tJ J ·,. \, ,.:;1, ,~ ..,..,1l,;:_, \,•J. ,. ,L ,, 1,~•J.• , ,. , w 
., ttl·tudt: is t: h. Then l)<rtl': I'- ,1nc~ 13 t;c.lor)g to .rt, ... ,_., ?rd the q_uest1on 1s 
;i,.i, 
·•ti .. h ... , .. A. ~-r,~ 1:1 c,·,n · ... ,, ""•)rn · .... ·•·" "·y ~. , . .., •. •r , r·t; t'!":l" ·o,, 1 ong1·~1g +-i;; 0 
,, \: I, ., ". (1 •'·' u <.J L' ... ,.:·. •• ,, ·.~ ,. \ I; '-. ,; .•; ,., .• ,, ; ••. I , •. ... .~ ... - ,. I; ) • ''h. 
1~· th;:: :--nswer is neg·,:t1vE, the rug~·i(·:st point of hi.s minim::il pBth wUl 
ci::rtDinly h.:1ve an alt1tudt~ > h, If the '.'nsw(,r is nffirnv1tj_ve, ther•(• is 
::i po::,th whose r:12x1Jnum.::-~-~tl.!d~ is ~ h. So h1 .. :s pr·oblem is solved if he 
knows the smallest v~lue of h fo~ which the answer to the above 
qu~nti,n is affirmatln~. D·1t how to find this srrnllest vnlu~, 
'l'o his non-m~1 th-:m·,t::,;- .. 1_ m;r.: 1,.\,1: following w.1.ll :)t:: obvio1.rn: tf k 
fl ... , '.,;h, , 
I'. 
ct1L' inGh€.:J 1: point co~11~ h.i 'l•'·,:.;,;:1'J'~:ntc1r'. t,y rrr•king some dt:tour. 
It follows that the mi.nimurn v:: .lue of b ,1rily needs to be sought 
~mongst the altitudes of th~ va~1ous saddle polnts. And even without 
ti1eae rjiscuaaions the first thing our mount~iner would do would be to 
look up the Altitudes of the various p3sses in the neighbourhood, nnd 
try whether he can do with some of the lo,.1est. 
It is cleJr th2t the highoat J:ddlc point will be crossed by our 
moun~nine~r,1.0. pAae~,j ln such~ w~y tt~t 1n c~ch neighbourhood of 
the sat~dle point, anJ ,,1 t,cith ~3,dt<: c,; .he ~, 1-·1, tht',t't' ,;re points 
:,bcve the .tevel of the· :H'..!dl< r,c1,r;;, :·~ ;,; 0 1 r1tff,:111r t:o nh:Y.,• r:h·,t 
in our case (w= !tf(x+iy)I)::, suif:v:'_,t:1:t ,orvhtln~~ l.\:i; 'p.)tr. ':: ,-;--,,·:1 
the saddle point is h~v1ng n tangent ~t that point. 
5.). Peaklese landsc~pes. The landsc~p0 1 we □ re espec13lly 1nter~~t~d 
lr:, viz. W= 1-r(x+iy)l, h,1s ·0: simple pr'(-:.perty: by the m11ximum moduluo 
theor,-:cm we know that there :1 rt: no pc: ks. Ar.::mr:nng th:1 t there :-ire no 
sinS\Jlarlties either, this propepty hRs the following consequence: 
if~ closed path crosses 2 saddle point, thtn thic saddle point is not 
the highest point of the p~th. (W6 take it th~t speaking about the 
highest point includes that the path has no other points of the same 
'"ltitude). In order to 1:1how this it is sufficient to raatr"ict to closed 
paths wi~hout double points, for otherwise we can easily find a closed 
pa~t of the path, without double points, and conto1n1ng the saddle 
point (mn thematice lly we a re still on the level of the mountainer). 
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Now by the m,?.lxirnum m..:>dulus tt1eor1.:tn ;~ .-:: los,Jd rx::th cont:-d.rs in ittJ 
interior no points higl1er th~n the h1ghect point or th0 pnth. So in 
every neighbourhood of thi3 h1ghest point th~re ore, on one side cf 
the p9th, no points high~r thnn this point itself. Thertforc, thia 
highest point cannot be 
,.rnd of f'H: c • 5 • 2) • 
., .. ., ... :•d 1 .. , r·o•,·r· •. ,,.,.~s"··d r" t"'e r·•,t;.. ('"..,e t·t,· t ... 1/~ ;,J..., .l.l! ... tJ .Lr.} .... \, .. .\. ~J \)\;: ,.l.,1 1, t;,_, ,,J w,, ,I\,,~ 
This closad p1th the~r~m h1s ~ ~o~sequence whi~h ln of g~ent 
-prr.1ct1cr:l v-1Ju~ for our n:.ln1m.lJi1 P!'0t1ern. If (in :1 l3t1dac.'.'lpc w:Lthout 
pc~ks ~nd without singul~rities) G path le dirg froo1 A to B crosses c 
snddle ,01nt, rnd if thls B3ddle point is the highest point cf th& 
p3th, then the pnth eolv0s th2 ~!n1mum prohl1•m, th3t 1a, ~ny other 
pctth from A tc B hos ~it L·,i,t. Clh.:- po1nt of '.Jt le·)st tht: s.:;;me -1ltltudf, 
as the anddle point just n1L~t1.oned. Th~ proof ls c1sy. If we go from 
Wt h 0 ve described~ clos~d pJth to which the pr0vlcus th2or0m can be 
.:ippl1ed. 
This means thDt th{;; minimum p::th con b1'.' in\l'n(~,h--ti.:.:l)' r•.:•.'.!0gnized :H, 
~ueh (provided th3t it h2s Just on,: highest point). So if w~ conjecturE 
th::,t some path solves tht:: ttilnimum problem, this ccm,Jectur.._: c1n bE: 
tested by looking ~t th1s p~th only, 1nd 1t 1s no long~r neceuanry to 
tnsp0c t the col 1oc t ion of "111 other r,:' t~is. 
If W8 now 1ncludP the c8s~ th~t th~re is~ path of which either 
1\ ~r Bis the hlgh013t po'Lr,t., •,,.i(:: c::ir, formul::tr: the f;')llow1n2,' rult, fo::· 
thv s11ut1on of th1.::: min\.nn.<;:, pr•ob1d11: Find .·1 pnth t','om ;, to B., the 
higr1-::st point of \"1!11Ch 1::1 ,~j lhs.:r .'HI <:;!1'.:l-po1r,t '."r ,: '.::'~ddh po111t '."1hlcl; 
1. s e rosai2.·d by tht: p·· tb. 
If there nre s1ngul2r1ties, we h□ ve ta t~k0 c:r~ th1t t~ ~1~1mal 
the f'i,•3t p•3th c1r-i :,,, :·crit:uw.ousl:, 1cf.::H'mr:d 1nto the second on<:; ;,iith-
out ever lt:1ving th,. n:gu1::-·rit:y ~Jom~1in. Or in other words_, we hiW<:': to 
t~k~ ~~re thnt Couchy 1 R t~. Jr~rn cnn b0 npplled. 
Howt..:vt:r', it is oi'L.:1 1.;s. :'ul to v1ol:2te this provision ::-:bout 
singulnrities. Of courad, w~ th~n hsv~ to t?ke eert~1n residues into 
r;acnunt, but these ::n."'e, c:e a rule, e:H.1ily de:tE.rmined w1th great 
preo is 10n. 
V~r1ous statements m~dt thus f~r could be st~t~d more prec1selJ, 
,rnd could be proved mor't, rigorously. But fo•.' th:e present pur-poae it 
ls riot; necessar-y to do so, as these matt~r-s onl;y play ti p~lrt ~t. wh!!t 
we cAlled, in sec.5.1, the first st3ge of the procedure. Rigorous 
p~oofs will only be needed ot the second stag8, where calcul2tions ar8 
based upon one special path, 2nd then we have nothing to do with the 
question why just that path w□ s chosen. The situation can be compared 
with the auxiliary line in problems of elementary g2ometry: the corract 
proof of the theorem uses the auxiliary line, but need not discuss why 
Just that line was chosen. 
5.4. ~pest descent. Let us considers poth, th2 highest point of 
which is a saddle point (crossed by this path). w~ shall examine a 
neighbourhood of the saddle point. 
It is slightly easier to work with the logarithm of f(z), to be 
denot0;d by t (z), so that lf'(z)=e t'(z). As the saddle point, to be 
denoted by ~., is the hlghest point of the poth., W(: h.1v0 If ( ~):/0. As we 
are furthGr only interested inn neighbourhood of } , we can select for 
t(z) any branch of the log8rithm, 2nd we h□ ve no difficulties duL to 
the multivoluedness. 
If follows from tp (}):/0 that th8 conditions tp'(});,.:Q ond lf''(~)==O 
a re equivalent. 
As far as yet we took !f(z)I to be the oltitude of the landscupe. 
If we replace it by Re t (z), which is a monotonic function of I f(z)/, 
there is no change in any of the arguments of the prectding sections. 
Moreover, R-; t (z) is single-velued (at least if f(z) is s1ngl~-v □ lu8d). 
Unless f (z) is a constant, at h:ast one of the derivative:s 
f'(7), 4' 11 (5), '-}1"'(}), ... differs from zePo. Let k be the smrJll,:;st 
positiv0 intE:::gcr such that y;(k\ 7)/0. We sholl assume thc"lt k=2. Tho 
cases k > 2 art:: only slightly more difficult, and ns they h3rdly ever· 
occur in npplications we shall disregard th~m. 
The situation in 8 small neighbourhood of 7 1s m:iinly determined 
by the value of + 1 (~), for 
t ( Z ) = o/ ( ? ) + ½ t fl ( ~) • ( z - ? ) 2 + • • • • 
We shall define th~ axis of th0 snddlu point~ Js the straight 
line in the complex pl2ne defined by 
+1;(5)(z-'5) 2 renl nnd ~ 0. 
This is a line passing through ~ ; tde line wh0rc +' 11 ('5) ( z-'5) 2 ~ O is 
clearly perpendiculnr to this one. The argument of the nxis is 
½ Tr-½ arg +11 ( 7). (If a line 1 is parallel to the line connE;cting O and 
c,1,, then we say that argo<. is the argument of 1. The arg~ent of' 1 is 
obviously uniquely determined apart from additional multiply of 1f ). 
The curves where Re 'f (z)=Re -p (7) obviously intersect the axis 
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~t ~ , mnking nngl~a cf~~ w w~th ~ ~xis. Th~se curvts 3r~ dr~wn in 
Fig .. ·1 n s rit.~vy 11.nt~a. Trw cur·v. :s whL:1'~ Im ,;, ( z )= Im f ( )) r:i r>t: dr~wn ria 
dotted lin~s. Their tang~nta ~t ~ ~re the ~xis cf th~ ssddl~ point And 
th~ lin~ ptrp~ndiculor to 1t 1 r~spcctiv~ly. The ~xis its€lf 1s dunoted 
follows 
two nf th~c~ whl~h do not contain the 
axis, er( hJtch~d. In th~s2 reg1ona we 
b:~ v,:: Ih.: ~ ( --:. ) > R<:; o/ ( ~), whence it 
do~s not ~nter into thcs~ ~(flOns. Tht 1nt~gr~tton p~th has to erase 
th .... s:iddh· point, so th·,t 1.t ,·orrnectfi tht: two non .. rntcht::ci r0g:!ons. 
Thert is "l llm1t c:1:3,, ,.;i,c.r',,· tr.c .lnt~fr::t1c:;n p1tri :Lse,c.ic.tly Ot'J<S 
of the linetJ w:i th Rl: 't' ( )=R,: t ( 7), ,rn,.'! .,,;h0r:." 5 i.s not tht: only 
highest point cf the p1th, ~11 points of ~t le:1st i pnrt of th2 p3th 
hnving the same ~ltitudc, Th~r~ ls, meth0d sp~ci~lly devoted to this 
c~sc, callt.:d the nrntthoc.i or :,t:.~t1on~1ry pr·::~ce'', Wr:. st.~11 sc:e, howev.:ir, 
that in our c~s~ of analytic functions this c,s~ cnn alwJys be 1void~d 
(aec.4.B). ~nd we sh1ll not further discuss it. 
In the ge~ernl c~s~, wh~~c the intcgr·1tion prth usGs, 8p~rt from 
non-hitched regions, w0 o,n ~lways 
~ ~oj-~,~-" b•1th t~ · ~vls" ~l"J~ J C. .. 1.Al..-.J-1...J• ... v n .... +J. •!,1.\; 1 ... .n. \., ,,,,, <.·, ';,,; 
such th'.?it, in thE c;ois(;:~J of v1.)lent beh,:wiour of Re 'f (z) Wi 2:r,- 1nti:,r-
cstcd in, the v:i lUt: of Ht, If ( ::- ) ls in ~i 11 point::; of th8 psth vc-ry much 
sm~ll~r th8n R2 f (~), 1p~rt from~ am~ll S~Gmtnt of th~ p1th ~round 
~ 12 vH. st:u•t :1t UH:' snddh pcjnt, :rnd go in onu of th<.: t,•w dlr•i:-,ct-
c,f tr,·· ~'Xi<: thE· 1··,,r1r·t··.1'1·•p p, ... dJ { 7 1 ;jr,··• .... ,•.c,sr••s It ·\c,, ;,•1 r:.;i"1•J •rer·•ified 
, .l••' ,_ '~ .... , ........... '-', ..,.,' ll\. .• T \·'-•; ............... , ... ~--~ , ... ,, 4-,W -.. ... ~. •'" '·" ... -~· ' 
th~t th13 1lucrers~ is stron~cr thr1n th~ d~cr0~se of R0 t (z) 1n ~ny 
ott1f .. :r• dirf·c:t1c,n. T~her1E·fc>rt:, th:} dlr·t":ct1c)r~f:! of' tr·,(~ ;~xts ·"trt..: ··:11:.:d 
~uo~nt11l for th~ s~ddlL po 1 nt m~thod. w~ might t1ke cny oth, r cu~v~ 
connecting the non-h~tch0d r,i1ona, provided th~t th~ 3ngl~ it mJk~s 
with th,: 2x is is kss ttvrn 1T/:~ ., ::rd doe:s not tt:nd to lf /4 if th~ 
p~r~meter t t~nds to infinity. 
5.5. St~e ~at descent at 6n~-point. Suppose that we have a pnth from 
A to B, the highest point of which is A. In tha g~neral ccs~ w~ hRve 
f 1 (A),o. We shall not discuss what hnppens if+ '(A)=O, for th~n •~ 
hov<: ::i s:iddle point at A11 ::md so ttungs cnn b0 discusstc:d according to 
Stc.5.4. 
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If f '(A),'D, th. v~;l;,l\., o!' R• f '(z) in Bm.::ill n(.d.ghti(rnrhoods of A 
:Le to ;1 1,~ rv:; 1-. :,i;t .. :r't d(itt11"111H,t:;d by tt:i,. v, luc of 1' '(A), Hlnc,:t 
l:nlf-lin~ through A. 
P11rp1..indicul·,r to ::his 1in 1 •• U::, th1.; c~n•vt -~1ong :.;hich w,.: l::)Vi: 
R,; t {z)-=Rt; t (A). At on s1d~..: of' this curvi:-:, th(:• '.5idt.: of tht: axis,, 
'W\' hrn1,s Re '4' (z} ..:fk t (A), ·:t tht:: ,)th-:r s~d;,;; we ht•ve i~E; 4' (z}>R"','f(A). 
The p::th ur.d{::t' cli·1cu·1s.1on c,..r•t.:inly dckS riot tnt1;:r' 1nto th~ l1ttt;r' 
rL5ion 1 thu high&st ~aint of ~h~ p1th b~ing A 1ts~1r. 
Thu dir~ction of th~ ~xts ls thL d1ruction of st~8p~st dLsc~nt, 
rind We. sh:,ll pp,-f'd''bly t."1~i:,. oi.:r r, th 2t·,rt1n1:Z: 1n th1f; d1rt2.tl.on. 
5.6. Thu s~cond ~t,g~. Suppose th,t w0 h~v~ fcund o curv~ that 
minimizes m2xc R~ ~(z), ~long th~ prlncipl~s ~xpound~d 1~ S8c.5.3, 
~nd that we havu mod1fied it ao is tc Jhcw ct~ept.st d~sc~nt Jt end-
Ref (z~ is violent, Ln the scns0 th~t it is 1t l~~st r~lntivcly, v~ry 
l;--rg,2; at som< or th,:- f:,'1ddl,:. roir.ts or-· cnd-potnta, :•nd th1t nt th,;;Sl: 
points iJlll '!(~)j 1 s l~n•g,_ ··is f'~r' "JS s·:iddL po1nts .:1!'(: conc,.rncd., tnd 
!""'(~)! 1s l:1 rge 1.f ,.:ncl-n,)1r1ts r1 rc concerntd. 'I'h{:n or: our p:--th Wi.: h::iv.:: 
points or end-point&, Jnd in 111 oth~r points of tt0 p~th its v2lu~ is 
J\ccorclin;.:;ly, :en th1...s inf\t1,)·nz'ic.·;nt point::i tht.ru u, r,o need for st·.::cp-
1.:,Jt ch:-scc:r-.t:, ,··nc1 tf s··1ctcl,· point·J :,r~ ·or,c.rm.::l, Jt J:-J t:vu: not 
For th fin~l ~v~lu~t1011 of ~symptot1c uxpr~ss1cn~ for our int~-
pointa the inttgrrnd is, rcughly ~p~nklng, of th~ typ~ ~xp(-Cs) and 
,"\ 
~t th8 snddl~ pcints it i3 of thl type exp(-Csc). In both cnses C is 
"' const'.:nt whos, rv2:1. p:irt is l,Jrg(.,> -:n1d o 1.s -, r._-::,11 v:-r·i:iblt: US,;;d for 
p~ram~trization of th~ p8th in the n~ighbourhood of th~ significont 
point undt::r' cons.idcrot:ior:. 
5.7. A 5cnerol si~plt cns0. W1.: consider~ simply conn&ct6d region D 
1n th2 complex plane, ~nd two functions g(z), h(z), both independent 
or t. The functions g and h nre anolytic functions of z for nll z 1ns1da 
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D. The points A,B 3re in D ~nd 1nd~pendent cf t. w~ wnnt to diacuaa 
the 1aymptot1c~l behnvio~r of 
B 1 ;- h I -~ \ f(t) = g(,:) t.·· ",'·l,jz 
A 
.. , "' + "' 0 .,. A ,., a 11 !11 • t r·.· .·,. t t "t-, , .• ,.. f ◄ · ' ~. ,., o ~ r .. t' "' r, "'' 11"' rt·, •1 1 f 1t '; • "'· 
-:.. o \,jl ,,. ~ ,.,,. ~ .oe,• o .,..~ t,.. ~ ,1..,\... .... ...,,. .~, ... ~! ,~, r" .1.J.. l L. l II;,,., ,,j " ,., .• , , .• ,. I .. ~v, 
t·1• ~- i" h H (~) /,, ,-,,-, , .• , , u ,,,. i" . ~ ,~ ••~•· • ,.,, ,"',j' ' ~, .. ,a .. ,f· .•· .;1 ' 4. <' 1,,1. , 1 ~•~;• P. --I.1;,,t".L,,1 Sp!;.,J ,,.1.ng., ) ... ;:; rl\.n . .c1 ,:-,,iCl, l.t .. !,,,.., ... nt ~"' g,;; ~ ciu .... O.1. 1; ., 
nevertheless 1t will tu~n out thnt ~ can be usad for the problem about 
ge th 38 well.. ,. 
•·•1 ¾., The l~ntfaoape of je'" I around ") is of the type lllustr:,:itE:d in fig.1, 
p.59. If' 1 is a number inde{knd~nt.of t, :rnd O "'- d <i,r, then Wt: can 
find ft ) 0 such th:it there :ire two opposite S<:ctors of' the circl1;; with 
ctrntric ~ end rod.1us p , with ·:ipt:rtures Jif -2 l, both e~rnm:.::tric~:l with 
respect to the ClXiS of the tl'1ddl(· pcint·: in which li..: th t 2 )l .t:. l't~ thn)L 
or Re h(z) 4 Re h.(1}... In formul:ui, th1;:s1:: sector's ccrn bt: described by 
fi) 0 It. l:~-) i .e., p, )a rg ( z-}) + *,r -J ,. '.'l rg h ll ( ~)I ..:. {,r - if 
(ii) 0 < lz- ~ I < f, l ;:1 rg ( z- ~) - .L if t,l 2 2 :::trg h If ('5) I .(_ 1 J' 1f iT - . 
and this is < C if f b suffi2.iently sm,'111. 
Obviously, soth 6 3nd f c3n be chosE.-n i.ndept:ndently of t. Now 
nssume that A1 is ei point in sector' (i)., B1 in s8ctor (ii)., both in-
di!.pcndent oft, ,:n1ti thot the integr:1tlon p,~th frarn A1 to B1 rer.1,:1ins 
inside the doms:,l.r1 D. Ther, we c:Jn replnce the p,1th by 1 new on8: First 
connect A~, to 2 point A~ on the Axis, inside (i); th~n cross th~ 
I C 
snddle point ~long the oxis, from A1 to~ pcint E2 (B2 inside (11»; 
fin~lly cor~est B2 to B1 by 3 p3th inside (11). Along the paths from 
A1 to A2 end from B1 :o B2 , Re(t (z)-i'( })) has a nt:g3tivc· upper 
bound -c, nnd therefore the contribution of theso parts to the inte-
gr:.il is t(u-•:.:t.et R€:' h(})). 1'he contr1.bution of the 1.ntegr::il from A., 
'-
to B2 can be evnluated by application of the L~place method. We pJra-
mE:trlze the pr:~th by Z=} + oi.x, a ,:.x ~b , 
(-p < ,l < 0 <.b < p, oi.=exp(i1T 1-½i arg h"(?) )).. and the integral from 
A2 to B2 becomes 
b 
0( Jn g(5+ (X.X) et h( > + 0\X) dx. 
Wd have thus obtained an integral thRt was discussed extensively in 
sec .4.4, t:is h( ';: t- 04.X) = h(',) + -!h 0 (J) 0! 2x 2 + ••• , 
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and ½h 11 ( 7) o<. 2 "- O. The results of that section cErn be applied immediatelY: 
(t~co). 
( t ➔c;ie,) • 
We note that ex is the complex number w1.th modulus 1 whose 3rgumcnt 
corresponds to the direction on the axis from (i) to (ii), 
The right-hnnd-side of (5.7.1) will be ref0rred to 3S the contrib-
ution of th0 saddl~ point ~. It is a trivi~l but 1mportont remark-that 
the contribution of a sJddle point depends on thu direction in which 
it is crossed. If we reverse the directions, th0 contribution is of 
. . . ~;; 2 _ J B2 • 
cours; multiplied by -1, as = 
A 
2 2 
As the integr□ ls from A1 to A0 ~nd from B2 to B1 are exponentially 
-:- r ( >) r... 
small compared toe'"' 1 , formulos (5.7.1) 3ncl (5.7.2) remain true if 
w~ replace A2 by A1 and B2 by B1 . 
The question whether the integral along the original path from A 
to B can be ropres~nted asymptotic3lly by the contribution of the 
G'1ddlE point, is of c1 differr-.-.tJt typl::. It connot be answer8d by studying 
small n0ighbourhoods of '5. ThE" nnswcr is 1ffirm.::itive if A can be 
link~d to A1 , and B to B1 , in such a way that on those connecting paths 
the moximum of Re h(z) is less th3n Reh(?), for then the contribution 
of these paths is again negligible. 
It is, of course, not necess3ry to use A1 .1B1 Gs intermc:diotes 
between A,B and A2 ,B2 . In the above presentotion it was done for the 
sake of a minor simplificstion. Th~ price we have to pay for this is 
exponentially small, and therefore we need not bother about the strict 
necessity ef this step. 
A similnr, but simpler, discussion can be given for the contribut-
ion of an end-point to our integral J g(z)et h(z)dz. We only state the 
result: If g(A)::/0 h' (A)fo, and if the p::ith starts from A in a direction 
in which Re h(A) decreases 5 then the first term of the contribution of 
a neighbourhood of A equals (cf. sec.4.3) 
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5.8. Peth of constant altitude. We ngnin consider integrals B .. 
/ cp(z)dz•{B e~(z)dz. 
If the points A ond Bare connected by a path, ell points of 
which have the same altitude in the landscape W•Re'Y (z), then this 
path automatically solves the minimum problem (for no other path from 
A to B has a maximum altitude below the one of A). We shall show that 
this path can always be slightly deformed so as to give a path having 
only a discrete number of highest points. 
To this end we consider parts of the path, who.se end points are 
either A or B or else saddle points, not containing saddle points as 
inner points. Obviously the whole path can be devided into such parts. 
Let Ak Ak+1 be such a pa rt of the pa th, and let this a re be given in 
the parametric representation Z•f(s), O, s ,1, where f(s) is contin-
uously differentiable, r 1 (x)~o (0 ~s 41) and f(O)•Ak, f(1)•Ak+1• As 
there are no saddle points on the arc between Ak and Ak+1, we have 
df/ds •+'{z). f'(a) ./. 0 (0 ,s .c.1) 
As Re+ was constant along the arc, we now know that .1d'f/ds is re'-'1. 
continuous and ~O {O <B <1). It follows that its sign 1s constant, say 
idi'/ds real and <O (0 <S <1). 
It now follows from the Cauchy-Riemann equations that the derivative 
of Re t {z) in a direction perpendicular to the arc, is also negative, 
provided that the positive direction on the normal is pointing to the 
left bank of the arc. It follows that on the left bank Re t (z) has 
values lesa than the constant value which it haa along the arc, so 
instead of left bank we may speak about the lower bank. 
We now describe a new path from Ak to Ak+1 • At Ak and Ak+1 it 
goea,preferably by steepest descent, into the lower bank, and further 
it proceeds along the lower bank at small distance of the arc. Here 
"small" means: sufficiently small in order to guarantee that we are 
below the level of the original path. 
We can do the same thing for other parts of the path A,B. Some-
time~ the lower bank will be on the left, sometimes it will be on the 
right. At a saddle point, the new path goes up to the level of the 
saddle point and descends again. on the other side. (The last few 
words are not strictly true. If we have a higher order saddle point, 
and if the order of the first non-vanishing derivative ia odd, then 
we have to descend at the side we came from). 
The asymptotical behaviour of the integral from A to Bis now 
given by the sum of the contributions of the points A•A 0 ,A1, ••• ,~•B. 
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::. Q "'lo ... e .... n"'th 'Ins·t 0 ·-,·1· (',:, .·• .. 1· - "' ••"e ·•1"'''ld~1-g r, .. om O "'"'~n•· ~ tr.) ~ •.A- • V u U Cu • , . -1':.;t,. t., .),;. L "-~}, .'J :_ .;..( •· V , (>~ ~~ •.., --, ·:.c 1:,.1'-·,}J., t, it. _ ... 
a point B, the problem Jbout (5.1.1) ~~n 1lso be propoaed for~ 
path. We of co~rse do not ~ss,~e th~t the integrend !5 analytic 
where inside the p~th. for tncn the lntegrJl 1a tr1v1Jlly zero. 
clo2ed 
Cons.tderi.ng ::.: closed p;,.th, we of (:OlH'IH:~ get no contr-1.butiorHJ f2om 
end pointt,. If the prith can be deforme'.:i 1-nto another closed pc1th 
crossing Just one saddle point, 3nd if this saddle point la higher 
than all other pointe 0f the r2th. th~n thts p2th 1a fit fo~ ~ppllcat-
lon of the techniques of what we called the second stage. 
If we h3ve a cloeed o~th of constant 2ltitude, it need not sclve 
the mini.mum problem (the '.J!'f\l.ment gtven ::t the beginnlng of S•.:c.5.8 
eeaentiAlly depended on the fnct th2t A 2nd B were fixed beforeh8nd). 
,, 
For example, if f(z)-z-c, 7ny circle whose ~entre iB in the origln, 
ls a eurve of com,trnit :71t1tude, :-in,j none of th..::m solves the minim:.tm 
pt•<)blem. The min 1mur:, ,::iroblem Gho1,1ld be i.nte::-preted, :i.n this c0 ::ie, '.: D 
the problem to find~ closed c~rvc G, encircling zcO Just 0nce, 
that ( 5. -1. i~) ls min:tmP 1. 
,-~ "f 'j""' \,.., 
~;au.\,.l.i. 
5.10. Ramte of fl s2ddle polnt. It ts often quite difficult to cL,~ . 
mine 9 saddle point exactly. However, for asymptotical purposes it 
1 e, not n"""''·"''i"'"''. +-o t"k·e ~. oi~t-·•,, <:'X'~,,,1-1y t·nrougi, the s·1 dd'1 •·~ poirt (Tn Y f:",_, \,, ;.;;., ,,,.;J !;,,,J CJ ,L j l..· ., r •. .1 , _J , .. '·-• ,.., f ~ ,.,. (.l C 4.#. ~,{ l l,;; J,, \..< ~ j ,. ') L ~ 
t r i " , 
sec.5.7 ;'1e ac:tu::illy did t1ct use the er,ct sriddle: point or 1;(:~)e · ·',·"., 
but an approximation t0 it. vtz. th8 s0ddlc point of et h(z)). 
Tf 'I:' ·ls,., s·1dd]e ••,•,1r."" r«' <};,, ,'-,r,t·lor,..l, 1·r·en the r:.:in,cz:1; of 't' 
..i,., I ,_ 1...; .'..) I., l.,, • J ~f ._,, ' ~ V \,./ .l \) .. ,I, c.. J., u .. l ~ i .... \ ;; ), l ' 1,,., _, ;_, .,, l 
is a "il""'"l~"" ,·,o·l g\·'t, ~·ur\.-·oo~• ot'' \::: ,-.. -,11 •· 1 .... , r•a 01· • !,.,,, .1it.Vii./4,t..-1o. 1.~'-.:~ .... ..,lJ.)1.,.; i• .\..: (', ....,.\,.;.~.,.,~:).,.;.LJc:>.., 
, 01 
:'H"'e such that 1!'+' 11 (>)(z- s )'· 1i ls r,ot very l::irge. 
- t i f 
a 11 z-v:.ilues wh.1::h 
This is l)bviousl~ not., proper nrnthem:1tlcnl definit10n, ho;v 
useful it may be. 
that would be quite an arbitrary one. And, ~s tt,e word only ployr 
role in what we hDve c~lled the first st:1ge, we need not be very 
prec lse. 
of the circul1r neighbourhood mentioned 3bove. 
We have to remcmbE>r th.'3 t evc1•ything we ,l r-€': doing, dE,pen~1;3 on 
the parameter t, ~lthough the letter twas not explicitly written in 
our formulas. Espt:-~~i.olly, thi::~ c.,;cldle po:l.nt '5 m~y denend on t, But 
' ' 
even if the saddle point ls fixed, the r~nge may still depend on t. 
E.g .. , if f (z)=-tz~ 'I, =0 is 2 fi:icE:d s:1ddle poi!1t, and its r•trnge is 
~ I 
of the order oft~. 
If we have to deal w!.th an integr-,d J e t(z):jz, end H' ? ie a 
saddle point, then it is ver-y lmpot•t::int to know whethet" in the forrnula 
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the sun <>f the ternis 
{5 .. 10.2) 
is or :Ls not srn~ill .~omp.,q:-ed to the tc:1"tn ½tl!(})(2-J) 2 , when z 11e~J in 
the range of the saddle point. (Needless to ea~. eve~ything depends on 
t ·n· e ,.,"'~"--,:..+•e,r, ., o:n..t 110 rrt'"' 1 ·111 l--~<> tc' \.,- ~ri·-r•r•r•et"'" 1n +-h" sc.r•C,.O,. o"',. t,-'••.:~.,•du ♦ c.,,..,,.,.... :(,..;dU u1,1._._.1, .:..i.-:,.i...> ,.,,.,1.,.,';J .. .,,~.i._.•er-' ... -·,f;..t.J .•. l..,.1.t: ..... ~~~ ._,.;a 
O-formul-a :is t-~ .,o. If :tt is 0m:1ll, we '.:H'e in a pos1.t1ori to apply 
the teehr~i.que of sec. i+ .4 ::ir~d, ~~s ftlr ss the contr·1but1ori of' the snddle 
po.tnt ~ is coneerr~ed, the tnt€gra 1 con tm sue ce!rnfully compared to 
(5.10.3} 
Here Lis the ixis of the saddl~ point, extended to infinity in 
both dlrectiona, and the sense in which Lis tJk~n corresponds wlth 
the sense in which ou:r tntegn tion p·-i th c rosaes the s:=.idd le po:tnt. The 
number-~ has absolute vnlue -1, ,rnd lts argument indicates the d1.t•ect1on 
-"'•n r f r.f' r.:; 7 ,:::i ) 1,J k.J , ....... , • .,,,.✓ .... -~ ... 
In the special case that f(z)-t h(z), h(z) independent oft, 
h'()) ... o., h"()),'O (see sec.5.7), we hnve nn example whePe l!1aide the 
'f"'l ... ~ 
range the terms of 3'" And hight>r order are smc-111 compared to the 
second or-der• tet'm:L For then (5.'10.1) h!:!s ,:i positive radius or con-
ver-gepce R, ::.my., where R does not depend on t. The range has the order 
of 1 t-·~-., for 14/'(?)(z-}) 2 \ 1s l:u•ge only if \z- ~j is much 13rger than 
,.-i F•lt•t-\.,e,-w,,nr···"' (r::; '1'l ~\ ,,,..,.\\u:::~·•g'-""1 4 f' l""-11::i..::R ··i•'d "'O it,::: 'l'u'm 1·s v ,. ... _,.,il. -1.,.1;.,;,...,,. -, ,...,,, ~ ...... -) .....,"u .. , .._ .. ,._,,..,, ....... "''"" II .. , 1~~j, ~ ,..,_',,,},,,_, ~ b 
O((z-~) 3) if' \z-}I < !R. It follows that ~he sum of (5.10.:::~) is 
oft-½.(f"( 7)(z-7)2 )J (t >11-R;\ jz-?I <t-~). This means th2t inside 
the r~ange th,:: second ordt::t' tt:r'!n domin:-tf:S :1ll other terms. 
Il., nr t··.., .. , ot-he,,.. i,.,,·,r•a' t,, 1(1 •;i\ 1 " ,,,-,t· '"'1~''1 ~om""'"'"•:.d' ·t·o , J \..?l.J ,.Lt::::: v•• ;., i•'--• .I""':, \./4 .1,...._ .. j .. 1-.~ 1.1•,.,.J · 1.)t1,~.1 .. L \,., al,)1-11..,,,. · 
·ltnC,-)(z-'5') 2 throughout the r'c1ngf: of the sr>ddle point}, it is 
difficult tc s1y onythi11g in general. Usu~lly it menns that th~re are 
other s1gn1fic?nt s1ddle poi~ts in th~ rJng~ of~, or that the~e are 
even s1ngu1~n"':.ities of+' in th::1~: r2nge. Wt: sh,:111 come ':JCross r3 few 
examples in sec.5.14. 
5.1·1. Examples. In t:he next sect.tor.s ·v;e sin.11 give some strnp1e examples. 
They will be somewh;3t artif'ici:-i 1 in two l'.'t:,spects. F1.rst, they did not 
arise from prEcticril problems, but ;~e:re Just designed to illustr·ate 
some aspects of the saddlt point method. Secondly., in each o.f' these 
exa~plea only some of the typic,31 d if fie ult :1.es of the saddle point 
method will occur, whe~e~s in most applications occurring in prectice, 
!l1.! poa:sible difficulties occui:· in on,.;;: and the same problem. We shall 
give somE: of' these mort~ complici--'lted problems in the next ch:.•pter. 
5.12. Our first example is 
c£) 
f(t) :::i J exp((z+iz-z3)t)dz., 
0 
which is of the type of the integrals considered in sec.5.7. 
Even in a simple case like this., it is not easy to get an adequate 
survey over the landscape, Fortunately, the problem can be solved 
almost blindfolded. 
We put z+iz-z3=h(z). The saddle points ore the solutions of 
h'(z)=1+i-3z2=o. So there are two of them,~ and - }, where 
-, :1112t.3-½ .Ji/S. At first sight it seems unlikely that - ? needs to be 
considered, and therefore we turn our attention to+?• The axis of 
this saddle point (see sec.5.4) has the argument -ir/16. Therefore, 
the straight line 1 connecting O and? cuts the axis under an angle 
l?r/16, which is less than ir/4. This means that 1 is a suitable path 
in a neighbourhood of the saddle point. Furtunately this line also 
serves our other purposes: it turns out that no other point of the 
line is higher than the saddle point itself. For, if we describe the 
line by Z;:aerri/Sx, O 4X <- "'°, the function h(z) becomes 
h{z); h(e~1/ 8x) • e31fi/8(2½x-x3 )t., 
and 2½A.x3 1s maximal at X=X0 = 2+3-½. Therefore, the same thing 
BPDlies to Re h(z). 
On the line l we have Re h( z) < ex ( C < O) for x sufficiently large, 
and therefore, the contribution of the part from x0 +1, say, to ()0 is 
exponentially small compared to the contribution of the saddle point. 
In order to evaluate the contribution of the saddle point, we 
evaluate h(,)=(1+i)5' -)3= j(1+i)'5 ==27/43-3/2e3Tri/8., 
h"()) = -6'5= -25/4 3½ e1Ti/8. 
As we cross the saddle point from left to right, the numbe~ ~ 
(see sec.5.7) equals "'-=e-'IT.1./16 • So by (5.7.2) the first term of the 
contribution equals 
(2TT)½ e-~i/16 t-½(25/43½)-½ et h(~)= 
=e-TTi/16 2-1/83-1/4rf½ t-½· et h()). 
This giyes at the same time the asymptotic behaviour off, and so 
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e1 (1+tocz2 r·1 • f 1..-z➔ z2 + o(z3)J {1-t"22+o(t2"z')j • 
, (II, 2 
- ,"1,1,.,, .. (l.-i-: )7 i ... _, -1 ,... ,,,.;1 
We now easily find (cf e~c.4.1) 
00 2 
r4)({t) • J f1+-z+(t.~t°')z 2-t°'z3}e-tz ·at + t-½ o(t2"--2;.t-3/2 ) 11 
-001. 
end thtrefor-e 
lii(t) .11tt-t f,1-}t"-- 1 + O(t2«-2 )} 
l w 
He~a we dealt with a few terma only, but it ie easily seen th;t the 
coaplete asymptotic aeries has the f>:)t'!T: 
2 
Case (11). If ~ ... -, 6 th!'? function e-tz fail~ to be a good f'irst ,, ,, 
approximation to the integrand within the range, the factor (1+tz"'")-
cha~ging the scene enttrely. In order to get a better aurvey, we fir-st 
trens:ror-m the variable by ~-t-lw,, thus obt;lin.ing a oe ::rn where the 
range is ind~pendent oft: 
00 ~ j' 0 l ~ 1 F1(t) ~ t-2 exp(-w~+t-2 w)(1+w~)- dw. 
- OQ 
The role which thus far was played by :integt>als of the type 
J( t'IOexp ( -w2 )wkd w, is now ta ken over by integrals J «> exp( -w2 ) ( 1 +w 2 ) -·1aw. 
-~ ~oo 
Otherwise the technique is the saMe as in sec.4.4. Wr obtain the 
asymptotic aeries 
( t --+ oo), 
r «:J 2 
\ e-w w2v (1+w2)-1~w. 
J_ C,0 
C~ae (11:1.). oi..)1. The fi,ctor~ (1+t°'z 2 )-'1 gives, in this case, two poles 
which are very close to the point Z=O, that is to say, very cloae 
ccapu:ed to the dilneneions of' the r~ange. And, the integration path 
pasaea just betweeri the poles. We sha 11 now shift the integration 
_,,i .. o-. 
part downwards,. over a dist,:Hh!i": 2t .,; , say, tak:i.ng the residue of the 
lower pole into account. The effect is, that the path has hardly been 
altered if we compare the shift to the size of the range, whereas on 
the other hand (1+t~z2)- 1 can be expanded into powers of z-2 in all 
points of the new path. The residue at -it-tot equala 
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end •• obte1n 
lo 
the 1ntegrat.1on path P being the straight llne fr•om -2i.t-'f -1 oo to 
.. 21,.t-½tx+i oci, On this path the expansion 
( C( 2)-"" _.,. -? -""' _:., 1+t Z l • t 2 - - t ~ Z -j .. -6 + t .,, !l; - ... 
I «,'), 7. t;onyergea unif'onnly (as I t z':. I ~2 on the path). The function e • can 
alto b~ expanded into powers of z, and w1 thin the range i 1e am.all. 
Ther-etore 1 t is qu.i.te easy to obta :!.n an asymptotic aerieB for 
P.(~} + 2Tfi r{t),, But the ::i:l.tuatlor: 1:i even mor•e favourableJ we are 
~•le to pPove that the nsymptot!c series is convergent for ell poeitiv0 
v~iuea: or t, and that l.ts s1..ur:. equals t (t)+2TTi r(t). To thitJ end we 
11•1te 
l!t (t)+2TT1 r{t)== 1-:r=:0 L 1: 0 exp(-t2:2)(zk/k!)(-1)nt-( 1H 1)'>\ta'.,,: 
_l.Pc 
Whfu:re r:wx-2it 2 " and x 1e the riew integration variable~ 
We now apply B theorem on integration under the sum sign. It can 
c,e etated in a gener-al form for Lebesgue integrals, but the following 
•ope elementary form will d·o. Let f 1 (x) (k,n .. 0,1,2,. ... ) be continuous 
,cn-r- ~ ....- co I 
runstions (. gC) < x <- oa). A1:u:1u.rru? that £-1• 0 t.-..., ~r, (x)i conver·gea 
ti.::s ••• Jfl1 • ao 
for all x (-co <x< -=-Land that the double sum k,..O Ln.,o fkn(x) 
represents a continuous function of x. Finally assume that the funct 1 
g(x) a Lk:O L:0 lrkn(x) J lo such that ] 00 g(x)dx converges. 'rhen we 
- 00 have 
en~ both the 1.ntegr-a l cm the lE:ft and the double ser-1es on the right 
converge absolutely. It is quite easy to prove the theorem. The fact 
th2t we have a double BPrics instead of the usual single series, does 
not cause any difficulty as it converges absolutely. 
The aseum.pt:l.ons of th1s theor>E;m <'.lrE:. satisfied in our case. We 
lexpf •.. .,.2,i ~. IZI itoi.,17 !2 _,1 )-'1 
,U f ,.. \ - V4.1 J ' • t- • \ J ) ~ - • • 
The function g(x) 1s continuous (- oo "'X ,<. oo), as t(X lzl 2 ~ 4 for all z 
, cO 
on the path P. Mor•eovt:l" \ g(x)dx converges, by virtue of the over-
whelJ'ning power of the fa~t;; exp(-tz2 ). (Notice that tis a fixed 
positive number thro%:_,., :::---:--efoI'e the theorem may 
be applied, and we infer that 
F«( t )+2 TT i r( t )= Li:'0 L 0:'0 t-(n+i )""{-1 )n (k!)-1 J exp(-tz2 ) zk-2n--2dz, p 
and that this double series converges absolutely. 
It remains to evaluate the integrals occurring on the right. We 
substitute -tz2=w, Z=-i(w/t)½, where the principal value of square 
root is taken. If z runs through P, then w describes a path C start-
ing at -oo, encircling the origin in the positive sense, and leading 
back to - cc,. The integral becomes 
JP exp(-tz2)zk-2n-2dz=-½t-1 JP exp(-tz2 )zk-2n-J d(-tz2 ) -
= -½t-1 J ew. (i)-k+2n+3 t-t½(2n+3-k) w½(k-2n-3 )dw == 
C 
= 7,-tn-½(%-1) i2n-k+2/ r(n-½(k-3)), 
according to Hankel 1 s formula for (r(a))-1 . Our final result is that 
1 « 1 1 0(. ¼ ,;;:- o<J ~ oo t - n ( ()(.-1 ) -½ k1 - k t (t)= nt-2 exp(t -c,(-it-2 )-TTt-« 2 L k=O Ln==O 
k! r(n+½(3-k)) 
and the double series converges absolutely for all t )0. As G)(. )1., onl., 
negative exponents occur in the double series, and therefore the series 
is at the same time an asymptotic series, 
If we expand the function exp(t 1-c:x -it-½0<.) as a double series, we 
get again terms of the same type. Combining the two double series, one 
easily finds 
5.15. Exercises. 1. Show that 
f_!itx(1+x2)-t dx rJ (TT(1-c)/t)½ e-ct(2c)-t 
l 
where C=-1 +22 • 
2. Show that 
J = (x3+Jx-21)-n eix dx rv 2e(i/4)n(1i/3n)½ 
-1 
where n runs through the integers. 
(t )-0). 
( n-------, co) 
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(Hoofdstuk 6 (Applications of the saddle po1nt method) wordt voorlo-
pig overgeslagen). 
7. Indirect A~Jmptotics. 
7.1. Direct and indirect asymptotics. The first six chapters of this 
book (with the exception of some arguments in ch.I) have been devoted 
to asymptotical methods which we shall call direct methods. The common 
features are (i) the function f(t) whose asymptotical behaviour (as 
t ~ ro) is required, is represented by some explicit formula in the 
form of a series or integral, and (ii) this expression is split into 
parts, some of which are proved to be small, whereas the dominating 
parts are compared with known functions, and it is shown that their 
deviations from these known functions are small; (iii) the final 
result is then obtained from the fact that the absolute value of a sum 
(i.e. the total error) does not exceed the sum of the absolute value 
of the terms (i.e. the sum of the absolute values of the partial 
errors). We remark that these direct methods are always constructive, 
in the sense that the methods supply the means for replacing 0- and o-
formulas by definite numerical estimates (cf.sec.1.7). 
Observing that the direct methods essentially depend on the in-
equality la+bl l la! +lbl, we remark that these direct methods work in 
the real field as well as in the complex field, and actually they can 
be applied to functions f(t) whose values belong to a system where 
each element a has a "norm" lal, such that la+bl ~ \al +!bl holds (we 
of course assume that the system is an abelian group with respect to 
addition). 
The remaining chapters of this book will show several methods 
which are not of this direct type; we shall call them indirect 
methods. It is difficult to describe common features in the way we 
did above for the direct methods. We shall indicate some aspects here 
which are, however, by no means common to all indirect methods. 
(i) Most indirect methoda consider real functions only. Usually they 
essentially depend upon the property that the set of real numbers ls 
a linearly ordered system (i.e. a syst·em where an inequality relation 
< is given, such that a<b and b<c imply a<c), and upon the fact 
that any bounded monotonic sequence converges. 
(ii) Sometimes indirect proofs play a role. This may mean that the 
resulting 0- and a-formulas, which are statements as to the existence 
of a number, or of two numbers, or of a function (see sec.1.2 and 1.3), 
are reduced to statements expressing the absurdity of non-existence. 
In such cases we cannot replace the 0- or o-formulas by definite 
numerical estimations. 
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However, non-constructivity can be the result of direct proofs as 
well. In particular it can occur after an application of the theorem 
that any bounded monotonic sequence converges: If a1<a 2 < ••• <1, then 
there exists a number a( such that a = ci.. +o( 1) (n--=J oo), but we cannot be 
n 
more specific as long as we have no further information about the an's. 
(iii) Frequently indirect methods essentially involve proofs by induct-
ion. We mention a typical argument; In order to show that a certain 
function f(t) satisfies f(t)=t 2+o(t) (t~~) we show, for instance, 
that lf(t)I, 10 (2<tt3) and that, for all T:,,- 3, the assumption 
Ir ( t )-t 2 I .( Bot (T-1, t~T) 
lends to 
jr(t)-t21< 8ot (T<t~T+1). 
Now the principle of induction shows that lr(t)-t2 1 < Bot (t > 2). 
The difficulty with such arguments is the same as the difficulty 
of induction proofs in general. It may happen that the induction step 
fails if we replace Bot by 100t. Or it may happen that the induction 
step fAils for any inequality (f(t)-t2 j < At, but that it works for 
some stronger inequalities of the type ,]f(t)-t 2 I, At½. In other words, 
it may happen that a stronger assertion is easier to prove than a 
weaker one. 
Needless to say, proofs by induction often occur in cases where 
we want to know the asymptotical behaviour of a sequence [an} which is 
given by induction, and where we do not possess a formula expressing 
an in terms of n (cf.ch.8). 
{iv) Quite often we shall use explicit expressions of the function f(t) 
(whose asymptotical behaviour is required), not in terms of known 
expressions, but in terms off itself. It may happen, for exampl8, 
that f(t) can be expressed., by some integr-.J> in terms of the values 
of f( r) in the interva 1 · t (. t ,( oc:,.. Such ext . •_:f::isions cRn often be used 
for determining the behaviour as t~,o0; they may per>mit to transform 
quite rough information about f(-r:) ( in the interval t.:: t tt«."l) into more 
definite information about f(t). 
For example, if we know that the real function f(t) so.t.isfies the 
relation 
co 
f(t) = cos t-1 + f ft2+(f(t)) 2J-1 d't: 
t 
(t,.1), 
then it is easily seen that the integral is o(t-1 ). If follows that 
f ( t )=cos t-1 +0 ( t-1 )=1 +o( t-1 )( t > 1). Inserting this into the integra,:).~ '·"· 
we get ({12+1+o(t-1)}-1a--c = .J""{i:-2-,:-4+o(i:-5 )}ac =t-1- j t-3+o(t-4j°;'"~ 
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The procedure can be carried on, and an asymptotic series for f(t) is 
easily obtained. 
(v) Sometimes we have to find the behaviour of a function f(t), given 
by a number of data, one of which is a requirement about the asymptotic-
al behaviour itself. An example: Suppose that we are dealing with a 
bounded function f ( t) ( in O ~ t .:. -i;:c) which satisfies a differentia 1 
equation. Suppose it turns out that this equation has just one bounded 
solution. Now the problem is again to transform the rough asymptotic 
information (the boundedness) into something more definite. Some of 
the problems in ch.9 will be of this type. 
(vi) Needless to say, many indirect arguments contain parts which have 
a direct nature. 
From the above remarks it will be clear that 11 indirect asymptotics" 
indicates not so much a method as a lack of general methods. As the 
further chapters of this book give indirect methods applied in several 
fields, we give only one type of examples in the present chapter: some 
of the simpler parts of Tauberian asymptotics. 
Tauberian theorems are usually proved by indirect methods, though 
this cannot always be said to be essential. However, their counterparts, 
the so called Abelian theorems, entirely belong to direct asymptotics. 
7.2. Tauberian theorems. A well-known theorem of Abel reads as follows: 
If the power series L:0 akxk converges at X=1, then it converges 
throughout the interval O ~ x ~1, and its sum f(x) satisfies 
lim 1 O< .,,, f(x)=f(1). Subtracting the constant value f(1)., we can x~ , _ x, 1 
put this theorem into the form: If 
(7.2.1) ao + a1 + ••• +an = o ( 1) 
then we have 
CV 
(7.2.2) Lk=O a xk = 0(1) k (O~x.(1_, X--+1). 
This theorem can be proved by a method belonging to direct 
asymptotics. If we write A(y)=Lo~k1'y ak, then we have by partial 
summation (cf.(3.13.2)) 
n 
A(n)xn - log x f (7.2.3) ~ n a xk £--k=O k :=: A(y) xY dy, 
0 
Taking a fixed value of x in the interval O <:. x < 1, we observe that 
A(n)xn=O(xn)---40 as n---➔ oo, and that / 00 A(y)xYdy converges. It there-
fore follows from (7.2.3) that O 
(7.2.4) 
,. 
f ( x: ) • - log X f A ( y ) X yd y • 
0 
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Now epli t the 1ntt:gr~ l into two parts, If a number t > 0 !.e given, 
we dettrmine b such that I A(y }I ~ ½ l when bf y < oo. Thtn we have, 
,,r<l p ,, i,,:, 
splitting J • J + j , 
lo,,"' U b 
The first term. is <. ½ l 1.f x 1a sufficiently cloe•~t tQ 1. The second 
term is ~½tilog xi Jf/OxYdY•tl .. It follows that lr(x)l<t if xis 
sufficiently close t9 ·1., so that. we hRve pt•oved (7.2.2). 
Por'!"lula ( 7. 2 .4} can also be wri tter: in the foMn 
f(x} .=i /:(y) xYdy /J 1)(JxYdy, 
0 0 
nnd this expresses thnt r(x) is an □ veragt of v~loes of A(y), with 
positive weights. Abels 1 tht:orem derives asymptotic 1nfonnat1on about 
this average of A(y) fron asymptotic 1nfonnation about A(y) itself. 
The converse of Abel 1 s theort:m is not tr•ue: (7.2.2) does not 
imply (7 .. 2.1). It is easy to give ?i counte:"example. If 
""}(1-x)./(1+x) (O~x <.1), 
then f(x)-41 O as X-.>1, 
in this case: 
However, (7.2.1) is false 
It is possible to prove that (7.2.2) implies (7.2.1) by assuming 
some aupplementa r-y condition. The fir•st result 1.n this direction was 
obtained by A.TAuber, who showed that 
is satisfactory: (7.2,2) and (7.2.5) tog~th~r imply (7.2.1). It was 
proved later by Hardy 1nd Littlewood that (7.2.5) can be replaced by 
the weoker conditions that there exists a positive constant C such 
that 
(7.2.6) ( n,,:: ·1 , 2, 3 ••. ) • 
We shall show the sufficiency of (7.2.6) in sec.?.5. 
The get'lcra 1 terminolog~1 is modelled after this specia 1 case. A 
theorem which derives., aaymptotical information about some kind of 
average of a function from asymptotical information about the funotion 
1 tself, is called an Abe 11~m theorem .. If one t\Arl find a aupplementary 
., <'E '7'7 h,J ~ 
condition und~r whlch the ~onver~e of o~ Ab~lian theorem holds, then 
this condition ie call~d a T~uberinn condition, end the conv~rse 
thcore~ ls c~lled a Taub~rinn theore~. 
In sec. 7.) we sh1ll derl with n quite simple case, Jnd a more 
"~i rr~ rq1l"" T'.)ub•·•ri••r1 +-h 0 O.-.· 0 ~··1 w1 1 ·1 t1,·• ···r"'"···"' ·1 n "'"···· '7 l! ~ t.1t',.it"-' \.-1 ..,_,, ,,., .J.. ,,., ·.. 1,.., z'.,. t;,;;. ,., 1 ,.. ...., •. ,.:., ,.. t,; ~, ~ . ,.i, ,,a. •~ •,:. ~, -..J .,, "'" \.,, ,.1. • .. ;, \.. ,.__. • • · • ti. .,. - ~
gener~l th8ory about T~ubGrian theorc~a wna developed by N. Wien~r. 
For this and for further d1:;t:i Us we refer to: G .A. tt::JI•dy, J1vfn•gent 
Series (Oxford, 1949). 
7 .3. D1fft:rentiotion of 2ri as mntotlc fomulr:. Let f(x) bt, int["~rnbl~i 
J t: -·-----
ovi.:n·· ,rny finite interv□ l, and put 
t 
f,'(t) = ( f{x)dx. 
""  
Asaw;ting some osymptotlc,~1 t)eh::iv1our of f(t), S::Jy 
(7.3.2) f(t) ·'-' t..'. ( t -➔ ."<)) J 
where ~ is n c.onst~n:t ;:. o .. 1.t 1r; t:nsy to der1vc r-in AbclicHl result 
nbout F(t), in this case 
(7.3.3) ( t .... ;, i.,.i) . 
It was alrc3dy point0d out ln s~ .1.( thJt th~ ~o~vers~ ls not 
;-:;hicys trut:, Le. form::;l cliffc:rcntJ:!t1on i)f' (7,3.3) is not ~lw:·ys 
lcgitimAte. We need a Tnuberi,.rn condi.tion., -~nd r.:is such we t 01kC; 
(7.3.4) f(t) ls rc'Jl CHH:'J non-dE:crc::.rning (0 ,st<'"""). 
Wt.: shall p:r•ov,;;: tr'!!: T.Ub(:r1:rn th:.::Ol'.';:;:l;l thc'lt (7.:3.3) [.lnd (7.3.4) 
together imply (7.3.2). 
Let l be a positive rn.:unb(::'t'. By (7.3.3) we c.2n t:-il-c....: T such that 
h1 (t) - (d'.+'1)_,, t'-"+1 1 .. i:. t.l+'1 (t; T). 
Then w.., h:JV8 
toking dlfftrences we find that 
l' .t+D U·P , 11' 1 I ' "( ) I "' • '+1 1+ ' 7' d I '1 t , "'t' .,,, +~(t.+p) ....... j , X , X - ) X tiX I "'-• .., r, 
\ t t (7.3.5) 
,t+p 
First ~rnaurr1e p ,o.tft follows fr~on,1 (7.).1+) that p f(t)( { f(x}dx. 
Moreover· we. havt: / Px.,<.dx "":P(t+p(·. It follows that · 
rct> ~ (t+pr + 2i '9-1 (t+pr+1 • 
Thia givE:a an upper E::stimn te for- f ( t), rrnd Wt:: can a till fix p in or-der 
to make tt as efficient as possible. Writtng p=qt wt:i get 
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It is not necessary to find the exact minimum. We only remark 
that q should be small enough to ke~p (1+q)~ within reasonable bounds, 
and that q should be larg~ with reapect to c in order to keep !q·1 
sma 11. So we take q. t ½, and we get 
(1.3.6) (tl-T). 
A lower bound 1s obta1nc:d by taking, in (7.J.5), p< O. We 
immediately take P•-t½t. Assuming t.c.1., and t::,, 2T., we have p+t :J T. 
Moreover w~ have lpl f(t)) {t f(x)dx., I+ x* dx ~IPI (t+p)~, and it 
follows from (7.3.5) thDt +p +p 
(7.J.7) (t"J-2T). 
From (7.3.6} and (7.3.7) we can deduct: f(t),....,t"" (t-,,io). For, if 
t ' > 0 ia given, tht:n c can bt" chosen such that the factors betwE;en 1 } 
in (7.3.6) and (7.3.7) lie bctw~en 1-t and 1+,. With this value oft 
we can determin~ T., and then we have I f(t)-t('.l( t <- l 1t" (t ~ 2T). This 
proves our Tauberian theorem. 
t 
7.4. A similar problem. W.:: ngain consider F(t)== .f f(x)dx., ns in th~ 
previous section, but instead of (7.3.2) w~ cons2aer 
(7.4.1) f(t) = 2t + 0(1) ' ( t-➔ ,-,o). 
Then we can derive by an Abelian argument 
(7.4.2} F(t) = t 2 + O(t) (t-➔ oo). 
We ngain ask whether the supplementary condition 
(7.4.3) f(t) is non-decreasing (O~t <?O) 
is sufficient in order to make (7.4.2) imply (7.4.1). It will turn 
out that it is not. 
'I. 
Proceeding in the same way as in sec.7.3, we choose a positive 
function p(t) oft, ~nd we obtain from (7.4.2) and (7.4.3}: 
t+p 
p f(t) ~ [ f(x)dx = F(t+p) - F(t) = 2pt + p2 + O(t) + O(p)., 
f(t)~ 2t + p + O(tp- 1 ) + 0(1). 
The best possible 0-r~sult is obtain~d by takin~ p such that the terms 
p and tp-1 are of the same order. So taking p::t1, we obtain 
f(t)~ 2t+o(ti). We easily get the corresponding lower estimate, and so 
(7.4.4) f(t) • 2t + O(t½). 
Roughly speaking this is the best possible result that can be 
derived from (7.4.2) and (7.4.3). More precisely we shall show that 
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there exists a function f(t) satisfying (7.4.2) and (7~4.3), which is 
]._ 
of the form f(t)=2t+O(t 2 ), but which does not satisfy 
l 
limt➔ oo( f ( t )-2t )t-2 =0. 
A good example can be obtained by graphical arguments. We shall 
assume that IF(t)-t2 l ~ t (t ~ 0), which means that the graph of thf= 
functions Y=F(t) in the (t,y)-plane lies below the graph of Y=t 2+t and 
above the graph of Y=t2-t, as far as values t;;.O are concerned. We 
shall denote the parabole Y=t 2+t by~~ and the parabole Y=t2-t by 1r;2_. 
The condition (7.4.3} means that the graph of F(t) is convex. We now 
want to draw a convex curve between v1 and 7T2 which behaves as irregular-
ly as possible. By irregularly we mean that the deviation of the slope 
of the graph from the slope of the paraboles is occasionally large. 
We therefore choose the graph of Fas follows. w~ take a sequence 
of points P0-(t0 ,y0 ), P1=(t1 ,y1 ), ... on -rr2 , such that, for each value 
of k, the line connecting Pk and Pk+1 touches 1r1 in B point somewhere 
b~tween these two. Now the graph of Fis the broken line P0 P1P2P3 •••• 
It does not matter that F has no derivative at the v~rtices Pk, 
for f 1s not defined as the derivative of F, but Fis defined as the 
integral off. We can give f(tk) any value between the slopes of 
pk-1pk 8nd pkpk+1· 
The condition that PkPk+1 touches ir2 is, by elementary analytic 
geometry. ea~ily translated into the relation (tk+tk+1-2) 2=4tktk+1 , 
whence l 
tk+1 = tk + 2 + (8tk)2. 
If x 0 is chosen arbitrorily, then t 1 ,t2 , ••• can be evaluated 
successively. Accidentally we are able to give an explicit solution. 
(If we were not, we should have to study the asymptotic behaviour of 
tk, as k--4 oo, and that can be done by methods indicated in ch.8). If 
we take t 0 =0, then t 1=0+2+0=2, t 2=2+2+4=8, t 3=8+2+8=18, t 4=32, t 5=50, ••. 
and it is easy to show that tk=2k2. Now the slope of PkPk±1 is easily 
seen to be (2k+1) 2 , and the point of conta~t lies at t=2k2 +2k, We 
therefore define f by 
f(t) = (2k+1) 2 2 )2 (2k ~ t-<. 2(k+1 , k=0,1,2, •.. ). 
l l 
Now obviously f(~)-2tk=4k+1 > tk2 , so that (f(t)-2t)t-2 does not tend 
to zero. The function f(t) is obviously non-decreasing, and 
F(t)= ft f(x)dx lies between t 2-t and t 2+t for all t. This fol~ows 
from the geometrical argument, but it can of course be verified by 
integration, which gives 
F(t) = t 2+t - (t-2k2-2k) 2 = 
= t 2-t + (2(k+1) 2-t)(t-2k2 ) 
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•) ,.., 
'C'.,.·ro•',i tl•,:-, .. ,-. r,--. ... ,¥,,,"'1 1,r• ·•t· .,.,, ~,Id' ,t .... , ...•. <--'- •' r,'(t' ... i:,t 
' J. \i.· i,;;:J t;,.: ,..., ,i.. ,~, .,t Ji~ w•· .,;) J.. ; ·•'•· t,., C -· J,.. ., .......... ~ J ' 1..., l t ,.,J \., \1 - t,,., ... ~ _;., l .tc lt r 
We just eatablishLd th?t (7.U.J) ls not~ s1tisfActory Toub~rian 
condition in order to p·iss from (7,4,2) to (7.4.1). w~ sh1ll now 
second dorivativ~: 
.(>fl { t· .. ) ' n 
J. ' -.; <.I 
I ... ,~- \ \ ,., .. • I • 
' 4 ) '"{ ·) "\.2 ..... ,{"-) ( ) Moreov~r, a:Jsuming ,7 .. f:"' Li: • .t< t ,,,.,, +i-.:,,. , Wi2' Ci:ln dt.r'lv1.,; 7.1t.1 
by sor:1c a i.'!lple D rgtu~1t;nts. We c.an ,;;ve;r; provE: mort, viz. th~1 t thcr,a 
E-;Xists i number b :rnc·'1 t:hcit f(t),.,2t·+·b+o(·1). First Wt· rt,!!\ork that 
f i,.- \..,,,::, wh.,,..,,., ~.,, ·:) ·w,:, wc··••'l'1 h·1",· 1' 1\1 1·) .,, -i(t- .. t. ) 
. \ ""ol"9'--, ..... L - ,:J -· ..... :.. ... ~ .,,.A . .,; +.,.· .• \i .. .... ,. ,. \.., . .,,,o , 
conflict with F(t).t':+O(t). So f 1 (t)::: ;2 for ~lll t, 
th~Jt f(t)-2t is non ... 1r::.:I',.·,~;ir1f. Ir :. "· t.1 ,.1 ;1,.: hJV<i. 
t· 
soliH.: t wt hc:d 
0 
:rn,J this would 
:c1 ncl :1 t follows 
0 ~ • ~ 
F(t) - t"" - P(t 1 ) + t,t,,., ) (f(x)-,~x)dx ::::(t-t 1 )(f'(t 1 )-2t1 ). 
t1 
(t-:,'I), ·'"> If A is such th:it IF{t)-t'·i ,.J\t ·· 'r·1' r·· t\~-,+· t'(t· ) 0t- ':t \ \.'1'.. ... : ) • .i t; lltJ V "" , ... 1 -c.:. ""1 ~ -.r"\.,. 
So f(t)-2t is non-lncr~aa1ng ond hounJ~d h~low; it follows that 
-rlt-)-2t t,·.,t"•~S to•'.) "l~nlt ,,,[,,-r· t' ···---"..., ,j.' ,.,. '4..- ,u (~, l,,.,.1..,~11 .• - .. ,, ;"'f .,.._,, l W iA' 'ft w~ c~tl olso soy som~thlng 
nbout f'(t); ::is f' i:3 ncn-d<Gr,_·1f;i , f 1 :::,2., .1nd f(t)""2t+b+<.J(1), it 
/ 00 
ls (;'Vident that f'(t)=::?+0('·1), r!nd ~.vcn th:1t _I (f'(t)-~~)dt convi,:rgt.s. 
0 
•') 
7.5. Karamata's mct:,o:3. L, .. t :,_.-1-~1 1x+a'.)x'<+- ••• b.c :·i pow;;;r• scri:.f1, con-
'I,..,) ..... 
V:...:rg.:.nt if Ix! <-1., i~~:c1 1\.t sc1mc :·,symptotlc l infcir•1~1::•ti:m '.)t... c:Lv1...n 
about tht: pt11:•tinl sunr; ~.1 1+ •.. +:1ri, :3s n--···>,x,. If this b(:l1c:1 v1our is not 
tof irrt::gul:lt', we c::}n ckducc, by i\bs::;11:-in ::rsw,1d1ts, thi.: 'bchciv:lm.lr of 
thi.:: sum function 
f(x) = ') + !:'· "i.i'" ·+· ,., Xe.. + 0 , ':I 1 """' '~' 2 ' •. 11 
33 0 < x.:: 1, x-➔ 1. (1\ sp, c:tn 1 c;u1 r. cf thi.s prcbhm and of its T,mber-ian 
ceuntt:rp··1rt w3s :Hscu2s·.d tn :,cc.7.2). 
Next -~8SUi':k: th::1t the! nsy:nptottc~i1 l:h .. h.1vlour or r(x) (.:rn x--,)1) i.s 
knownJ rind that wv wnnt to d.:..Piv1. lnfurm:1 1; :.on .:::bout th.: pTrtial sums 
~-
A ( n) = "".::_o . 1{ ~, :1 , •• Th(. at: c-1r bt:: wet t t,.,n 8 s ~ ... .::.: ,.. 1\ 
(7.5.1) 
-..----· '.'-) 
::,,(~•) _ _;,> ··(··-k/n) 
. . '' - --·k:-.0 :J k ~-- .... (n ·_-,. o), 
In Karamata 's method this discontinuous function g(x)isI:!p~t ... :::, 
in some sense to be specified loter, by a polynomial P(x). If 
~m j 
P(x) =L-j='1 pjx, 
then the sum corresponding with (7.5.1) is 
(7.5.2) o;::::_- oo ( - - k/n ) ~m f ( "' - j /n ) • L-k-0 ak Pe =L-j=1 Pj V 
If P is fixed, the a symptotica 1 beh3viour (as n~oo) of the right-
hand-side is known. 
The m~thod can be applied to a fairly large class of cases. We 
shall specialize by taking a fixed real number y and assuming 
~-- c,0 k -Y (7,.5.3,) f(x) =LK=O ak x = o((1-x) 1·) (0<x<1., x--~1). 
Using the T8uberian condition 
{7.5.4) ( k=O, 1, 2., ••• ) , 
where C is a positive constant~ we shall prove that 
(7.5.5} 
The special case )i=O already hos been announced in sec.7.2 (this 
case is usually deduced from the case Y=1 by some auxiliary Tauberian 
theorems, but Ka ramat:a I s method is strong enough to cover the case 
Y ::=O as well). 
As to the approximations of g(x) by polynomials we shall stipulate 
the following conditions. Let h be an integer, h ?- 0, h ,- - 'i . We may 
take for h the smallest integer satisfying these inequalities~ Let 
be a positive number, 0 ,;_ t < ½ .. Then we want to have polynomials 
P1 (x), P2 (x) such that 
P 1 (x) ~- g(x) 6 P 2 (x) 
\P 2 (x) - P1 (x)! -S 2 
! P2 (x)-P 1(x)\ ~ t x 
\P2 (x)-P 1 (x)I ~ ,(1-x)h 
(0.::-xf1), 
We do not require anything regarding the degree or the coefficient of 
these polynomials. The possibility of finding P1 and P2 can b0 shown 
as follows. We first g0t rid of the discontinuity at X=e- 1 , construct-
ing continuous functtons g 1(x) and g 2 (x) such that g1(x) £:; g(x) ~ g2(x) 
(o ,t,;. ~ 1 L .,. :f 
(x 1 ( X • 
5UC t ( 
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The sum ~~==Oak P1 (e-k/n) occurring in (7.5.6)., con be estimnte:d by 
Virtue of (7.5.2) and (7.5.3) (it mL,y be noticed thnt P1 (o)::::O). As 
(1-e-j/n)-.}~ j-YnY (n--➔:..-.', j fixed)., the sum is o(n.>;). Mort: precisE,:ly., 
-we can determine• a numbt:r n ., depending on 'Y., l and on thL: polynomi2 l 
0 
P,p such th3t the sum is, in 1bsolutz..: value, lGss than 1::nY. The ssme 
thing holds for the sum with r 2 ., occurring in (7 .5. 7). We cnn sssum8 
that n 0 serves both P1 and P2 • w~ finally obtain, from (7.5.6) and 
(7.5.7), 
If moreover n -1 1 I ,-' > £ , we infer thot 1l\(n) <- tn n4., where n4 d.s independ-
ent oft and n. As tis srbitrar-y., this prov(;;s (7.5.5). 
): (>Q (k+,'l)V-1 k Y k=O I x r-, [' ( y) ( 1-x) - ( 0 < x <- 1 , x --:, -1) ., 
-::-·n ( lr+1 )/-1 -1 v· 
~, ~ ....., ).: n 
L-k=O 
( tl ··- -~ X) ) • 
So for y > 0 our result c3n b0 put into the following form. If 
~r k ( )_y 
L__k=O ~k x . ...,__ 1-x 
::1 \{ > -C ( k+1 ).Y-'1 
(0 <- X c:.1., X --41), 
( k= 0 , 1 ., 2 ., • • • ) , 
( n ··-+ ·ro) • 
ASE tjl.j. 
8. Iterated functions. 
8.1. Introduction. Many problems in asymptotics can be stated in the 
following terms: Let a sequence of functions F1,F2, ••• be given, and 
let x0 be a number. Now we put x1=F1 (x 0 ), x2=F2(x1), x3=F3(x2), ••• , 
assuming that F1 is defined at x0 , F2 is defined at x 1 , etc. The· 
problem is to find the asymptotical behaviour of xn as n tends to 
infinity. 
In the present chapter we shall discuss only a very special case 
of the problem,. taking all functions F1 ,F2, •.• to be one and the 
same function f. Nevertheless, cases where the Fi are different ean 
quite often be tackled by methods devised for this special case (for 
instance, see sec.8.5). This remark holds for still more general 
cases. We mention the possibility that Fn is a function of n variables 
instead of one variable, and that xn is defined recursively by 
xn~Fn(x 0 ,x1 , ••• ,xn_1 ). A further generalization is obtained if we 
replace the x's by functions and the F's by operators. Under this 
heading fall many asymptotical problems about the solutions of 
differential or integral equations. 
8~2. Iterates of a function. From now on we shall take all functions 
Fk to be equal to a fixed function f, and the problem becomes what is 
usually called an iteration problem. We have 
We shall denote by fn then-th iterate off, which is defined by 
( n=O, 1, 2, ••. ) • 
Therefore we have xn=fn(x 0 ) (n=1,2, ••. ). 
For a moment we assume that f is defined everywhere, so that 
there is no question about the f 1 s being defined or not. 
. n 
It may be possible that the sequence x0 ,x1 ,x2 , •.• tends to a 
limit c. If the function f is continuous at c, the relation xn+1=f(xn) 
sho~s that C=f(c). Therefore, if f is continuous everywhere, the 
possibilities for care restricted to the solutions of the equation 
C=f(c). 
Convergence to a point c, where C=f(c), can often be proved in 
the following way. We show the existence of a neighbourhood N of c 
such that, once some x falls into N, the sequence x 1 ,x 2 , ••• n . n+ · n+ 
converges to c. In such cases it is likely that the asymptotical 
behaviour of xn (as n~oo) can be studied in detail, especially if 
f(x) is analytical at X=c. 
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The problem whether for~ ~iven value of x there ex1at1 an n 
'" 0 
auch that xn 11.t!S ir tr.at fre tgr,bourhood N • 1s of a dl fferent ne ture. 
It is often quite easy if f ia ~ real continuous function end x ia a 
renl variable. W~ sh~ll di1cus~ ~ generDl example. 
ti,"'"'"""'"' t\'at "''·er) ·l,, ""'OJ'''tln'l"lll"' 'l·" l•'r·e 1~,te"'V''•"'1'"  .. ...,(wl~Ut,\;:,, ,.,, J., \,lt:.,. ~, .... .,I ._, '. ,I ,t.. \) \.,) '~· V l.,, ~.,..id 6. ~:i , .. t}, def'i.ned by 
t, .. •,t ,,fc•) C 
vllt, l. \ , a 
~•-,~ "(") " l'(v) <. ,,. ~ ,, .., " T X · " '!'ho•, ,.,,. t-a".:> for "ny ,.,. 1r·i J. tr,.1a+-c:, ' ~ \J J.. \ol' -{ .,k A , ,\~• ~-- l A'\o. ,t;;;. V J • ,> . ..., 11> ,.r,. r, ,l ,.,.. , J fl '-• + .i, V ,,.. J •• i,J , , $':i,, • ,;t 'v 
lim fn(x)•c. For, our' 11ssumpti.ons imply ::hat f maoa J into itself, TT ___ ,, • 
and ther-ef'ore the snme thi.rig cnn be SJi.d .:ibotu; fr,,f .. ,, •••• Further 
G ) 
f(x), x (x !. J) gu,~rantees that x) f 1(x) ~ f 2(x)> , ••• Aa all fn(x) 
are in J, the sequence ls bounded below. Salim fn(x) exists, 3nd ao 
it tends to a solution of X•f(x), which cGnnot be anything but c. 
A aimil3r discussion npplies 
V?.1 d < X ~ C • 
It has to be remnt"l{ed th;;1t 11W---!t•x,fn(x) need not be a continuous 
function of x. If, for exDmple, we apply our previous results to the 
function :f(x)=x+sin x it fol.lows that the function lipjl__,.n...i,fn{x)i;;; tp(x:) 
exista for ~11 x, and ts ciescr1.be:j by f(O)aO, <p(x)"""!t (0 -i:. x < 2itL, 
f(2n)=2rt, ,p(x):z3it (2-n: ... x .:.4-rr), Cf'(4TT)=4R, 4·(x)..:51r (4rt"x<6n), etc. 
However', the situation ,:::an be much more compl.icated th!m tn the 
C ;'.'\~po ,,,p 1·,,c,t d·\or--,ac•(lf~ Tf' 1' 1 Y' 1 '' "Or,•··•-, 1ou" ~... '". :::Jind 1f' t~, ~ =' t,] " .,,. ,J u 1,,,) ' -- -, ::,. • ..,. u ..;, i;,J ,,,~ ' ... i • ..... . \ A-.. ) .~ ~:> -,._, ., J ,.,.., J .. l. j """ ~ .i ::. J - ~ (.. h ~ ·')O JI ''•'" ' 
f(x).::. x in an interval c: cJ,t.:. d, \~ith f(c)cc, but if f(x) 1::, not~ f(c) 
throughout that lnterv;:;l_, ti'ler, the behaviour of'x (as c.;X<d, n--'1>,x,) 
n 
1s no longer exclusively de:ter·rn.lned by the behaviour• of f in the 
interv:"Jl c < x <cl. In such !:nses the complete tHscussion of the 
behaviour cf x can be very difficult. 
n 
We again turn to th6 local problem, i.e. the question what 
happens in small neighbourhoods of a point c where f(c)=c. 
Without losa of generality we take c~o (otherwise consider r•. 
def.ined by r'(x)=f(x+c)-c; not:tce t.h'.~t lts iterates are f\~(x)=fn(x+c)-c), 
~na· ~n bct1~l1" ~r the ~n,-~~-)~ ·-1~1~, wa ~ow ~1AV€ ~,0), 0 C.i \,,Jo',_., "\;,,. ;~J ,.l,, \,.,,t.i. ·1• • ... ,. __ ,:,, L, •. ~.•, '-• L;,.-,- \ ..... j .._, .. ,l Ill' .. ',- .., \ ,) ,:a;;. • 
In ot'det> to be able t,o be m-::n·e specific we shall essume that f 
ie analytic at X=O: 
(8.2.1) (ixlc.p) 
where p is aorot:: pos1.t.ive number. The coeff:h:ients a1,a 2, ••• are 
allowed to be complex numbe1:-s, :rnd x is :i complex var-iab1e. 
The absolute value of the coefficient a 1 is decisive for our 
problem. If la 1\ .;,.·I the sequenc~ x0 $'x 1 ,x2 , ... conve:rges to O indeed, 
provtded that the starting point_ x: 0 is sufficiently close to O. More-
over the asyrnptotical behavtour of xn is not difficult t.o find (see 
aec .8.:,). Conve!"gence ls rapid 1n this case. If' O <. ja 11 <- 1, then 
log I xn-1 I behaves as Cn, where C is a positive consta·t. If a 1=0 the 
convergence is even much faster (see sec.8.4). If \a);:, 1 it is easy 
to see that xn does not converge to O, unless the xn's vanish identi9al-
ly from a certain value of n onwards. If \a 1)=1 the problem is more 
intricate (see sec.8.5), and if there is convergence it is quite slow. 
8.3. Rapid convergence. 
If \a 1 1 < 1 we are in the fortunate circumstance that the .iteration 
problem for f(x), given by (8.2.1), can be solved by a direct method. 
That is, for x (defined by x =f (x )) we can derive a new formula, 
n n n o 
from which the asymptotical behaviour of x (as n--+()::)) can be obtained, 
n 
provided that Jx 0 t is not too large. 
We assume here that a 1fo; the case a 1=0 will be discussed in sec. 
8.J'.:J I 
We start from a. rough estimate for fn(x). Let b satisfy ia 11 ~ b <1. 
Then there exists a number p 1 (0 < p 1 < p) such that 
(8.3.1) ( n==1, 2, ••• ; 0 <: Ix I 4 P 1 ) • 
For, the power series for x-1 r(x) has this value a 1 at X==O. Therefore 
p1 can be found such that ! xi < p1 implies O < jx-1 f(x)t < b. So if x 0 
satisfies O < lx 0 \..: p 1 we have o-::lx,-,1<.bixJ, and therefore O < lx1 !,::. p1 • 
In the second step we infer that O <- lx2 1 <- b lx 11 and O..:. [x2\ < p1 • By 
induction we find O < Ix I <. b jx 1 1 and O "- Ix \ < p1 • It follows that n · n n- n 
0 < lxnl < b \x 0 ! , and (8.3.1) follows. 
We next prove that, if x 0 is f txed ( 0 < I x 0 1 < p 1 ), then xna 1 -n 
tends to a limit which we denote by c;>1x ) • We have 
0 
a2 a3 2 
= 1 + - x + -a xn + • • • , 
a 1 n 1 
and this is close to 1 if n is large. Writing 1+rn for the right hand 
side of (8.3.2), we infer from (8.3.1) that r = O(bn). Consequently, 
-,-1 oo ( ) '1n-1 n -n -1 the product k=O 1 +rk con verges. As I k=O equals xna 1 x0 , we 
infer that xna 1-n tends to a limit w(x 0 ), where 
(8.3.3) 
As fn(x 0 ) = fn_ 1 (r(x 0 )) = 
and therefore c.u( x1 )=a 1 w ( x 0 ). 
so-called Schroeder equation 
( ) n-1 ( ) fn-'1 x1 , we also have xn'"" a 1 w x 1 , 
That is, the function w satisfies the 
(8.3.4) <0(f(x)) = a 1 1.1.1(x) 
It should be remarked that w(x) is analytical inside the circle 
jxl< p1 • This follows from the fact that each factor 1+rn in the pro-
duct (8.3.3) is an analytical function of x0 , and the product converges 
(8.3.5) 
The 
ident:l.ty 
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w(x', • x + d x2 + d x3 + ••. ,.,. .3 
coeff:~c1er:ts d:.,,d,,,,. ,;:rn be .je,t-err:1.tneij r·ecur-sively l'?"om the 
/0, 3 l1 ) o,,,, .• ,,o, 1-:;e ~l· .... , .. -~e+-e•""r1 ' 11"'d ,-'l "'i a· we n~r' 
,,_,._ •" ., i.\_,~_; .. , , dv.-.;.: C, ~"" ,l1,,.L~ 1.,,.; d 2. 1 t,, 3,.. $ "'' .,.:,.'I '¾.,,(,ii, n-1 
dn by equating the coefficients of x" in (8.3.4). This gives 
'.·1 11. i~, ~ ::::,: '!'-"!.. ,~ ... l .. ,,.! t- ,t ..... .,~. 1·· 0 ','\, ,.-.:, ,, · T \ .. ,J l' :;.... ,W, (" ,n. -C,l l''' r1 t i'\ 1') ,., -+· f'.'c ,, ..,.... /~ ,~- ·r '•\ 
.. ,::;, •"·'t U ..,,J.\.J,\\ '< ,J,,-,,1 IN;JJ,.,,j U .HC<) •·'·•' .,, l',,,;,.,.;; ~• ... , ·'11"?"+·'")1 • •• • .&.41 
,. l"'I 1,1-t' ~ ; {,. 
this equ.at1.on dn get:, ~;he coeff'1c1ent ·:i 1·· -r:1 1 , and this is .,l.o by om• 
aSS\..'mption ttrnt O<la 1l < 1. 
"Av """ ... .,., •. f d "'" 11c ti-,, .• ~ tR ·; 11) ·e Mt~r•··~··•,lx) ,,,n,,t..,. \ ,:i,,,..a 
_ J s ·,:;; t,J <, :J ., € c! l..' P .t 3 ·- l., ! I \) ~ \ <.,, • .) • , 'W ',) ,,I "' -:1 .i. fl ,1 .. \ r: ,m__, •1 t.1,, \ "'Q J I f.O, ul,l 
""O1 n1t,c,o ..,.•n·l" ,,,.\.., Y We .,,·,t· •·,r·• ~"'x1··'l·'1"·1 •· !"'o·,·~•11 •· 1 •·J m·nca f,·~,,..,.,!'.\,.,g;• 1·n,re,~"'"""' 
~, ..I. V .. 1'!> \_ _.,. i>J J.. i.d .I. .h ... l !:> .-;;:,. •' (_) ,1 y J ..... • ,,, J,., v , . t. ~ i ;,.,--\ ...... ' • .1, ...... .;;..it,,., (j i,. ...... i ~ .• .- , • f,.,, 0 ,.,l \J 4 .1 
' ....... \ 
fo:r.mu}r:: gives the inverse function J. L oC ,c, 1:wtlsfylng.11 .. (1,,(x))"'x :tr1 
0 Stlltcfble cir,ele Jx \ , 'Pr;) 
f-
.::-ind 
We rerr.ar·k t:"rnt t1te coefftcients of,: i cnn be evaluated recur•sively 
without using the cocff!clents of r,) • Tn th!.s end we can use the 
ident:tty f(JL(y)) ... 0.{;·:i"'y), whicr1 follows from (8.J.4) by putt1ni~ f(x)=Y· 
I 
',nd x : 
0 
fo1.l·O\\JS 
<. p ''J,' 
j 
th:1 t 
~-•-r>r, "'"" ~,~,,,,, }·,y (8 ·3 --1) tt'~s:it 
, .. r 1 "'. I .i v;1 \;,.- l 1•~1 '" \..,,.. ..., .. ,., • i •(.. , 
(8.:,.6) xn = ~l. ( ::, 1 nu, ( x O ) ) n , ) :::)n ( ) 2 ... :1,. (1', x +e"~1 .1 u.: x + i O c. . 0 
Th:ls formula g:tves ver-y :rntisf,ictory information c1bout the behaviour of 
x., when n-----0·, "X'.•. 
" Although tt l)ns net direct consequence for □ sy~ptotlcs we mention 
that the ubove fc~rn~l s cn11 be used for continuous iteration. That is 
ta say, we c n der11 1 e functions f~(~) for ~11 ~, O, such that 
'' 
·--rd f ,_.,_, 0 is t.ne tdentlty 
l r, the 
The functiGns f" cnn be defined by 
"' (x\ ,"'1 i ,. \ ,ty)l 
.. }\ I ;.:; .;. C. I d •i k, \ '> \ 
briefly indicate wh~t harpens if a~=O, If all coefficients in (8.2.1) 
' 
vonlsh& then all x are zero. ,H)d thece 1s nG r·,rotlern, So assu.me that 
·" r1 ., · · · 
R is the first ~ori-vaniahinw._r_., caefficJent. and that, k >1. Without lees , ... k , 
of generality we take ak:1; other-wise conslder fw-(x)'"'~,.. 1r~i.X) where;:.<. 
k .., 
is chosen such tlv:.1t ak,..: - '=1.' So we put 
( ) Xk k+1 k+2 f x = + ak+1 x + ak+2 x + .... 
The iteration machinery can be controlled by the following formulas: 
{J) ( 0 ) =: 0 , (\) I ( 0 ) ::;: 1 • 
•,)(f(x)) == (,t) (x))k. 
f ( X ) = ft J ( i.o ( X ) ) kn / 
n L ., (!1 == inverse of v.i ) • 
This is only the forma 1 side of the m:=:i tter, but it is not difficul\t to 
finish the details in the way it was done in sec.8.3. 
8.4. Slow convergence. Our next case is the iteration problem for a 
fun•tion f, in the form (8.2.1), with !B 1i =1. We shall treat a typical 
example, viz. f(x)=sin x = x - x3/31 + x ~5 ! - .... As before, we 
write 
sin1 x • sin x, X ==Sin x 0 , n n 
If fl <X 0 < 1(, then we hr1ve O < sin x0 < x 0 • Therefore, by induction, 
Q< x < rr for all n, and x :,, x1 "> x 2 > •••• It follows that lim x ==C n o n 
exists, and that c ~O. It was remarked in sec.8.2 that c has to satisfy 
the relation c=f(c), therefore we have c=O. We now raise the question 
of the asymptotic behaviour. 
There is a difference between this case and the case of sec.8.3. 
In se-t.B.3 (and also in sec.8._3r1) there was convergence to O for' all 
complex x 0 inside G certain circle. In the present case this is no 
longer true. For exampleJ if we take x0 purely imaginary, x0 =i t 0 
(t 0 > 0), then we have x =it , where t =Sinh t . And it is easily seen n n n n o 
that O < t -< t.,,.::. ••• , :::i.nd thE1t t tends to infinity., no matter how small 
0 I l1 
t 0 was chosen. 
In sec.8.3 we were able to solve the problem by means of certain 
series in terms of powers of x, for which it did not matter whether x0 
was real or not. In the present case it seems to matter indeed, and 
therefore we cannot expect to be able to do much with such power series. 
Apart from that, the study of complex V8lues of x seems to be difficult, 
0 
and so we shall confine ourselves to real values of x0 • It is no 
essential restriction to assume that o ✓-x < rr (x 1=sin x satisfies 0 0 
- n: < x1 .:. rr anyway, and sinn x 0 =sinn_1x1 ; furthermore owing to the 
symmetry there is no harm in considering positive values only). 
We shall give two different solutions for the problem of the 
asymptotical behaviour of sin x . The first one (secs.8.5 and 8.6) is 
n o 
quite natural, and uses ideas which are generally applicable in iteration 
(B.5 .. ) I • • • ) • 
t e 
num.be»s, -0..< p < q, m.1rnber:-s 
P £:-J.ln"" q 
We t 
not 
uk > uk+-1- > 
Q.:. X .., p 
from ( 8. ':-. 2) 
~ .... P, 
al too. 
(8 .. 5 .. 3) 
C n 
we ve 
:l t 
.i true: 
+ 
0 
we 
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ttcr case we c n 
+ 
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re exists n 
re ), p or 
rove 0 much 
n). 
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m.:ich t, 
1 
"  
A 
r p ·,, O, 
t 
to a 
s rnonoton 
r 
tions we 
n :.i N 
+-1)-2 (8.5.5) O<X + f )- l + (n ) . - .::. \ 
') 
t k C t + K N-~ s is 
v1 of' ~ it prove 
ion t 
Q.;. < ( )- +· ) ( ) ( ,1,2, ... ). 
t 
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1 ~-, 
Ther~fore un<.n- + 0(:1-··\og n). A aimll~r (but slighth' more .:i0tnplio-
ated)i.1rgumerit ctrn be uaed for the lower· est1m.!1tion. 
The difficulty lles, of' ecmrst:, not ao much jr: proving 3 result 
like (8.5.J) as .tr. guenning what . one has to pr•ovc. That !':-1 1s a 
ft.rst apprQxim1:,tion :!'l.'.;ly :111:-e::,dy be guesef.:d by comprn."ing the dif!'e:-ence 
equation urH•1-un l'1,; -urir~ witb the differential equation u 1 (t)a-(u(t;)) 2, 
whose solutions are u(t}~(t+c)-1 • It ls not so easy to describe how 
_Q 
the 0( n -1og n) can be gueoseci. It requ:1.r.es some imI1ginat1.on and 
') 
exi,erience to see that jUBt the term K n -~log n creates the poea1b111 ty 
of passing from (8.5.4) to (8.5.5). 
t .. cc1dentally there is :1 much simpler- wciy to prove (8.5.3) It 
<~ 
depends on t;he r~ubstltut.ion u .,,\.., - 1 ~ which transforms the equation 
n n · (7.5.1) into a mm"e suitable f'ot"IT'l. 11here is no obvious reason to ex-pect 
this beforehand, but 1.t .is ::mgg;ested by the form of (8.5.3). We obt.ain 
from ( 8. 5. ·n 
vn+1 • v (1-u + O(u 2))- 1 • v (1+u ~o(u 2)), n n n n n n 
and ther-efore 
v - v - 1 + O(vn- 1). n+1 n , 
As v_,. 2 fop c.,ll 1~:Jrge n, we infer th~>.t v 1-v ;,, 2.t end therefore :, r + n '· 
vn·, n/4 for all lorge r:, nnd it follows ti·~8t v - 1=0(n-1 ). Consequently 
, n 
v~+1-vn=1~0(n- 1), 9nd this leJds to vn=n+O(log.n). As tn+C(log n)}-1= 
;;;n-1+o(n-2 log n), we :Jgain h::ive (8.5.,3). 
About (8.5.1) we proved (8.5.3), that is a stntement of the type: 
if the un 's a re not too large, then they a t•e very sma 11. With out proof 
we quote twc similar results, whose v211d1ty is, however, not restricted 
to reel sequences. 
l ,-" ) \ .L , 
(8.5.7) 
then we hove a =O(lo~ n ,._, 
(i:t) I .., t-he sea"'e•'c•e f ;-, 1 ,.,,, +- ·1 ,, •' 1 0 s f'c>•" ::i •. 1 1 r1, !. ._.. _l..l1L1~ ..... 1 ...,: \•Wc:iW,J..1;;.1.J....J..~;,. _;.. .,.J,, __ 
• t n. , 
-2 2 -1 b ~-b '''" O(n b ) • lim n b =0. n+1 n n • n • 
then we have bnm0(1). 
Theorem (ii) can be used for the pt'oof of ( i). Theorem ( 1) is 
related to (8.5.1): ::issuming th~~t we have alresdy established nu~1 
.n . 
. unsatisfying (8.5.1), then the substitution un=n-1+n-2an leads to 
(8.5.7). 
8.6, Iteration of the sine function. We return to the iteration 
problem for the sine function. It is assumed that O<x0 <n, x1=sin x0 , 
x2-sin x1 , etc. We showed already that xri~o. We have 
= x - x 3/6 + xn5/120 n n + ••• 
As the series contains only odd powers of x, the formula can be 
n 
simplified by putting xn 2=Yn 
Yn+1 = Yn(1-yn/6 + Yn2 /120 •.• ) 2 • 
Writing Yn=3zn we obtain something of the form of (8.5.1): 
(8.6.1) zn+1 = zn(1-zn/2 + Jz 0 2/4o- ... )2 = zn-zn2+2z;/5 + ••. 
( zn =Xn 2 /3 ) . 
As zn O, (8.5.3) gives an asymptotic formula for zn, viz. 
zn=n- 1+o(n-2log n). 
Further results can be found by inserting this result into the 
equation (8.6.1). This leads to a better approximation of zn+1-zn, 
from which a new asymptotic formula for zn can be obtained. This 
procedure of step-by-step improvement of an asymptotic formula was 
already described at the end of ch.1. 
C 1 - 4 · t d a culations are somewhat easier if we consider w =Z ins ea 
n n 
of zn, the same substitution that gave such an easy success in sec.8.5. 
The relation between wn and xn is 
-2 w = 3x , n n 
and we know that wn--➔~. Further, wn satisfies the recurrence relation 
(8.6.2) wn+1 = wn + 1 + J/5wn + O(wn - 2). 
It is not difficult to obtain the full development. By different-
iation of the well-known series for cotg x it follows that 
(8.6.3) (sin x)-2 =Li:0 (-4)k(1-2k)B2k x 2k-:r(2k)!, 
where the B1 s are the Bernoulli numbers. If follows from xn+1=sin xn 
that 
wn+1 = wn Li:0 wn-k(1-2k)(-12)k B2k/(2k)! = 
(8.6.4) 
= wn + 1 + ~ wn-1 + ~ wn-2 + "§" wn-3 + ~ wn-4 + .. . . . 
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( 0 6) -1 0( ~1) Just as in our, conclusions nbout u.5. , we have •n ., n , 
and •n•n+O(lc•g n). IntHn·tlng th..l..s into {8.6.4), ~~e obtain 
3 -1 , -2 ) wn+1 - wn • 1 + 5 n + O{n log n • 
From t.his we tnt'e!", putting Wn•n+ ~ log n 
tn+1 - tn • O(n-2log n), 
"'- ... 
T "n /I that 
arid j.t, foll~~s th~ t tn tenth1 to a 1!.m!.t., to be de:1oted by C, flnd th.at 
tn.C+ 2 :o ( tk-tic+·1> - c+-0{.2•~'1 k ... 2lOi k) ,p -C+o.(rJ-11.o& :n~. 
Suba-tibu.t1ng 111i1 -n+ J log n + C + r.; r,s:O(n-1log n} int.a {8.,6.4), we n , n i. 
obt.ain 
log__n_ . lJ.1-1t2C r-.1iog;n.,, 
J:! ~ - - ----z-- T --- t ~ )- 4" nt n n 7onc.. n 
and. .-w -e.as.il,y infer 1)y su.111m-J tion th:~t 
"n ~ $ lo~ n + -T~55~cc + o(lo~~"l, 
')his f)l'-0.C'irdUl"e car:: be continued.!' and it ia net d1ffleult t.o..sh~ 
that there exists an asymptotic series for r , of the form 
n 
,·- .~ ,- ~ -1 k -1 
-7 (_ c , 1 ( n 1 og n ) n ,, ___ k-=O •---1-0 ,c 
In other wor-ds, "'n is of the form n Q( n- 1 log n, n-'l)., where -Q, is ari 
asYJ¥)totic series of the same type. Fi:-1,:illy we get for- xn.3lwn-! an 
EJsymptotic series, of which we produce a few terms here: 
(S.6.5) 
where 
27 
~:, 
The value of C of course depends on x0 • It ls remarkable that 
the first two terms of the ::isymptot:l.c set•ies a re independent of x0 • 
In order to find out something about how C depends on x0 , we 
replaced C by f(x 0 ) and WE consider the following abbreviation of 
(8.6.5): 
(8.6 .. 6) 3* -½ \ i 105 n X • ""n f 1- -
n t n 
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,,, •'.l ' 0( -,::.. r:.,. )' + . fl 10g ,l ) J' 
and so 
~. 5 3/2 3/2 On the other h:3nd, we hnve x,....~ . .-1-xn""s:tn x .. 1 -;,::,.,"'~xr.,'/61-{l(x,,_, )w,;-3 · r- /6+ 
.a,. .J 'f l l ! i.11 • J,;.. 
I -5/2, .~ 1 +Ofn .,.ot, n). Therefore, ~-t Pt:>sults th:it 1, sstlBf5.ea the equ~itic.m 
(8.6.7) 
It e~n be obser•ved fr1,.'lm this fcr>mulri th:it i;,',(x)=\l1 (rr-x) (O"':x,n:}t 
• 1 
and that f(x) is nor1-i:-,cre~1sirir~ ln the i.ntervnl O.::. x .._ n/2, (For, if 
x 0 dee ref'! ses, and n in fixed, then x nee re:1 sea). Fur-thermor·e we hr;ive n t( X) -➔ ._,,, if X -· · ► 0 ( X ~ 0) . 
.i. 
B.7. An 2lternotive method. Our second method for dealing with the 
~aymptotic behnv1our of sl~ x hns □ o~~ An1logy to the contents of n o -# 
a~n 8 - ~~ qt~u~ts ~t•()ffi ~·r·e ~~·nr•~~rJ'~M A~u~t••i0n (Q J 4) o~ wh~t· .R $;,J-.::;:;.·....,., 9)a .. l:,.V ~, ·•~, .i1,. i \J~ .,_.,, .... \., ..... ~ .... -I, '-,,-1.,,,i,,.•,.;o, l,.,,..,0_)41-,, J,.J Ul,.4( •. ,.J.,-
slightly simpler in our cnse, the socalled Abel equ1tion 
fl r(x)} -"-J..,(x.)=-1 (the connection between the two is expressecl by the 
relatlmi <.0{x)=n1v('x)). It is tl runc:ticn:11 equntion fOt' the 1 .• mknovn-1 
function ~.f, wher"e,3s f ia D given functtors. In the present CD Se it 
be•omes 
A special solution was obtained ot the end of sec.B.6, but we shnll 
not use thls informct1on here. 
Hestr:tct1ng ourselves to the 1.ntervril O 4 x .';i,, 1e/2, it is quite 
eosy to describe the general solution of (8.7,1): Choose an arb1t~ary 
• • ~ , ,I,:,+ function "f' in the lnter·v,.11 ·1, x ~~rt , and talrn y = y in that inter-
val. In the next tntervnl sin "1 '- x -':'l we t,1ke "'f1 such th8t (8.7.1) is 
satisfiec~. Next llle def1ne 1t lri the inb:~rv2l sin" 1.:f x ~sin ·1, such 
it:: 
that (B.7.1) again holds. Continuing this process indefinitely we 
obtain a solution for the interva 1 O-<:.. :x ~ ½ n.- • 
It :ts clear that the :'.l 01.unptot 1.c. beh,iviour (,es x- --➔ O) of this 
solution 't ( x.) c:"ln be described to a certain extent once the asymptotic 
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behaviour of sinn xis known. We want to go the other way round, 
however, in the following order: (i) Find an explicit solution. 
(ii) Determine its asymptotic behaviour. (iii) Apply this to the 
asymptotic behaviour of sinn x. 
Properly speaking we do not require for our purpose that the 
solution is explicit itself, but only that its asymptotic behaviour 
is explicitly known. 
Instead of asking for elementary functions which approximate a 
solution of (8,7.1), we start with a simpler problem: we ask for 
elementary functions y for which y (sin x)-'f(x) tends rapidly to 1 
as x-?0, One of the first functions to try is a monomial y1 (x)=ax-b 
(b > o). It gives 
-Y,' 1 (sin x) -f1 (x) = a(sin x)-b-ax-b = 
= ax-b { (1-x2/6+ ... )-b-1} = ob x-b+2/6 + .•. 
We want it to approximate 1, and this is achieved by taking b=2, 
a=3. So y;1 (x)=Jx-2 J and 
4 x6 
+ 2x + 03 ~ + ... \ 
~°" k 2k (the series on the right equals 12L0 (-4) (2k+1} B2k+2 x /(2k+2)!, 
cf.(8.6.3)). 
We next want to modify y1 in order to compensate the term x2 /5. 
Therefore we try to find a function X-1, such that X1 (sin x)- X1 (x) 
is approximately -x2/5, We notice that a monomial does not work now. 
The following argument shows that it is worth while to try log x: if 
we replace the difference X1 (sin x)-:X. 1 (x) by (sin x-x)X,1 1 (x), we 
see that X1 1 (x) should be approximately 6/(Sx). 6 . 
Actually, if we take X.1 (x)== 5 log x, we have 
6 x 2 X1 (sin x)- ,X1 (x) = 5 log(sin x/x) = - 5 
p(x) = (+ ~ - ~) x 4+ ... = 32 - .;. + ~ log 
Sin X X :..; 
+ . • . . 
sin x 
X 
We can go on this way, by choosing X2 such that X 2(sin x)-X.2 (x) 
equals approximately -p(x), and so on. In this way we would still be 
constructing approximate solutions instead of approximations to a 
solution. Fortunately we are able to indicate an exact solution of 
the equation X(sin x)-X(x)= -p(x). This equation is satisfied by 
tht i\mottor; 
IQ • .,<-'' \ ,.,.. .. i • 4.,.., 
'We on.ly !let}d t~1 show tr:· 0 t tl1e ::,cries is c::mvergent for all real values 
l, 
01· )' •--;1,, ' q ii"'.'•,~•,,,, ,j ·I ,·, ,.. "" 'l •,_; f' 0 l ") ')\ri ''·\ f' ~•;•,.,, t' I') :c. ft'• "'L ','I"'\ 1 ·1 ·, ·3 r i' "' \ .,,, (': ( V -'t) II V ..... n ,, 
.., • ,. ,. ,- - ~.. , '""' ~-"' 
1 
.&.•-• \ti"""..._ ..,r _._ . ,i. ~ ..... .1,, J.. _,,,~ , •.,,,., ,., •· .. ,1 •• ""-"··• ._ t..., \ ,,Jl / """'....., ~ • ,_, "' 
l ~ 
and sin x =-• O(n-i) (:r;--•<wL wher,e:e p(r:::tr· x) "" C(n-.:)(!i·---·••>o). n ~\ ,. t. \ n ( . 
The f't)l""!Tl\:1::1 sinn x ,... o(n- 5 ) csn be proveij in the way we- provE:d 
(8.5.J). We ahall 1 however, 1ndlcste ~ nhort independent proof: If l 
i<:• :-' •··~Js 1•--1•,e ·~OT' t, •·;:,1•-.t ,-:.-,,,,,.l t"'·'·'· .,, .. ,:,·r•--i•c;,('\ ,-,.:·• rh•'• i',,r,,.,i-~on ft ... -1'-= 
- ¼l • ..1 t-' l... ....,. "'° -· _'i' ·, .. , ., • 2 \J i~• '"l. , ..., :, \..i ~ ~ V ~ , t l '\:.,. J.. 4-- ...... <3 ~ "-' "") """ i ,,., t ,,.. u. , ..._, •.1 .~ , , \ hi 
--Y(-1.t.Hv2}-,, ,·,~r1 "'e <c,•,,c:,1,,.~ .... e14 ,::...-y,1~.,., ... 7, VE, ,, .... ,;:,i~,'\.I ·'i"~nd f' ("') 
-I"~\, 1 t't A \.,;J i..r ..:,, c.,.J_i.;,,c., t.,.. ... ~ ...... ,,..., ... ,·.J .. J .. \,».._1..1.-Y • ;,~.,, ~-C)¼.i,&., .... ,; Ji. , ........ 1 .• .., \ ✓;i,.. m 
. "; J I, 
=X('1+n l x.:.)-.! . .Furthermor-e :t 1~.1 not d!.fficult to rihow that e can be 
CT"'"'''lf'f\ i:•,e.·,\, +'.t"~•l,· ,.~., y •'(y) . X fn' ""<.. ·''1 1 •.lr,·i. • •' 'ti ~8 S"'"'1'" t'•'r,··r .. t 
~•\.,1 \.- •, .._, ...... \,,.·.t• L-..1,... ~..LL. ,,._, ..._ ..._ , ... ·~ ✓ ¾,, \ ·• ... · ~ ,r\. ) ~ J'J,.,,,,lf .J..J. i\. ,...., \•A'v ·• _.. ""1 
s1.r x,. O Vie cbtnl.n sln,,x .. : r(:3in x).:. f .. _,(xL sin~x "r(stn.~.x) < f(f,.1(x))-= 
t, '-· ,,.. j ~ .. .c;.;1 
=:::f 3(x), etc, It fo11ows thc:t sin x < r fx), M,ci sc. sin x"" 0(n-·~;:). 
. Tl n '\ ' I) 
rhe :~1ssumptton ~iin x ~ U li,, cf .. ~nurse., no ct3ser:t1n1 restrict..lon. 
We Just established the ccnvergence of tut we sh2ll need 
somethlng r1ore, vi::. an est,1m/:te fer· \.-)(x) :1:::. x--... o. We shall rrcve 
, . 
. ., 
( 8. 7.3) ... O(x':·) (c~x~Jn) 
\~ C:.' ,c: s t :~i l~ 11 s It e d bE:fore 
t" ,.,,ov·.:,. q i 8 ~r :,, 'i 
;;lo ....... ~ \~··•f• ... l;* 
X exactly s3tls!les ,• 2 
(8.7.4) 
·v -1,·en '' :·.' I''"' . ., '") / .... 2 !::>" v.¥ \,.r.r:.,, is an 
l,1. 
X = 
li 
CAnx 1 ~ 
I 
h1ve 
be the smnllest 
· .. ·~. ~'.[ - C~ <. 1·.\ .,,.._. / •• :_:, X - ~? -~ , 
.; }.. -~ . ,., _ .. · , :::,; n t.,• so 
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'-~ < .__ 
-p(x), the function 
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lW 
can be transformed into an equation of the type (2.4.6) (put v=e2 ) , 
and it follows that the asymptotic series is even convergent. 
l l 
We next replace, in (8.8.7), v by 3-2 y2 u, and y by n+f(x)+ 
+ f- §- log 3, f =O(n-1 ), and then we get 8. sinn x expressed in terms 
of n, with an error term O(n-5/ 21og2n): 
(8.8.8) u=sinn x::;: (3/n)-½{-1- {o n- 1 log n - ½('f'(x}- ¾ log 3)n-1+ 
+ O(n- 2log2n)j . 
Comparing this to (8.6.6) we learn that there is a simple relation 
f(x) = -J1(x) - ; log 3 
between the special solutions f (x) (see sec .8.6) and f (x) (see sec. 
8.7) of the Abel equntion (8.7.1). Incidentally this shows that y·(x) 
is decreasing (o <- x < n:/2). 
Refinements of (8.8.8) can be found as follows. On behalf of 
(8.8.8) we can improve our formula J)=O(n- 1). Formula (8.8.4) gives 
f'= 3 c 2n- 1 + O(n- 2log n). 
Inserting this into (8.8.7), with y=n+ f(x)-f, we get the next 
approximation to sinn x, already given in (8.6.5). It is clear that 
this process can be continued indefinitely, and it follows, for the 
second time, that there exists an asymptotic series. 
Above it was remarked that the asymptotic series for v, of which 
(8.8.7) is a beginning segment, is convergent in the ordinary sense. 
There is no reason, however, to expect this to remain true for the 
series that expresses v asymptotically in terms of n. For in passing 
from y ton we use the series (8.8.4), and that one cannot be expected 
to be convergent in the ordinary sense. 
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Ch.9. Differential E3uatione 
concerned with the bct11viour of t:~e aolutions of a differential equat-
natur,e, for by a trarisformatJor1 :-if tl1e indepencknt varl.able .it ts a1-
ways pt)ss:tble tc tr,rnsf'Gt"m ti"1f: sL·,guu:irity to i.nfin1ty, and the 
q\lPS;..~,,.,,r t'-" 11·.oq f·l--,c0 l'oiln••· 1n.::r f'(·,•·o>n 1,., .. f'{t· ,, "' ,i(m))·-o be" 
- t. y ,t ,.,_, l I;.-' ,~., .. ,-,J ,., ..- .• --r-;;; L .-.... . .., v-J • 0 .... ~'; -'-' ,, .•.•... .:'t~ \,. \ ~ ',J -, ~ ' • " • J ,J '~ t,;i g:i.VE.:,' 
T~1er0 1s □ wide variety of nrotle~s 1n th!~ field, end there 1s 
1 v?2s literature about it. It is out of 1u~stto~ that an adequate 
~urv~y could be 3~ven within the 3cope of t~1is book. Nevertheless, in 
the few problems we shall discuss here, several ideas appear which 
-~an be a pp lied in many other ca set1. 
Problems on differential equations are usually very flexible, 
owing to the rossibillty of transfJrmi both the dependent and the 
J.ndeperdent v1.n•iar.:,le, ,\.fter such t:i tr-::rnsfor--rnat·i.on the p,•oblem usua11y 
.looics different. 
Another general trend in the asymptotics of d!ffercntial equat-
ior1s is the following one. Usually it is quite easy to guess on 
aaymptotic formula, or even anar;ympt,)tic set'ies, and more often th9n 
not .t t is mus:.;h hiss easy to prove that 1 t is an asymptotic formula 
:tndeed. 
If we h?ve ta prove a certain ~symptctic fcrmula for a certain 
solutio~ of a differential equ~tion, then the obvious thing to try 
ts, to e~close this solution between funct1011s whose asymptctical 
behaviour is lcnown. In many cases such ine~ualities can be derived 
by simple theorems of the followi~g type. 
Let y(t) be a solution of the first-order differential equation 
Y'=F(t,y) (a~ t :!; bL ar:,d let y,,(t) be, :;i function satisfying 
f 1 (t) <F(t., y1(t)} (2f.tfl:-), y·(~-i).::c:r·(a). Then we have q,(t)~.:y(t) 
( a .: t ~ b ) • ( So 1 n c, rd er to prov c• rm in e qua 11 t y for y ( t ) it is riot 
necessary to solve the differential ~quation explicitly, as functions 
y.•satisf'y1ng f'.:: F(t, y:i) are of courst· qutte easy to find). 
Proof: We first show that there ls an 1nte:rva1 (a,a+t) where 
~o(t) ~ y(t). This is trivi.al if ip(a):: y(a). If yi(i:i)=y{a)., we have 
,p'(a) <. F(t., ip(a))uF(t,y(a))=-y'(a), arid the exh1tence of such trn 
' j 
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interval again follows. Suppose that the inequality y>(t), y(t) can 
not be aontinued over the whole interva 1 a .. t , b. Then there exists 
a number~ la< c _. b) euch that i (c).y(c), and 'l'(t) <y(t) (a .c. t c. c). 
This implies <p'(c) .- y'(c), but now cp'(c)< F(c, 1(c))•F(c,y(c))• 
y'(c) leads to a contradiction. 
The question whether in the above theorem the signs 4 can be 
repla~ed by~, depends on more delicate ~onsiderations about the 
uniqueness of solutions. For, if y> and y were different solutions 
of the differential ~quation, both having the same value at t•a, then 
~{t}~y(t) (a ~t~b) would not b1;;; necessarily true. 
9.2. A Riecatt1 eguation. Let.◄ (t), :~(t), )'(t) be continuous real 
funetions for t > O, and let k be an intccer ~ 0. We consider the 
differential equation 
t - k .~- 1 ( t ) = ~ ( t ) + ,J ( t ) f' ( t ) + 1 ( t ) f 2 ( t ) J . ' 
for the unknown function f'(t). (We choose greek lttters for the 
functiens "'-, /3, y, l' in order to be able to use the corresponding 
latin letters for the coefficients of their asymptotic expansions). 
As to the existence of solutions, the state of affairs is only 
slightly less simple th,:m with linear equations. Since the equation 
~an b~ wri~ten as f'(t)=F(t,f), wh~rc Fis a continuous function in 
both variables as long as t>O, the following existence theorem holds. 
If t 0 > 0 and fo are given rea 1 numbers, then ei thcr there exists a 
s,olution f, with f (t 0 )= Jo' in the whole interval t 0 .1, t.c ex,, £!:. 
there is a number t 1 > t 0 and a solution r(t) in the interval t 0:s.t.:.t 1 , 
such that f(t 0 )== Fo and f(t) tends to +oo or to -oc if t tends to 
t 1 from the left. 
This fact will be repeatedly used in the following way, If we 
have numbers t, f and A(A>O), and if we have proved that for no 0 0 
valu~ of t 1(t 1 > t 0 ) thE-re ...:xists a solution /"(t) (t 0 ~ t ~ t 1 ) with 
f (t 0 )= p0 , If' (t1 )1 '> A, then we know that thel"e is a solution r(t) 
(t 0 ~ t, Cl'O) with the initial condition f (t 0 )=t 0 (and satisfying 
I f ( t} I~ A ( t O ~ t .,:. °"') ) • 
As, in our case, F(t, f} has a continuous derivative with l"espect 
to f, there is no difficulty about the uniqueness: any solution is 
uniquely determined by its initial conditions. 
A clear idea about the existence of solutions of a Riooatti 
equation, and of their singularities, can be obtain~d from their 
relation to linear second order equations. For example, the equation 
}'' + f 2 • x(t)+ f/3(t) is related to y"-/3(t)y' - ,.,<.(t)y=O by the 
subs ti tut ion y' /y. f . If y( t 1 )=0 for some solution y, then the oor-
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reaponding fut1ction /'' has e sir~gul~rity at t,.t,1 : it tenda .to 4· (N) if 
. ' 
t tends to t 1 • The ex1st~nc~ and location of roots t 1 , however, ob-
viously depends on tl1c cto1ce cf the r1t10 A:B cf the integration 
,..,"nst-ant··• 1 r• t·h·> ·rr-~,-,,.,, i c• ---1 ·•· i ''rl . .,( t' ~ ... { •·) · B'-1 1 t' 
,,.,, ,,,,. j It ..,, C ·"' i,,) ....._ , l ... t.. ~ .;.. l \.., ~ ,:,. .-.. .,;, \-.1 , \,.Ii ~.. ,. ,,i" ' .,J \. / !:'. J'·'\ :, •1 i_ ""t· /' J 2 \ } ia, 
R ··, • · 1 ..... -, ... r ::r 4- c· •· h, • c·· ·· · , ;, •· .. ,- r·· l ..., ".l ···1 ) \ ·, • 0 •, .. a ' l rn ·~ ,,. ' t .. 'n··.' t.: ... ~,_._4.1 .. ..l, 0 i;,J :.., • .1,:, ~·· ... 4 -~,., ..... t, .. L,\,.), \':,1-u.:.* , J ·1~:: """'i J. ~i.r-.ih.,. , 
assumption th&t thE: ,rnyrnpt.0tJc:.31 behav1our of each of the ,:.ocfficients 
,...., , /3 1 :r (a,:➔ t---·••-11> ~,) :1.s givE:n by an ~ymptotic s£:rtes: 
, ... \ (Al ;,, ' '..., 
.. , ( t) 
, ) ._1 r"..._, 
'l ( t) ... ,' 
,( t .. -ii,(>,,;)) 
' J 
and we assuree thet 
It is our aim to prove that t~~r~ ts a class of solutions, whose 
behav1-ur 1.s also 6 ivc•i-: by 2.n 2sympt-:.:;t1c c;erics 
(~L2.4) 
More pP(;:C .tsely, wr· sha 11 shew the existence Qf numberi, t .,. C 
0 
and A::. ll'i SU{"'h that for every numb..:·r~ e J.n the 1ntel'val -A :'!, ,:1 :SA 
1 0 I 0 
the solutj_on with r(t )= p cant~ continued indefinitely to the 
' 0 : 0 
~ight, and has an asymptotic series of the forn1 (9,2.4). Morecvc~. 
·" 1'.)•>f'f~cier+·s ,~ ., I' gr,c-; 'l"ldeperdE•~t of' () 
,,,, t, :. ••. ,,\. .J.. 1 \,it,,., .. 0 , :. '1 , 2 ' .. <II • "· ,1,, \(,.. ,..L,.. • .• ~··-' ~ ,,. • _, ,,. ) 0 • 
For 
It is not ~tnerallv true th8t all solutions have this behaviour. 
- . 1 \ - , ) -1 2(. ) . example, the equ;;Jtion (''\t,=-1-f,t -t f t nas the solutlon 
.. 
r (+·}--+ :0 r----·, r•1or•·-,1v 0 "' ~1-. ',·~::iq ·ctolu··r·f<·~ns c,,,,,..,,r.inir'g to_,,, .. ·if'+- t""na',,~ +..,··,o 
,I \ '-" , - 'V J •.·.1, I\,,~ ' • ~ .. , '-- • \..., l. .. ... ,... ,,.._. (I.~,• •- _,, ~ "-'' ~• Jl-. \.., ~;J ,,. .., r ,! '- "'-<¥ .-\.. ~ v \.,;; i..,,, 
eome fln1tt:, numbc1:~ t 1 • (This C\,H1 be s1:;,;en ft•om th.s -8quation ~t1'+(1+t- 1 )y1 +-
t - ·1 ,.... .. ",.~ • .. C <• \.. "' •• "- '. ·" I I· l- -1 .. ) y::::1,;,, di;'J tlk' 1JU,.,,.,t11.,,,t.J.On y I y:::::.,., r· . 
Le + ,. ,, ..• , Y\''''i'\bn~• --vr,••er'I• ... -· 2 1 '• /i~ I Bv vi••·t•·1<· oi' {() l) "l\ t 
· ~,1 }'\ i._,'t_'.' ;;::l l . .._.,,,.1. . ._,~ls t'A 1.,,-t;,.;,..<""hJ .. tJ~ ,.,, ~'"'{)r ._, 0 11t tJ , ~ I.,'\..,' \],'--•)), '1 
can he d~termined such that 
{() 2 i;) \ ,;/' .. .,,,. ill>-· /1ft),e:.(). 
>1 ... \ .. 
I • ) • I \ 1 2A I )' ( t I " 1 , ·?. ( t ) \ 
the 
Let <e.1 denote tt1t constant function f.1 (t)=-A (t--:; t 0 ), and <f'2 
constant function 1,t~(t)=A (t ?.t ). It follm-Js fl.~om 19.2,5) and 
... 0 \ 
(9,2.6) that 
t -k '('1 I ( t) <.. j, ( t) + ., ( t- ) 
_/.J ..... 
t - k Y~/ ( t } ., ,:,( ( t ) +.<;(t) 
Y'1 ( t) + )'(t) 
¥12 ( t) +)'(t) 
f'~(t) 
,"~(t) 
(t~,t0 ), 
(t $!,t 0 ). 
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By virtue of the theorem of sec.9.1 we infer that any solution j?(t) 
of our equation t-k j' 1=c~+/3f>+,1; 2 with lr(t )I~ A automatically 
. . 0 
satisfies lf(t) ! :::. A for all t > t 0 as long as ;-)(t) exists. So these 
solutions can not escape to+ o-.:i, and it follows that they can be 
continued indefinit:.J..y to the right and that they satisfy 1f(t)\ ~ A 
(t~ t 0 ). We shall only use the fact that they are bounded: 1 (t)=0(1) 
(t-lXI). A solution will be called bounded if it is bounded in some 
interval (t 3 ,o--o), although it is possible that this solution can be 
continued over some interval (t 4,t3 ) or even over (-t;\'.),t4 ) without 
being bounded over the extended interval. 
In our next ste:p we show that f'(t)=0(1) (t-➔ =) implies that 
(9.2.7) ( t-➔ (;',:)) where r =-a /b 
' o o o· 
We consider a special solution r(t), bounded in some interval 
t O .s t < oo • Again we introduce two auxiliary functions 
cp3 (t) = r 0-A t- 1 , .;04(t) = r 0 + A t-1 , 
and we try to determine A> 0 and t 1 ,,, t 0 such that 
(9.2.8) 
(9.2,9) 
(9.2.10) 
t-k fj 1 (t) < y:__(t) +/3(t) ~(t) + J(t) y-132 (t) 
t - k st1/ t ) > -< ( t ) + / 3 ( t ) <r4 ( t ) + .Y ( t ) '.f ~ ( t ) 
V3 ( t 1 ) :S (' ( t 1 ) ~ r'i/ t 1 ) . 
( t ? t 1 L 
(t-;,, t1), 
To this end we 1"2mark that both sides of (9.2.8) have asymptotic 
s2rics. In both sides the constant term of the series vanishes. The 
coefficient of the term t- 1 vanishes on the left; on the right it 
equals (notice that c =0) 
0 
Since b 0 .::0, we can determine A>O such that this is >1, say. There-
fore it is easy to find t 1 such that (9.2.8) holds. Moreover, we can 
argue similarly about (9.2.9), and it results that A and t 1 can be 
chosen such that both (9.2.8) and (9.2.9) are satisfied. However, 
(9.2.10) gives a difficulty: it ls easily satisfied for a special t 1 
by making A sufficiently large, but in the previous argument the choice 
of t 1 was depending on A. We therefore restate things more carefully, 
considering both t and A as variables. 
We have fj(t)=r 0 +0(At- 1 ), r~(t)=0(1)+0(A2t- 2), ~(t)=a 0 +0(t-1), 
/3(t)=b 0 +0(t-1 ), y(t)=O(t-1 ), t-k 13(t)=O(At-k-2 ), where all 0-symbols 
refc_;r tot~ t 0 , A ;i,1, sa-y. It follows that 13 (t)y:,3(t)=b 0 r 0 -b 0 At-1+ 
O(t- 1 )+0(At- 2 ) 
( .) _2(t\ O't-1) 0("2 -3) I t r·.3 , ' • .... ' + t', t , 
and the right-hand 
ametmt 
tXCteds 
·' c~E 1 c·,3 t\d • . 
the l~ft-hand-aid~: by th~ 
- r: ,/. t _, +O ( t - 'l ) -1-0 (At-:!) +-0 ( A 2 t - } ) ·,o;A t - ·1 J -b,.. +~; ( A - '1 ) +C ( t - 1 ) +O( 1\ t - 2 ) ! • 
~ l V ' 
T+- f"'l"1 c\•'''' t\,,1t 19 ,.) R) ,. 'rr·, · ,.,i.,, n 1' r 3r,-'l t'.?.,,\-'1 ~-•··•-··· s;.,·,•f'·1"·\_1~.l·,·,•,1r .. ly 
...... 1 .. , , '• .,,' 4 .} 'i \.,1 J: ., :'., ,.J \ • C.., ,r; -• .l. ;,;, ,,., ,.. ~ \. 7' J .l. "'' ~ • t ,1 ;.,; "1 ; l \,, ,; ~, t \wl -. ~ o1 - 'lw- .,.... 
large, and the same thing appl1~s, of cour~c, to (9.2.9). Next we 
1 
eonsldt:r (9.~?..10). An ((t)-r0"'-i'.:(1)~ (9.c!.10) hr)lds if A.t1' ie suf-
fi.ctt;ntly larg~. So the :1ut:stl.on r .. :mains, l.!"' C ie any lari;,i numbu•, 
- 'l whether A and t 1 can be found ~uch that 
-1 At .. 1 ·::- C. 
,,~ /''.? 
Th ·1 ,1., ~"""'1 be_,, achieV"''a" 't''" ffi"''•j•s'•" t ~'. - "'f(l t';';h.1'r·'Lf '" su"f'1c~'nt-ly ,.,._. -"'"' ' #" ,; ,,_, ,,o"'-·''oi',""',1 o,_, '"~ 'o ,,,.,I •-·- J.I,; ~· 
large. Thus w~ havu found A and t 1 such that (9.2.8), (9.2.9), (9.2.10) 
hold stmultancout:J]y. 
By the th~orem of sec.9.1 we now inf~r that 
and thus wt: have proved (9.2.7). 
Next we wrl te { ( t )~-= r' 0 +t -·1 '1 ( t), 110 thcl t the re:sul t W8 JU St 
rrc,v•'•<~ ·' ··· • ",., -, ( t \ r'1f •1) th ·r ·, { t) C( 1 \ W ··~·-j l'' "l,· ri"(' +·h 
.. ) ✓ t;. ... ""' ~;J "' .l l. / ' ' I = 1...,. \ i • , .. , t.. I / -, \ ,' .::: .,;. I - t. L ,· .J . J ~ ... ,;• \.' .. ,,1 c:. 
diffor~ntlal i~qunt1on 
(9.2.·11) 
with •') 
,"-1 "" t ( "' + r , 3 ) + r'-t ·1-' , O· 0 ~ 
-k-1 
'I =~ .<: + '?, ,., 'l +· t . 
'-1 ,.., -'· o·· , 
_.,, 
)· '1 ""' t . )' . 
The nc;.1 cocfflcients :-:<.~., .a.1, J1 turn out to have asymptot:Lc series 
again, Rnd the analogu0 0f (9.2.3) holds. Arplying the above result 
to our new eauatjon. w~ infur thRt t~~r~ pv~q•~ ~ 0 nn°tQ~t r ~u~h 
.,. .,, ii .. \_,. .. , .... ...:.. L- ',,,, ~ ,.... ,,,. " •• ,J •~,•. J. ., _ 1 ,-,.:;; 1-..,.;: _ 
··l 
that, 1f' /·',1(t)=r,1+t-' 1) 2{t)$ then (',1(t)=C(·1) impl1ts )'2(t)=0(1). As 
this procedure can be eontinued, it ls clear- that r(t) has an a£,ymp-
totic development of th0 type (9.2.4). 
The coefficients r 0 ,r1,r2, ... follow successively from tnc above 
procedure. It 1s easier, howcver 1 to proceed by th0 method of undeter-
mined coefficients. Just substitute the formal s~ries r 0 +r1t- 1+r2t- 2+ .•• 
into the equaU.on (9.2.·1L ta1ctng; as J.ts derivative the formal 
derivative -r1t-1-2r2t-2- .... Then require that, for each value of n 
(n=0.,1,2, ••. ), th,:;i cot:ffic.ients oft-non both sides are equal. Thie 
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produces a s~t of equations from which, in virtue of b0IO, c 0-o, the 
numbers r 0 ,r1 , ••• can be solved successively. The validity of this 
procedure is easily proved from the fact that there exists asymptotic 
series both for f(t) and for t-k p'(t), but it can also be shown by 
comparing the two procedures from an algebraic point of view. 
With our equation we have a typical case of stability. If : 1(t) 
is one of the bounded solutions, and if t is given, then there exists 
a positive number E such that any solution whose value at t 0 satisfies 
IP2<to)- r1<to)I < f, also satisfies f2(t)- F1(t) ........ o (t-,.,,..:,), For a 
special value of t 0 it is contained in our pr~vious results, and 1t is 
not difficult to show it for arbitrary values of t 1 . It is quite a 
strong type of stability, for /' 1 and f 2 have the same asymptotic 
series, and therefore r 2 - r1=0(t-n)(n=1,2,3, ... ). We shall even show 
that r2- /~=O(e-ct) with some positive constant c. 
Let r1 and r 2 be two bounded solutions, and put t 2- f 1='/· If 
p1(t)= t 2(t) for some t, it holds identically, in virtue of thE: unique-
ness. So we may assume that r 2(t)::.p1(t) for all values oft. We evi-
dently have 
and consequently 
As;::.,,, b 0 + ••. , b 0 c:. 0, and •;(t) > 0 for all t, we have, for some t 1 , O, 
7'/7 < ½botk (t--» t1). 
It follows by integration that ·r;=O { exp(b0 tk+1/2(k+1))} • 
9.3. An unstable case. We again consider the equation (9.2.1) 
(9.3.1) /' I ( t ) : n( ( t ) + /? ( t ) f ( t ) + J ( t ) .f 2 ( t ) 1 
and again we assume that r,, 1 :-J and J· have asymptotic developments 
(9.2.2), but instead of (9.2.3) we assume 
(9.3.2) b ':- 0 0 , co = o. 
Formally nothing has b~en changed, and tharefore we can again 
find a series r 0 + r 1t-1+r2t-2+ ..• which formally satisfies the equat-
ion (in this formal prooedure the sign of b0 is irrelevant; it is only 
the condition b0 ,&'o that matters). The difference with the.·caac b0<.0 is 
that in the present case there is only one solution having this series 
as its development, and that one is the only bounded solution (i.e. 
the only solution which is o( 1) when t .. ....:,q,,?). 
We start by defining tho functions <f)(t)=r0 -At-1, t 4(t)=r-0 +At .. 1 
( 9. . 3) 
( • . 4) 
(9.2.9). 
I 
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• f (t) can be continu~d to infinity, and 
Thus we have provt:d that our .:quation has a solution of the form 
r 0 +O(t-1 ). We next show that th~r~ is only one such solution. Let 
r· 1(t) and p 2(t) denote solutions which ar0 both bounded in an inter-
val t 0 .;..tc.r1v. We suppose them to b.:.: different: 112(t):>;'>1(t) (t>t 0 ), 
say. Putting r 2(t}- 11 (t) = 7(t), we would havt (cf. the end of sec. 
9.2.), for some t 1, 
and it would follow that 
(9.3.5) 
with some positive constant c. So 'l would tend to infinity, whereas 
f 1 and 12 a re bounded. This is cont rad ic tory; hence th~re is just 
one bounded solution. 
... 
In order to get the full asymptotic expansion for /) ( t), Wf.= 
write, as in sec.9.2, 
/' (t)=r0 +t-1 ; 1 (t), and for r1 we get a differential equation 
(9.2.11) of the same typt: as the (;:quation for f(t). So we infer that 
there is just one solution r;(t) of the form r 1+o(t-1). Now 
r 0 +t-1 r- 1• (t) is a solution of (9.3.1), and it has the form 
r 0 +r1t-1+0(t-2 ). As (9.3.1) has only one bound~d solution, we have 
identically 
and thereforE; 
t This procedure can be continued, and it follows that f (t) has an 
asymptotic development (9.2.4). The numbers r 0 ,r1,, •. can again be 
obtained by formal subst:ttution of (9.2.4) into the differential 
cquntion, and equating coefficients of corresponding powers oft. 
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9 . 4 • _A_"_o_l_i_c_a_t_i_o_n_t_c_a_i_i_n_r;:_a_r __ :.._~ e co ,_.-id c r_d er enua t_1,on • If y { t } is t: he !.J - .... I • --- .. -- - .:I - • 
unknown function in & linear homogeneous second order equation 
;j !I ( t) f· P { t JY t ( t) + Q( t.) Y ( t) "' 0 p 
then the aubstitutio~ y'/yvv leads to a f1~at orjer equaticn, of 
the Rlccatti type, for t~e funct1otl v: 
) 
v 1 (t) +i.r'-(t) + P(t) v(t) + Q(t) ""'0. 
By linear~ sub:'1titutiun vtt)=a(t) t- b(t:) w(t), w,11.,re \\J(t) is the new 
unknown functi0n, we get for wan equa~io~, again of the Riccatt1 
') 
type {:Lf'. a linear 1:'elatlGn between w', \-.'·,wand 1). N:,w one ca1.1 
try to obtain a nic~atti equation of one of the types discussed in 
the prevlou, sections, er anyway nn equation to whict the techniques 
of th0sP sections can be applied. 
AB an example we take the equAt1on 
( ) l ) 11 , \ 4 , ) ' ( • ,t • 4 Y , r ,,- t ., ! .._ ·- , 1 
. T ' \~/ - • ~~~ - ~. 
for w11ch t~e substitutinn y' /y=v leads to 
{9.4.2) 
This one is not yet of the right type. In order to get a rough idea 
about the behav10ur of tl1e solutions, we argue as follows. There are 
three ter·ms in the eauat1on ancl so at lesnt b.;o iu:ive to be or the 
Bame order of magn:1.turle. ~-;o \JJe f'1rst try to neglect one of U-ie ter.-ms, 
and we investigate the remaining equation. 4 , 
First neglect the term t . The t>emaining equation v 1 +v'·::::(J has 
t:ie s:Jlutiomi v=(t-t )- 1 with arbitr~ary constant t,. Now fot these 
0 0 0 
functions v, the neglected term is much larger than v' and v~, and 
,::, 
so we a r~~ left nowhere. Next neg1ec t the ter·m vc... Then there remains 
v 1 =':: 4 , and therefore V= J t 5+-c. And again the neglected terrn is much 
larger than the others. 
So our la::it attempt ts to neglect v 1 • The fact that the rem3in-
1ng equation is no longer a differential equation does not disturb us 
in the least. We obtain V=+t 2 JI nnd now the tr: rm v' 1s sma 11 indeed. 
Nott1 ing has been proved yet, but we have now 3ufficient reason to 
try the substitutions v:::::t 2+,r(t) ,rnd vc:::-t2+ 1•)(t). The first one, 
2 ' V=t + (' (t), transforms (9.4.2) into 
{9.4.3) --2 -1 t f '=-2t -
and this one is of the stable type discussec! in sec .:).2(w1tr1 kc.2~ 
.. , ,., 
r>i.(t)=-2t- ', /3 (t)=-2, >,1 (t)=-t-t::, so indeed a 0 =0, b 0 .:.0). We infer: that 
ther•e is a solution f ( t) with an a stmptotic series 
P(t).,, .. r + r t-1 + r 2 t-2 + (t ... ,,t,1.>tJ), J O 1 . . . , 
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(and even that there are infinitely many such solutions). Upon 
formal substitution of the series into (9.4.3) we obtain that r 0 =0, 
r 1=-1, r 2=r3=o, and generally, that rn=O unless n 
3k+1. So it may have some advantage to substitute 
t 3= 1: , which transforms the equation into 
3 ~= -2 + (-2+-r- 1 )0·(-c) -t-1 cr 2 (-"r). 
is of the form 
p(t)=t-1 u(t3), 
As y '/y=v, we obtain log y by integration of t 2+t- 1 G ( t3). 
It follows that the equation (9.4.1) has solutions of the form 
1t3 
(9.4.4) y,·--..C t-1e5 (1+a 1t-3+a 2t-6+ •.• ) (t-=,oo}, 
2 where a +a 1x+a 2x + .•. is the formal development of 
1° 1 2 
exp(- 3" r 4x - 6r 7x - ... ), and c:,Jo. 
We can also try the second substitution, viz. V=-t2+ f (t). We 
then get 
and we are in the unstable case of sec .9 .3. We now infer that there 
exists just one solution of the form 
In terms of y 
constant c.jo 
(9.4.5) 
/) ( t ) ,~., s O + s 1 t - 1 + s 2 t - 2 + ... ( t-- O<J) • 
it means that there is, apart form the arbitrary 
just one solution of the form 
-1 - 1t3 -3 -6 
y----C t e (1 + b1t + b2t + ••• ) (t-o<>). 
If we select a solution y1 (t) of the form (9.4.4), and a solut-
ion y2(t) of the form (9.4.5), then y1 and y2 are obviously linearly 
independent (as y 2/y 1 -➔ 0). Now the general solution of (9.4.1) is 
A Y1(t) + B y 2 (t) (A and B constants). This illustrates the in-
stability of the solution y 2 : Every solution with A:,JO is easily seen 
to have (9.4.4) as its asymptotical behaviour (with some value of C), 
and only if A=O, B:,JO we have something of the type (9.4.5). Moreover, 
it is easily seen that when adding B y2(t) to A y1(t), the asymptotical 
series for A y1(t) is not ~;tered. -
There is~ quite simple relation between the a 1 s of (9.4.4) and 
the b's of (9.4.5), due to the fact that the coefficients in (9.4.1) 
are even functions oft. Its effect is that 
(9.4.6) b = (-1)n a 
n n ( n=O, 1, 2, ..• ) . 
In other words, if the right-hand-side of (9.~.4) is denoted formally 
by P(t), then the right-hand-side of (9.4.5) is P(-t). Thts is easily 
deduced from the state of affairs with the Riccatti equation (9.4.2). 
If b i ( ) 2 -1 -2 we su st tute for v the formal series Q1 t =t +r0 +r1t +r2t + •.. , 
then (9.4.2) is formally satisfied. As t 4 is an even function, it 
follows that the formal series Q2 (tJ=-Q1(-t) also satisfies (9.4.2). 
On the other hand we observe (cf. secs.9.2 and 9.3) that the Riccat-
ti equation has only one formal solution of the type 
2 -1 -2 ( )n ( ) 
--t +s 0 +s 1 t +s 2 t + .... It follmrn that Sn=- -1 rn n==0,1.,2, .... 
Now (9.4.6) is an easy consequence. 
Let y 2(t) denote the unstable solution of the form (9.4.5) (with 
C=1). We shall show, as a consequence of (9.4.6), that the general 
solution of y 11 -t4y=0 can be written in the form Y=A y2 (-t)+ B y2 (t). 
First we remark that y2 (t) can be continued over (--:x:,,.7()), the 
equation being linear. As t 4 is even, the function y 2 (~) also satis-
fies y 11 -t4y=O. It follows from the asymptotical behaviour that y2 (-t) 
is positive and increasing if tis negative and large. It follows 
l} from the equation y 1'=t y that the solutions are convex whenever they 
are positive, and therefore y 2 (-t) keeps increasing as t tends to 
+c-::i. As y 2 (t)--~o (t ➔ ,~,).i it follows that y 2 (t) and y2 (-t) are 
linearly independent solutions. 
It is not difficult to evaluate the coefficients of the asymptot-
ic seri~s for y2 (t). The reader may verify that 
1 3 
- jt 
y 2 ( t) ,.,_, e 
o::, 
) 
D=O 
9,5. Oscillatory cases. The analysis of sec.9.4 applies to many 
equations of the type y"(t)-y(t)f(t)=O, where f(t) >O. The situation 
:l.s entirely different, however, with equationa y"(t)+y(t)f(t)===O 
(again with f(t) > 0). Under very general conditions it can be proved 
th~t all solutions are oscillating., i.e. they have infinitely many 
zeros in the interval (O,c<)). We shall consider the special case 
(9.'.5.1) :;;1' ( t ) + ( 1 +t - 1 ) y ( t) = 0 . 
We obtain a Riccatti equation 
v 1 + v2 + (1+t- 1 ) = O 
by the substitution y 1 /y=v. Applying the same heuristic argument we 
used in the case of (9.4.2)J we are led to a substitution V=i+t-}~(t), 
and f(t) satisfies 
(9.5.2) f'(t) = -1 + (-2i+t-1 ) f(t) - t- 1 r 2(t). 
With the notation of (9.2.2)J we thus have b =-21, c =0. As both 0 0 
in sec.9.2 and sec.9.3 the reality of the coefficients was postulated, 
these sections can not be applied to (9.5,2). Admittedly, we may be 
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able to show that the main results of sec.9.2 and sec.9.3 remain 
valid for complex equations, provided that we repla6e b 0 < 0 in (9.2,3) 
by Re b < O, and b > O in ( 9. 3. 2) by Re b > O. But in the present 0 0 0 
case b is purely imaginary, and therefore we neither have the strong 
0 
type of stability of sec.9.2, nor the strong type of instability of 
sec.9,3, 
We remark that it is not difficult to find an asymptotic series, 
formally satisfying (9.5.2), just by substituting the series and 
equating coeffcients. The first few terms are 
½i + (2-1)/(Bt) - (4+3i)/(16t2 ) + •.•. 
However, at the present stage we cannot say whether this formal 
series has any significance. 
We shall attempt an entirely different method. We consider an 
equation of the type 
(9.5.3) y 11 (t) + { 1 + g(t)} y(t) = o, 
.i;;~ 
where the given function g is continuous and satisfies / g ( t) dt '- c,.;,. 
This means that the results can not be applied directly0to (9.5.1), 
although (9.5.1) can easily be transformed into an equation of the 
present type (see the end of sec.9.6). 
We shall first transform (9.5.3) into an integral equation. It 
can be obtained as follows. We write the equation in the form 
y"(t) + y(t) = - g(t)y(t), 
and we treat this equation as if the right-hand-side were a given 
function h(t). Using the method of variation of constants, we put 
y(t) = A(t) cos t + B(t) sin t, 
y'(t)= -A(t~ ain t +:B(t) cost( A'(t)cos t + B'(t) sin t ~ O, 
y 11 (t)= -y(t) - A'(t) sin t + B'(t) cost, -A'(t)sin t+B'(t)cos t= 
· +h ( t) . 
Thus we have A'=-h(t)sin t, B 1 = +h( t) cos t. So if a is a real number, 
t:very solution of y 11 (t)+y(t)=h(t) can be written in the form 
t 
Y=C 1 cos t + c2 sin t 
- f h(T) ( sin t cos 1: - cos t sin l:' ) d T , 
a 
with suitable constants c1 and c2· So if y(t) is a solution of (9.5.3), 
it also satisfies 
t 
(9.5.4) y ( t ) =C 1 c o s t + C 2 s in t - / g ( T ) y ( T) sin ( t - T.) d r , 
a 
with suitable constants c1 and c2 . 
We can now show that every solution of (9.5.3) is bounded in the 
interva 1 0 ~ t < oo • To this end we choose a such that / lg( t) l dt < ½, 
a 
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.1.:>-'1. 
which is possible by virtue of the convergence of /j g(t)I dt. Let 
. y ( t) be any solution, and let b be any number >a. O Put 
M=max8 ~t~b\y(t)\. From (9,5,4) we infer that 
I I I :b I l . I ! I I M ~ ,c1 + \c2 + M J g(1.)id1 ~ 01' + C2I + ½M, 
a 
and so M ~-2\c 1 1 + 21c 2 1 , irrespective of the VDlue of b, This shows 
the boundedness. 
C>:> 
The boundedness implies the convergence of [ g(t)y(1)sin(t-t)dt, 
therefore we can rewrite (9,5.4) into the fcrm and 
(9.5,5) y(t) = c3 cost 
,.. t'-' 
+ c 4 sin t - j g ( t) y ( t) sin ( t -t) d 1: , 
with new con~~ants c3 and C4: 
... ~,., 
C3=C1+ ,/ g(T)y(i:)sin-C dT, 
0 
t 
, t,~) 
C 4 =C 2 - j g ( t) y ( r) cos T d T. • 
0 
If c3 and c4 are given, at most one solution of (9.5.3) satis-
fies (9.5.5). In order to show this, it suffices to consider the 
case c3=c 4=o (otherwise consider the difference of two solutions). 
Then we infer from (9.5,5) that 
supa~t< = I y(t) i ~ supa~t.:: •'-"' I y(t) I . 
,,,.oo 
/ g(1:) dT • 
a 
By taking a so large that the integral is less than 1, we obtain 
that y(t) vanishes identically if t ~a. 
On the other hand the general solution of (9,5,3} irivolves two 
constants, and we now infer that c3 and c4 can be arbitrarily pres-
cribed: to any choice of c 3 and c4 there corresponds just one 
solution of the differential equation. If y1 is the solution cor-
responding with c3=1, c4=o, and y2 the one with c3=o, c4=1, then 
Ay 1+By2 (with constants A and B) gives the general solution. 
The integral equation (9,5.5) can be used in order to solve the dif-
ferential equation explicitly, in the form of the so-called Neumann 
series. We shall not do this, as our only aim is to obtain asymptotic 
information about y(t). This is 8chieved by iteration, in a way 
similar to the derivation of the Neumann series. We choo£e the 
solution y1 , say, with c3=1> c4=o, We know already that y(t) is 
bounded, and so we infer from (9.5.5) that 
,(){) ' 
Y4(t) =cost+ 0 { f lg(t)I dT t= cost+ 0(1). 
t 
(9,5,6) 
Next we insert this result into the integral on the right-hand-
side of (9.5.5): 
::,0 
Y1(t)=COS t - f g(t)cost 
t 
and so on. 
sin(T-t)d-r + o(j~\g(s)lcts /)Og(t)\dt ), 
t s 
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For the calculations it may be easier to deal with the complex 
combinations y1(t)+1 y2(t) • e1t+ o(1), y1(t)-1 y2(t) • e-it + o(1). 
We take a specific example. If in the differential equation for 
then-th Bessel function we write y.t½ Jn(t), J - n2.A, we obtain 
the equation 
(9.5.7) 
which is indeed or the type discussed above() 1a a constant). So we 
know that there 1a a solution of the type eit+o(1) (t-,~). Denoting 
this one by y(t), we have 
Y { t ) • e 1 t + 0 ( 0 -2 d,: ) • e it + 0 ( t -1 ) • 
t 
In the next step we get from (9.5.5) (c3-1, c4-i) 
(1,:) 
(9.5.8) y(t) • e 1 -11f --c-2e 1,; sin(T-t)d-r + 0( ;-3d-c). 
t 0\.1 t 
We first consider the integrals f 't-keitsin(1:-t)dt • rJt), with k 
fixed, and k "ii 2. We have, as 21 ~in x ... e1x-e-ix, 
()\,I> I),:, 
e-itrk(t) • / (x+t)-k e1xsin x dx ... ½1(k-1)-1t-k+1-½1 J (x+t)-ke21xax. 
0 0 
This last integral can be expanded asymptotically by means of repeated 
partial integration, or by steepest descent. It results that e-1trk(t) 
has an aaymptotical expansion of the form t-k+1(c 0 +c 1t-1+c2t-2+ ••• )(t--). 
Now (9.5.8) gives y(t)=e1t(1+a 1t-1+o(t-2 )) (with a1=-½1~J . 
Again inserting this into the right-hand-side of {9.5.5), we get a 
formula of the type y(t)=e1t(1+a 1t-1+a 2t-2+o(t-3)). Continuing this 
procedure, we get an asymptotic series 
( ) ( } it( -1 -2 -3 ) 9 • 5 • 9 y t - e 1 +a 1 t +a 2 t +a 3 t + ••• (t_. "'-"). 
Once we know that there_ exists an asymptotic series of this type, it 
is quite easy to determine the coefficients directly from the dif-
ferential equation. <P=Y(t)e-it satisfies f"+21<p 1 +>.t-2f-O. Formal-
ly substituting <p(t) ,._. 1+a1t-1+a 2t-2+ ••• , and equating coefficients, 
we can evaluate the a1 • In order to justify this procedure it is 
sufficient to show that ¢ 1 {t) and ¢ 11 (t) also have asymptotic series 
{for then those series automatically are the derived aeries of the one 
for tp(t)). It follows from (9.5.7) and (9,5.9) that 
y II ( t ) .- -e:1 t ( 1 + ')i t - 2 )( 1 +8 1 t - 1 + • , • ) ( t _.. C-0} • 
00 
From the asymptotic fonnulas of the functions [ e1TT-kd-c- (k-1,-2,)., •• ,.) 
it can now be sho>m that f1"(t)+eH)dt conve~es,and that.it hae an 
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it, -1 t-2 ) as::.rmptc,t1c sertee of the ror ... rn e ... \b. +b,,t -+-b,.., •t-w- ••• On the ot.her 
o., t 1 C. 
hand, this integral equals -;y 1 (t)+!e.L +{~, whet·e G is 13 constant. By 
a a ?:cond 1ntegre ticm we :tnfe r, s :!.nee y ( t) 1s boucded, that C vanishes. 
It now fol) :-J\'IJS that I and ij1 have asymptotic at:r1ee of the required 
type. 
( ) t-1 -2 So in order to determine the coeff1eients in tf' t -~· 1+a,1 +a 2t + .•• , 
we have the r:1.ght of f'orma1 substitution into i 1n+21f' 1 +).t-~a:O. 
Equating coeff:lc1 .. enti3, we get the relations 
( k=O, 1, 2, ••• ) , 
where a 0-1. 
The equation (9.5,7) has also n solution of the form e-it+0(1). 
For this one we get similar results, and it is easily seen that its 
asymptotic aeries becomes e-it(1-a,.,t-1+a 2t- 2-a,.,,t-3+ ••. ). So every 
I ) 
solution of (9,5.7) has an expansion of the type 
it( -1 -2 , -it, -1 -2 ) A e 1 +a 1 t +a 2 t + ••• ) -1- B e t ·1-a ,.1 t +a 2 t - . . . . 
The contents of this section do not give us a method to deter-
mine the values of A and B belonging tt) the special solution t-½J (t). 
n 
The choice of this special solution from the set of all solutions 
depends on its behaviour as t-·"'O, and thet•e our- knowledge about t . .,,,..>-, 
has no direct value. On the other- hand a quite rough estirnat~ for t:·J~ 
behaviour of t-½ J ( t L obta lned by any other method, will be sufficient 
r, 
in order to evaluate the numbers A and B. 
9.6. More general oscillatory cases. In sec.9.5 we learned that 
yn+(1+g(t))y==O has solutions e 1t+o(1) and e-it+c(1) (t-..... =).,, provided 
that _{~fg(t)ldt converges. We shell now try to reduce the more general 
,3-qaa t 2 on 
(9.6.1) r:i y"(t) + (p(t))" y(t) = 0 
to this spec ia 1 case. It in assumed that p( t) is a positive continuous 
fu.nct1on. 
We shall replace the va~iables t and y by new variables x and z. We 
put 
X = f ( t ), y = "f' ( t ) Z • 
Here tp and v ( t) a re func tiona cf t, to be determined later. We assume 
that 'f ( t) tends monotonically to + ,x.:- when t --!I> h"-"' • We obtain 
(accents denoting differentiation with respect tot): 
d'" Y 1 =-J'y.>'ai+zY,', 
y" ( t) ""¥'( <p' )2 4 -1· ('f (P 11+2'f' <f) ~ + ,puz • 
dx 
Our. d ifferentia 1 equation becomes 
If we now 
d 2z ·r -+ { _t;. + 2 t:) dz + J, { ~ )2 + '+' u t z ~ C. 
dx2 cLJ <f,' y 0i l \ (f) ,1, '~ J 
.,,!1 
,, 
7 
'r 
T . . T <{ 
st~ch that 
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then we know from what we proved about (9.5.3) that (9.6.1) has 
solutions 
y(t) { eitp (t,) + o(1)} ( t -~,. c'-' ) 
. ' 
Bearing in mind that y.- 11 /v,·=(\/, 1 /v)' + (y•·'/y./2 , and dX•f'1 dt, we 
can replace (9.6.2) by 
(9.6.3) r ~~ n 2 1 ~1 n ' i I ·'' \ 2 \ { I _s:_2 - 'I",' + if I ½ l -1 if' d t: "· ,x_) 6 :p r.: iJ.'' 'if' .1 
If, for example 
00 
(9.6.4) _,11· 3· ""', '2 'P, - 3 - 11 -2 l d t . ,., ' t-' - - c p p '- ,,.,,,:, , 
0 t 
it is possible to chooser1 a.r:h that Cf'=P, i.e. f(t):m d p(r)d-r, ~nd 
then (9.6.3) is satisfied (see A, Wintnt:r, Phys.Rev. 72, 516-517 (1947)). 
If (9.6.4) holds, we know by virtue of sec.9,5 that (9.6.1) has 
solutions y1 and y2 whose asymptotical behaviour 1s given by 
(9.6.5) ½ ~ . ~ Y1r-•vp(t)- expli fv p(T)dt} JJ Y2•--p(t)-t exp{-i 
0 0 
\ 
p(T)dc\. 
-' 
( t ...,. ''-:>) • 
The substitutions X= f(t), Y=p(t)-½z which have to be carried out 
in this case, transform the equations into the form a2z/dx2+(1+g(x))z=O, 
with ,9 rE·latively small function g(x). In many cases it will be possible 
to apply the method of se8.9.5 in order to obtJin asymptotic series for 
the functions y 1 and y 2 . 
In a quite wlde range of cases the subs ti tutlon )l'.11 :::::p, can be used. 
The condlt:ton (9.6,4) is satisfied, for exami:le, if p(t)=t·» ("' ":>-1). 
It fails.,however, if p{t)=t-1 . In that case we can still satisfy (9.6.J)., 
but then with 1 1 (t)=3½/(2t). Then the integrand of (9.6.3) vanishes 
identically, corresponding to the fact that yn+t- 2ym0 has the simple 
"I¾ 
solutions Y==t ,),, ...-½~1 \0. 
If c ia a posit1.ve constant ~1/4.1' then the solutions of y 11 +ct-2y==O 
at'e no longer oscillatory, and the same thing can be said about the 
equations y 11 +t2"y .. Q if )- ,,(; -1. 
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The contents of this section can easily be applied to (9.5.1), 
that is the special case of (9.6.1) with p(t)•(1+t-1)¼. It is easily 
seen that (9.6.4) is satisfied in this case, if we replace the inte-
gration interval (O,o..")t by (1,C,;)), which obviously does not matter. 
So we can take r(t)• / (1+t-1 )½dT, \f'(t)•(1+t-1 )'-½. This means that 
y( t }•t+log t + C + O(t1-1), y( t )=1+0( t-1 ), where C 1s a constant. It 
follows that {9.5.1) has solutions y1(t) and y2(t) with the asymptotic-
al behaviour (when t ➔ c1-::) 
Y 1 ( t ) • e 1 t +ti log t { 1 +o ( 1 ) } , Y 2 ( t ) .e -1 t-½ 1 1 og t { 1 +o ( 1 ) } • 
If we want to have the asymptotic series for y1 and y2, we can 
argue as follows. Let S(t)•1+½t-1+s 2t-2+ .•• be a formal series satis-
fying 
(9.6.6) 
Then tha integrand of (9.6.3) vanishes ·upon fonnal substitution of 
· ,j_ -1 -2 f'•S. The existence of Sis easily established. If Sn=1T"2"t +a2t + ... '. 
+snt-n, is inserted into the right-hand-side of (9,6.6), then Sn+1 
can be evaluated. 
Next take, for some n, r(t) such that <p'(t)==Sn(t). Then it 1s 
easily seen that the integrand of (9.6.3) becomes O(t-n- 1). It follows 
(cf .(9.5.6)) that y 1(t)= f(t)e 1<f(t}(1+0(t-n)), where y(t) 1a related 
to ~(t) according to (9.6.2). It is now quite easy to prove that we 
have asymptotic expansions 
( ) 1 t ➔ 1 1 og t ( ) -½ ( -1 1. - 2 ) y 1 t ~~e St exp -1s 2t -~ia3t - •.• 
Y2(t),._,e-it-½1 log t S(t)-½ exp(is2t-1f½is3t-2+ ..• ) 
These lines have to be interpreted in the following sense. The 
function y1(t)e-it-½i log t hns an asymptotic series which is obtained 
by formal multiplication of the fonnal series S(t)-½ by the formal 
series exp(-1s2t- 1-½1a3t-2- ••. ), and similarly for y2(t). 
Once we know the existence of these expansions, it is of course 
possible to derive them directly from the R1ccatt1 equation (see the 
beginning of aec.9.6). 
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6. AEElications of th~_saddle polnt methoj 
In ch.5 we gave several quite simple Applications or the saddl~ 
point method, intended to 1lluetratc the pr1nc1plea of the method with 
f:asy examplt-.;s. As simple e:xRmples of the saddle point method seern to 
h:1 relativtly rare in practice, W6 shall expcs~ in this chapter three 
more difficult c,HH:Hi, in or·dt:1:' to giv~: ari idea of the comp11c:.1tions 
which rrmy occur in such problems. 
The first problem covers secs.6.1 - 6.3. In this Cf.lSe we hav<;; a 
quite simple integrand. ThE:re are 1nf1niU,ly many 1:1addle points, but 
as the contr-1bution of the main :J3ddle point is V€"r'Y lar•ge compared to 
the contribution of all others, th~ae other saddle points need not 
even enter into tho diecuaoion. An ~xtra difficulty is that the main 
saddle point cRnnot b~ r~present~d explicitly; it is given by a trans-
cend~ntal ~quetion. Fortu~2tely, this ~quation has alre8dy b~ ext~nsive-
ly studied in ch.2. 
The second problem (scc.6.4 - 6.7) ls complicated becAusc tht 
integrand contains gamma fune t1ons. We have to s irnplify them by 
applicatior, of the Stirling formula J but this docs not work for- th12 
whole integration path. The problem of finding a suitable path, how~v~r, 
is not exceedingly difficult in this p~oblem. 
In the thit·d example th2 maJor difficulty lies in finding a 
:suitable pa th. 'l'he parameter is 9 complex number in this C8S-=, and it 
is by no means ~asy to give a suitable path for all possible VAlues cf 
the parmneter. Th~ difficulty iB tW<::rcor.a:: :,1y application of conformal 
mapping, which uaua lly is a very E ff' le l,;;rt iris t rument for obtaining c 
survey of the behaviour of nn an9lyt1c function in a large 1r0a. 
6.'i. Ths:: number of class partitions of a finite SEJt. Let S be a f:tn:Hr-:: 
set. By a class-partition of S we denote a collection of non-empty sub-
sets of S ., which a re mutually d inJ oint and whoS(2 union is S. Fot· example, 
if S consists of the three elements a,b,c, then there are 5 possible 
class-partitions. viz (1) (a)(b)(c), (11) (ab)(c), (111) (ac)(b), 
(iv) (bc)(a), {v) (abc). The number of' class-pArtitions of S obv:1.ously 
depends only on the number of elements of S. Now by d11 We cknote the 
number of class-partitions of a s~t of n elements. One easily finds 
d 1=1, a2=2, a3=5, dl.'"'15. Our problem ls to determine th~ asymptotic 
beha,riout• of d as n ---·-.. c,.:}. 
n 
The-re is a r~➔ currence re la t1on, expressing dn+'l in tems of' 
a1,•··.,dn: 
{6.'1.1) ( n-o, 1, 2, .•• ) , 
wher-e d0 •1. The proof runs as follows. Let Shave the elements 
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a1 , ..• ,an,an+1 • Consider a class-partition of s, and assume that 
the subset which contains an+1 contains k further elements (o. k ,n). 
If we fix k, there are (nk)d k class-partitions of this type. For, 
n-
the k further elements jUSt mentioned, can be chosen from the set 
{ a 1 , •• •,an} in ( ~) ways, and the set of the remaining n-k elements 
from {a 1 , .•• ,a 0 } admits dn-k class-p~rtit1ons. (If k•n, there are no 
remaining elements, but the convention d0 =1 covers this case). Now 
summing with respect to k, we obtain {6.1.1). 
Starting from the recurrence relation (6.1.1) we proceed by the 
,()0 n 
method c,f,~tMrat1ne,funct1ons. Putting D(z)•L..-n~O dn z /n!, we 
deduce that D'(z) = cz.D{z), and, as D(o)=1, it follows that 
D(z).exp{ez-1). Therefore, the dn/n! are the coefficients in the 
expansion 
(6.1.2) 
A more direct way of counting the class-partitions, leading to 
the same formula (6.1.2), 1s the following one. Consider a class-
partition of the set S, Shaving n elements. This 1s a collection of 
sub-sets; lets~ denote the number of subsets having J elements. 
J 
So aj"?;Q (j=1,2,3, •.• ), and n=s 1+2s 2+3s3+ ••.. We now fix the sequenc-
s1,s2, ..• , satisfying these conditions, and we ask for the number of 
class-partitions corresponding to this sequence. This number is easil~• 
seen to be equal to 
s a s 
'{(1') 1(2') 2(3') 3 I I I }-1 n. . . • ... s 1 . s 2 . s3 .. ,. • 
It follows that dn/n! equals the coefficient of n in the power z 
series development of 
S1 2 3 2 a >00 z ~~ ( z ) 1 ')<JO (z3) 3 1 -;;-r -;;--r -;;--i- ... J 
,.___ s 1 =0 81. ~ s2. ,__R Orr S3 • 82=0 "j= 
and this represents 
exp(z) .. exp(z2/2!) exp (z3/3!) ... = exp(z+z2/2!+ ... )=exp(ez-1). 
6.2. AsymEtotical behaviour. We shall study the aaymptotical behaviour 
of the coefficients in (6.1.2} by expressing them via Cauchy's formula 
for the coefficients of a power series: 
(6,_2,1) 2,,-1 e d0 /n! = [ exp(ez) z·0 • 1 dz, 
where the integration path C encircles the origin once, in the 
positive sense. To tbis integral we shall apply the saddle point 
method., '!be saddle points are the roots of zez.n+1. This equation 
has one positive solution, discussed in sec.2.4, but this is not the 
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only solution. Actually it can be shown, for each integer k, that 
there 1s just one saddle point in the horizontal strip 
( 2k-1) Tr < Im z <::. ( 2k+1 )n ( k=O ,±,1, +2, ... ), provided that n is sufficient-
ly large. 
Let the positive saddle point, i.e. the positive solution of 
z 
ze =n+1, be denoted by u. Fortunately we are in a position where the 
other saddle points can be disregarded, that is to say, wear~ able 
to find a path through u, of which u itself is the highest point. 
The axis of the saddle point u is easily seen to be vertical. 
Proceeding along the principle that the simplest possibilities should 
be tried fir~t, ~ try to t-ak~ a large part of the path as a vertical 
line. Along this vertical line through u we hQv,=-, iexo(e 2 ) I,;;: exp(eu), 
. z r z I Re z u th as, on that line, we have Ree $: 1e =e =e . Secondly, G raot~, 
z-n- 1 is, in absolute value, maximal at the point u. So a vertical 
path satisfies the requirement that the integrand should attain its 
max:1.m.a 1 absolute value at the saddle point. 
However, a vertical line does not encircle the origin. But if w~ 
take a large segment of the vertical line, and complete it to a closed 
contour by adding a large semi-circle, it does. And, if we make the 
radius R of the semi-circle tend to infinity, its contributions to the 
integra 1 ( 6. 2 .1) tends to zero ( if n > O), the factor z-n-'1 b81ng 
O{R-n-'1), whereas exp(e 2 ) is bounded in th(:; half-plane.Re z~u. There-
} .. ,-U+lO\.J fore, the integral in (6.2.1) may be replaced by J . 
C U-io-o 
The integrand is exp(e 2 -(n+1)1og z)=exp(e 2 -ueulog z). Writing 
Z=U+iy, we obtain 
,CO 
(6.2.2) 2TTe dn/nl ::::: exp(eu-ueulog u) / exp(¢(y))dy, 
where 
~(y) = eu[(e1Y-1)-u log(1 + iyu- 1 )] . 
As \exp ¢(y)I= exp Re f(y), we have to study 
Re ¢(y) = eu[-1+cos y - u log(1+y2u-2 )½] . 
As long as y is not too large, the terms -1+cos y are predominant. 
Th:re"for(:,, there. is a maximum at Y=O, further maxima around Y=±_21T, etc, 
The influence of these further maxima is very small, because of the 
large factor eu in front. We shall show that in (6.2.2) we can restrict 
ourselves essentially to the interval -TT<=? <'..TT. 
If Tr, y < u, then we have log( 1 +y 2 /u2 )2 > ½Y 2 /u2 , and therefore 
!l exp ¢(y)ay/ <u. exp{-eu.½ Tr2u- 1 }. 
If y >U., then we use 1+y2/u2 :;, 2y/u, and so we have, putting y:::::ux., 
\ J:xp(¢(y))ctyJ f u{:xp {-euu log(2x)}- dx., 
u 1 
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It is easily seen that 
J('°exp(¢(y)dy 
0\) 
f(2xfP dx = O(e-½P), and therefore 
1 
= O(u.exp [ -½ueu j). 
u 
It follows that ·rr 
(6.3.3) J:xp(¢(y))dy - f exp(¢(y))dy = o{exp(-4eu/u)_}, 
-0\:'1 - rT 
and we can now diruct our attention to the interval (-ir;rr), where the: 
saddle point at Y=O gives the main contribution. 
As 
~(y) 
we find by the Laplace method (ch.4), 
( 6 • 2 • 4 ) f: x p ~ ( y ) d y = ( 2 Tr e - u ) ½ ( 1 +o ( u - '1 ) L 
-TT' 
In order to get an asymptotic expansion, it seems to be in-
convenient to follow the method of sec.4.4, as if d~pends on u in a 
rather complicated way. We prefer to apply the method used in sec.4.5, 
consisting of the introduction of a new integration variable w such 
that exp(j(y)) is transformed into exp(-f(u).w2 ) (f(u) depending on u 
only). 
Thus far y was real; we shall now treat it as a complex variabl,). 
If lyl is small, we define w by 
choosing the root w which satisfies dw/dy=+1 at Y=O. N0w w can be 
written as 
(6.2.5) 2 ( -1) w = y + y P y,u , 
1 -1 where P(y,u- ) is a power series in the variables y and u , con-
vergent if bothy and u- 1 are sufficiently small. It follows that y 
can be solved from (6.2.5), by the technique explained in sec.2.4 
(cf.(2.4.7)): . 
Y=Y(w) = 2;i f {,7+)?2P(17,u-1 )-w}-1 ,z.J;z {?+1lP(?;,u-1 )}d:], 
wher8 C is a contour 
as long as wand u-1 
i -1 seres in wand u . 
C 
encircling the origin in the positive direction, 
are sufficiently small. Therefore y is a power 
We need its derivative 
. . . , 
where y1 , y--2 , ••• are convergent for large value::s of u. 
It is not quiti::~ sure that the integral (6.2.4) can be transformed 
succesfully this way, but at any ratE.- we can find a positive number c Jc such that it works for • In the w-plane the integration paths becomBs 
a curve which crosses thecsaddle point at w=O. The errors made by 
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braking off the integrals at c and -c, and at the corresponding points 
in the w-plane., are in no way alarming., as they are of the type 
exp(-Ceu). 
Our final result is 
l 1 ro.:, (2rr)-2 U2 . exp(¢(y) )dy ,...,._, 1+a 1 'f'✓ 2 (u)u- 1 
-co 
( U -'H>O) , 
where U = eu(1+u- 1 ), ak=(2k)!(k!)-12-k. 
Using one term only, we get the following expression for dn: 
(6.2.6) 
Here u is related ton, by the formula 
ueu = n+1, u > 0. 
The asymptotic behaviour of u, as n-~0'l, was investigated in sec.2.4. 
By (2.4.10)., which was the solution of ths equation xex=t, we now have 
u = log t - log log t + (log log t)(log t)-1 Q(o,T), 
where Q(c,., .. r) is a doubl8 power SE;rie:s, o=(log t)-1 , T=log log t/log t, 
and t=n+1. However., if we approximate u by taking a finite number of 
terms of Q(G"","C), the error introduced in (6.2.6) bt;COmes considerable 
and much of the accuracy obtained in (6.2.6) is lost. Approximating 
u by log t-log log t, we find that 
eu-ueulog u -½u = t(u-1 -log u) + O(log t) = 
= Jl -log log t + lo~ t + log log t + .1 ( log log t) 2 + O( log log t) i 
log t 2 log t (log t)2 J' 
where tis still n+1, but it is easy to see that on replacing n+1 by 
n, we make an error which is much smaller than the error already 
involved. Further, we use a rough estimate for 
log n! = n log n - n + O(log n), 
and we find that 
n l • . . 
(6.2.7) ~ 0§ dn = log n-log log n-1+ 10!0 ~ 0 ~ n + 1 + 1. ( log log; log n 2 log n 
+ o(log log2n). (log n) 
It is quite easy to r~place the 0-term by an asymptotic series, with 
terms of the form (log log n)k(log n)-m. 
6.3. Alternative method. We indicate a different method by which th~ 
asymptotic behaviour of the s~quence d , dealt with in sec.6.2, can be 
n ~= k 
obtained. Starting from (6.1.2) we expand exp(ex) as L-k=O e x/k!., and 
kx in each term we expand e into its power seri~s. So w0 g~t an absolute-
ly convergent double s~ries, in which tho order of summation may be 
changed, and (6.1.2) giv~s 
_,., ~{'l\:) 11 
d I / k /k .' n = e .L-k=O (6.3.1) 
This sum can be tackled by th8 methodSof ch.3. Th~ index k max 
of the maximal term lies close to ~u, where u is, again, the solution 
U n l l 
of the equation u~ =n+1. For, k /k! ~quals, roughly, (2r~2 k-2 • 
exp(n+1)1og k-k log k+k), and the function (n+1)log x - x log x + x 
is maximal at x=eu. The second derivative of this function is 
-(n+1)x-2+x-1 , and it follows that, roughly speaking, it is only an 
l 
interval \ k-k l < n-2 that givE:s a substantious contribution to tht: 
max 
sum. In this interval the sum can be rtcplaced by an integral, if we only 
carry out corrections according to the Euler-Maclaurin sum formuln. 
6.4. The sum S(s,n). In sec.4.7 WG obtained the asymptotical behaviour 
of sf s ,n), defined by 
(6,4.1) s ( s , n ) = ' 2n ( -1 ) n +k ( 2k r ' 
Lk=O 
ifs is a fixed integer >1, and n -➔~. The method was definitely 
restricted to this case., as s-1 occurred as the number of dimensions 
of an euclidean space. In the pres1::nt SE:c tion we sha 11 study this sum 
for general real values of s (s fixed, n---,<-,)). It Bnould be admitted 
that this is not a very natural question, as non-integral powers of 
binomial coefficients do not frequently occur in mathematics. The main 
reason for its discussion here is, that it is a quite difficult 
problem with various interesting aspects. 
If s=2.,3, ... we hav8, by (4.7.4), 
(6.4.2) (n-=). 
This formula is definitely false if s=O, for we have S(O,n)=(-1)n. 
If it is negative, it does not hold either, In that case, we are in the 
situation that the first few terms, and the last few, are prevailing. 
We evidently have the asymptotic series 
( ) ( ) n < ( 2n )s ( 2n ) 8 ) Ss,n ,...__,2.-1 1_1- 1 + 2 -···J (s "'- o, n -oo), 
or, more expliciily, for hands fixed, 
(6.4.3) S(s,n) = 2.(-1)n L:=0 (-1)k (2:)s + O(n(h+1)s) 
(s "'-- O;, n-=). 
(In order to prove this, we have to consider all terms for which 
k<h + (-s)-1 , and to remark that the sum of the remaining terms is at 
most 2n 
If' 
thi::; SUJ:rl 
tlmes 
6 :> 0., 
by a r:. 
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tht: first neg lee tc:d tt:r'm). 
there is not such a trivial woy. w~ shall then replace 
integril, by application of the r~sidu~ theore1n: 
(6.4.4) 
'
,. 1· r1·1r·· r' • 2)r1n ' '\ 8 ~ dz S(A.,n) ,.. 1 , - , ~ \ IT(n+:::)rT(n-z) / 21 cln nz 
·~,,I 
H~re the integration pnth ~ is o curv~ which ~ncir~l0s th~ points 
-n,-n+1, ••• ,-1, O,1,2, ... ,n just o~ce, but does not encircle the 
points !:_(n+1L ,:t.{n+2), •..• We m:.iy talu: for ca n.ct1rngle, with 
vertices .:.{n+½),:pi., whcr·•-~ p t:J sor-,,~ r,ositivt numter-. 1fhc funetion 
TT(z) is Gnuiss'cxtensior .. , of th1.: r,~ct-::ir1ril (I"'!(lc),,,k:); it is slightly 
more: convenient to oper3tt• with ·y f(z) th:rn with th1:: gTtr,m.a function, 
whif"h 1° ""'"•l;•tE'd f·o·1i·T}._,1 t·h,.1•~·-1i•~-,.,,1~, 1 r,\'?)"··I•·(•y.._1)' 
, - ..,..~,- t.V -~ ._, ···-- l.i.,y .._,,,.-. .. , ,.\_;i..,;.\.-1. ,.;. 1;; o1.~, -- .L.; • 
T,.., - f' 1n .. ti ~,1 Tf fr i-'" \ r··rt l' ,, \ }" ··; ,, l' ,,, ' ,, " ~- , .. "' · "'C' J' t• t· ,. ' ( n +" ) l .t t;; \. \... , ... i.. t.,;.. .., \ ~ : ,l, l ,. .. \ ; - .... ~, I i lc ... i ... J ,J .Li: ... .,; .i ~ 1..., ~ l t:' t., , .... .; · 0 ,.::: ~ i '! 
.:~.Jn 12),., •• , and therefor-, .. the ir,t.1.i(irAnd 1::,, unl,:ss EJ ls an int;,~ge:r, 
a multi-valued functioD. How~v~r, if w~ cut th~ z-plane along the 
re,al ex1s f'ron n+1 to .... :--::, a:·,'.:l rro:;1 -n-1 ·co - "'°, th1:: inttgr0:-mj 1(3 
single valued in the rcm81n1ng domain~ of' th0 z-plane. Needl~ss to 
say, the value of the s-th power occurring 111 th0 int~grnnd !s given 
its positive valu(, at z=O, Furtlwrn:or-e we c:rn tGke care 'chat thi:.· 
path I lies 8nt1rely insl1e the domain J. Nsw it is easy to prove 
(6,4,,4): the residue at Z-=h (h=0,+1, ... ,+n) is {(2n)!/(n+h)!(r,-h)! 1, s 
( ... 1)h.,l2i""1)-1 , and on l''E'fJlaci.ng h:n by k~ thi.::: i~itegral turns out t~ 
be ~qual to S(s,~). 
Before starting ::rny at.::riowi work witt, the integral (6.l,1.,4) we 
make some observaU.ons. 
(1) The integrand is an odd function of z. Therefore, if C is sym-
metric with resp2ct to the origin, it is suffici~nt to consid~r only 
half the intugration path, and multiply the r~sult by 2. 
(11) If z is 3cmcwhere in tt1e right half-plane, then th~ absolute 
value :if th~; integr>fHid c.l:::cr•,:ast·S ori rcplscine-; z by z+1. Fm', by this 
op~ration, this absolute value is multiplied by l(n-z)/(n+z+1)l 8 . 
This makes it plausible that someth1t1g like 3 saddle-point :an be 
expected on the upper, at·d also on the lower part, 8f the imaginary 
:':XlS. 
(iii) The integrand is fa 1~ too c omp11ca ted for calculations of t!Xa ct 
saddle-points. However, on A large part of tht path C we have a 
reasonable approx1mat101, to thP intt.:grrrnd, by the Stirling formula. 
It is well-known that the Stirling formula holds in the complex plane 
provided that we remove a sedtor containing the negative real axis. 
Pree isely:; if cf is a posi t1v€: numbe :r ( G < ,/ ... ·rr), and if R.f denotes the 
sector larg zl < ·rr-J J then we havri 
(6.4.5) 
This means that the integrand can be approximated by elementary 
functions as long as z stays sufficiently far away from the boundary 
of D, i.e. from the half lines (-0v,-n-1) and (n,o.:::>). However, we are 
not in a position to apply this to the whole path C, as Chas to cross 
the real axis between n and n+1, and this is not far from the boundary 
of D. 
(iv) It will not be difficult to find a second approximation to the 
integrand, also by the Stirling formula, for values of z which are 
not too far from Z=n. Therefore we shall have to work with two dif-
ferent approximations, in different regions. This gives, of course, 
some difficulty in fitting the respective parts of the path together. 
This is not so much an essential difficulty, but rather a technical 
one, caused by the relative complexity of the integrand. 
(v) The difficulty just stated can be overcome by making the connection 
between the two regions far away from the main battle field, viz. at 
+CQand -=,respectively.Remark (ii) suggests that a retreat to 
+"" or to - o-o is comparatively eG sy. 
Following the above suggestions, we shall split the problem into 
two parts. Let N be an integer .> n, and let p be a positive number. 
We define PN and QN by 
I N+½+ip PN::; [2 dz, 
-N+½+ip 
QN = f {l dz. (N+½) 
•Here.<"2 is an abbreviation for the integrand of (6.4.4). In the case 
of PN, the integration path is a straight line. T~e number pis a 
positive constant. The integration path of QN starts at N+½, proceeds 
through the lower half-plane, crosses the real axis between n and n+1, 
and then leads back to N+½ through the upper half plane. Therefore, 
this path lies apart from its end-points, inside the domain D. We 
shall show, if n is fixed, but sifficiently large, that 
lim PN = P 
N--= 
both exist, and that 
, lim QN = Q 
N --- (,"'-::> 
(6.4.6) S(s,n) = -2P + 2Q. 
These statements easily follow from the fact that the integrand£l 
. 2 
is 0( l zl - ) in the domain described by Re z > 1, I Im z I ~ p, \z-21 >;} , 
. I 1 lz-3 ~ ~, ... , provided that n is fixed but sufficiently large (it 
suffices that (2n+1)s ::-2). For, by the functional equation .. IT(z)TI(-z)= 
= 1rz/sin TfZ, we have 
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S }o 
.fl= {(2n)!} {rr(z-n)/IT(z+n) 0 (2i)-1 ·rr·-sz- 3 (sinnz) 3 - 1 = 
=O(lzl-211s-s). 
As to formula (6.4.6) we refer to remark (1), which shows that S(s,n) 
equals 2PN+2QN plus an integra 1 from N+½ to N+½+ip and a similar inte-
gral in the lower half plane. Th~ latt0r integrals tend to zero as 
N-:,oQ, since .O_ =0( !zl-2 )(n fiXt:;ci). 
There □ r~ now two s2parnte problems, viz. the asymptotic 
behaviour of P and Q respectively, as n ---'; O\'.) • 
.. 1p+(),..'.) 
6,5. We shall first dc::al with P== { 0 dz, where p is a fixed 
positive number. ClE:arly P is ind~p;;~aent of p (cf .6.4.6). We shall 
approximate (1 with thL' 8id of Stirling rs formula. HuvJeVEcr, a slight 
adjustment of (6.4.5) is necessary, as our values n+z and n-z do not 
always belong to the sE.:ctor R . If we use th8 relation TI(z)TI-(-z)= 
<) 
= 11·z/sin nz., th2 behaviour of TT(z) in thc: quadrant Im z > 0, Re z «:. 0 
can be deduced from its b~haviour in the opposite quadrfnt. By a 
ca rc:ful disc us sion of the: arguments of z 2 ~ and ( -z) -z~ we find that 
( Re z ,:.. 0 > Im z :> 0) • 
It now easily follows that we have, if p 0 is positive and fixed, 
l 
TT( z )= ( 2nf2 1 Zrz z -z 8 } 1 +o ( I z -1 I ) + o ( e -2rr \ Im z \ ) }. ' l . 
From this formula we can immediately deduce an estimate for{l 
(i.e. the integrsnd of (6.4.4)) by some trivial calculations. 
(6.5.1) f). = -22n 8 (-rrn)-1 8 (1-)2 )-½s exp[n {-s log(-1-32 )-s ). log ~~{+m5}] x 
x { 1 + O(n-1+n-1\1+!1-1+n-111- I)-1+e-21n1 Im!)} (n.,, 1, Im nI>Po). 
Herie p 0 is positive and fixed, and ~, stands for z/n. 
The integrand 1s, roughly speaking., of the type considered in 
s0c.5.7, if we put 
(6.5.2) ( ) 2) 1+'<' ,p ~ = -s log(1-) - s ~ log tj +n1r;. 
We remark thats is a fixed positive constant, and that the multi-
valued functions log(1+!) and log(1-)) are given their principal 
values in the upper half-plane. Disregarding the 0-terms for the 
moment, we start looking for saddle points. We have 
(6.5.3) 
and therefore ¢1(7)==0 if·1;=i tan(rr/2s). So we observe that there is 
a saddle point in the upper half-plane if and only ifs >1. Assuming 
s > 1., we take as the integration path., the infinite straight horizontal 
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1 in1c~ th rough the sa dd ls: point ? . As we havE::: ¢"( 1l )=-2S ( 1- ,,.z2) -\= 
= -2 s ( 1 + t rrn 2 (rr / 2 s ) ) - 1 = - 2 s c o s 2 (ir / 2 s ) <- O 3 this 1 in 8 c o inc ides with 
the axis of the saddle point. 
Our path car, be described by f = 7+x (-c·o""' x < ""-'">). Fortunately 
the saddle point -i,l is 11 th:::: hie;hest point" of the path. Re ¢( )) 
decreasEcs if x increD;:l(;S from O to (k), and also if x runs from O to 
-=. For, by (6.5.3) \>Je have 
RE: ~~ = -s 1 og l ~ ~ f \ ~ O ( x > 0) 
as \1+rl > \1-s·\ if X>O. If x.,:::O, we have a similar thing. 
The fact that Re ¢(5') decreases (if x----,o-o)., combined with the 
f , ( 2 ) -½ s h d 1 1 . t . occurrence o ~he factor 1-) - J mak~s that ar y any comp ica ion 
is caus8d by the circumstance that the path has infinite langth; so 
fortunatf:.;ly v~,:.: need not go into the trouble of investigating ¢ ( f) 
as x -·--)'Ov. Actually we inf8r that _ 
·1 f ""n d r I < C 2 2n s (n n ) -½ s • I exp ( n ¢ ( 7 +1 ) ) fl ( 1 -r2 ) -½ s I d ) 
"l +1 '1 +1 
with some, positivE: numb1.::r C ( independent of n). The latter integral 
is easily s~en to converge by virtue of our assumptions ,1. Needless 
to say, thu integral l:-1 can be estimated in the same way. 
By sec.5.7 we hav8 
(6.5.4) exp{ n ¢ ( f )_} d) = ( 2T1)½ n -½\111 (-yl)) -½. 
exp { n (p ( 17) J ( 1 - v/ ) -½ s { 1 +0 ( n - 1 ) J . 
WC h 8 V (; 1 lf n ( iz ) = - 2 S ( C OS 7T / 2 S ) 2 ; c X p t n ¢ ( ~} ) } = ( C OS ( 11/ 2 S ) ) 2n S ; 
(1- 172 )--2 s=(cos n/2s) 8 and therefore' the value of (6.5.4) reducl:s to 
(6,5.5) (-rr/ns)"~ (co;J rr/2s) 211 s+s-'1 {1+o(ri- 1 )}. 
The 0- t c; rm s on ( 6 . 5 . 1 ) ca n b c' red u c e d to one t e rm O ( n - '1 ) , by 
virtue of the fact that Im! is positive and fixed on our path. It is 
not difficult to show that 
and thereforu these 0-terms result in a correction of the same order 
as the 0-term in (6.5.5). 
Collecting the various results, wo 
-1+.= / 'fl--°: -( 6. 5 .6) P= j Jl. dz=n _ .i. lcl f=-{ 2 
7-= "'/-'""' 
valid ifs is fixed and >'1. 
obtain our final formula for P: 
c Os (l'Tj 2 3 ) } 2n s + s -1 2 1 - s (1Tn ) ½ ( 1 - s ) s -½ . 
{ 1 +0 ( n - 1 ) } , 
It may be remarked that the factor {1+0(n-1 )} can b0 replaced by 
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an asymptotic series 2 : ckn-k. In order to obtain this series it 
is necessary, of course, to use the Stirling formula in the form or 
an asymptotic series. 
The saddle point ? moves to 1.:-,:, when s decreases to 1. This 
suggests that, ifs ~1, an estimate for the integral can be obtained 
by shifting t~e whole horizontal path to infinity in the vertical 
direction. In fact we cnn show that, if O <. s ~1, n '> ½(s-1-1), the 
integral P vanishes. For, if n is fixed and Im z ~p0 {p0 positive 
ar.d fixed) I I z I -··+CO, we have, using for n the expression in the 
integrand of (6.4.4) 
.0 ""o((iT(n+z)TT(n-z))-8 \sin irzl-1) = 
= 0( 1zl-2ns-s\sin nzls-1) = O(lzl-(2n+1)s). 
So if (2n+1)s ,1, we have St =0( lzl-~), with a constant ~ ,1. 
Therefore the integral P vanishes. 
6.6. We next turn our attention to Q, defined in sec.6.4. We of 
course expect a saddle point on the real axis between n and n+1, 
close to n+1. If we replace, in the integrand, TT(n+z) by its Stir-
ling approximation, such a saddle point turns out to exist, but only 
if O < s < 1. Moreover, the singularity of n+1 can be shown to lie 
within the range of this saddle point. Therefore the ordinary saddle 
point analysis does not apply in the case of our integral for Q. 
For a first orientation, we remark that the only factor depend-
ing "heavily" on n is, apart form the trivial multiplier f{2n) ! }8 , 
the factor TT(z+n). By a well-known formula (actually a consequence 
of the Stirling formula) we have, TT(z+n).-TT{n).nz (z fixed, n-.~). 
Therefore it seems to be sensible to pull the integration path to 
the right, as far as possible. We can of course not pull it over 
the branch point at Z=n+1. 
We shall now deform the integration path of the integral Q by 
making a path following the real axis from= to n+1, taking the 
values of the multi-valued functions which correspond to their 
values in the lower half-plane, and back from n+1 to,~ with the 
values from the upper half-plane. This path has to be provided with 
small semi-circles around n+2, n+3,.,. and with a full circle 
around n+1 in the well-known fashion, in order to circumvent the 
singularities, but, as commonly happens in such cases, these circles 
can be removed by making their radii tend to zero. Furthermore it 
should be remarked that the integral was not defined originally as 
an integral from c.o too,,:,, but as the limit of an integral QN lead• 
ing from N+i to N+½, where N runs through the integers. However, 
it is easily shown that this is no essential restriction. 
The factor { TT(n-z)}-s seems to be awkward. We can replace it 
by (TT(z-n-1) ) 6 TT-s(sin 1T(z-n) )s, using the functional equation 
TT(w)TT(-w)=·rrw/sin 11w. By this procedure, the singularities are 
shifted from the non-elementary function TT to the elementary 
function sin, where they are easier to handle. So for 0.. we write 
The TT-factor here is single-valued in the half-plane Re z > n, and 
· 1 ( )ls-1 positive if z is real, z > n. The behaviour ofl sin n z-n J is also 
. easy to describe. It is positive if n < z < n+1. Its argument increases 
with TT( s-1) if we pass the branch point n+k( k=1, 2,3, ..• ) by a semi-
circle in the lower half-plane from n+k-cf to n+k+J, and for the 
similar thing in the upper half-plane we find -TT(s-1). So we obtain, 
writing Z=n+x, 
(6.6.1) Q=(-1)n+1 TT-s G72n) ! ·n(x-1 )/TT(x+2n )} s. l sin TIX l8 - 1 • 
• t 
1 
. sin{,,( s-1) [ x]} dx. 
(Here [ x] denotes the largest integer S: x). A first consequence is 
that Q=O ifs is an integer >O, for then sin(n(s-1)[x) ) vanishes 
identically. 
It will turn out that the main contribution to tta integral is 
given by values of x close to 1. In the interval 1~x~2, say, we 
can use the formula 
(6.6.2) (2n)!/17(x+2n) = (2n)-x { 1+0(n-1 )}, 
where the constant implied in the 0-symbol does not depend on x. 
( This uniformity in x is lost if we take the interva 1 1 ~ x < = ) . 
Formula (6.6.2) is a well-known consequence of the Stirling formula. 
Therefore we obtain, with the integrand of (6.6.1), 
2 2 . 
f = sin Tf ( s -1 ) • r ( 2n ) - X s { 1 T ( x-1 ) ~ s I s 1 n TT X I s - 1 ~. 1 +o ( n - 1 ) 1J d X • 1 1 J . l 
This integral is of the type of those discussed in sec.4.3, log 2n 
playing the r6le of the parameter t occurring in that section. 
Writing X=1+y, and comparing the integral with 
.. c-.:J J e-Y slog 2n ys-1 dy = r(s) (slog 2n)-s, 
0 
we easily obtain that 
2 
(6.6.3) f = TTs- 1 r(s) (2ns log 2n)-s {sin TT(s-1)+o((log n)-1 )}. 
1 
Instead of the term O(~og n)-1) we cary get an asymptotic series in 
terms of powers (log n)-k (k=1,2,3, ••. ). 
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In the CcH:.es s '"' O, and ti > 3/2 thE: 0-te rm can be replaced by an a aymp-
. ., 
tot:tc s~iries ln terms of po1,•1ers of n- '; the aam~? th1.ng can be done 1.f 
0 ..;. a < 3/2, but then in term~J of powers of ( log n )-1 . If s-3/2 the 
asyn~totic series 1s mo~e complicated, as both P and Q give their 
cont r-ibutton~:;: 
;. _lf _411;. _r:•/ii. -)·/'::> -~l? -3/~' ...::ii> ) S()/2,n)---2.J~.rr •tn 1 +.c 1n -,.;, +c:/' '-{los r:) .1t -·+·c:,ri · c(logn)-''"l· ..• i; 
the terms of the dE,Velc,rm1.~rd:, of P a re, from the thir-d terr:1 01·1wards, 
n~gligible compared to the developme~t of Q. 
6.8. A mod:tfied Gam.ma funct:lon. We shall disr::uss an example wherf: the 
rr.oblem of fi.r:rJing a suttable 1itegr.at1on pr.it:h !.'.3 quite dlfficult. 
Thi.:1 dlft'icult;y is :"(J,'.:lir ly ea·.1.s,:d b? the circumstance that the real 
variablP t, which occurred thus far in our sadJle point problems, is 
r~placed by a complex variables, and we wJnt t8 ascertain the 
~sym;totical behaviour of the integral for all complex values of a, 
when !s!---1,c-.:.. The integration path will therefore depend both on s 
and on a rg s, ,:;r,d 1 t is the dependence on a rg s which gives the m.a JO!' 
trouble. ~e shall meet tl10se difficulties by application of conformal 
mapping. 
The function to be cona1dered is defined by 
(6.8.·1) /'X' - T) ( U \ ''l -1 1'' 1 --·) - I '" 1 1 u'· du 
.:11,::i - ,i •, , 
() 
lf Re s > 0, where P(u) is a polynomial 
F.,(u) = UN + o<. • N-1 N·•1 u + •.. + c...:1u t c,J., If 0 
The degree N is a fixed positive integer, and the coefficients 
("Y.N--1'··•,'~ are fixed complex r1umbers. In the special case that 
.::xN-·f"'· •• =0<.0 =0 the function G(s) becomes N-'1 T'(s/N), and therefore 
+-h,:. ·0 om··),"'X c<-•..-1111g· f:.,..,m"la {r,f' ff.,' ii !'~ 1 )·11·11 f'o,~m" sp""C~..,1 Cl"'l"''~, 
~.1,_ -.... t,. J..C4 uv,~"" _ 1 .... _. ;.,.,. \...t \ '-F~". \ ,h ~"'t ..,.,,/), ,. J. 1.., a ~ J.a c.~.;~. 
This special case can, of course, be derived much easier than the 
formula for G( s). For example, w1 th the gamm..:i function t t is sufficient 
to di.scuss the half-pl?.r.c He s > O, because of the functional equation 
Ci (z),.., [''('1-z)= rr/sin(Trz). Mot·eover, it can be done by other· methods as 
well, e.g. by application of the E'.lle:r-Maclaurin technique to the 
infinite pro duet for C' ( z). 
As in the case of the f' -integra 1, it 1s ea B:ily seen that the 
integral {6.8.1) converges only if Re s >O. But it is not difficult 
to show that G( a) can be continued analytically over the whole plane 
:vc~pt for single poles at the points s~0,-1,-2, ..• (however, for 
ex 1::c,ptional sets of coefficients ~, some of these points can be 
regular points of the function). The possibility of this continuation 
is a well-known oonoequer·icE: or the fact that e-P(u) is analytic at 
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u ... o. Th(! Brg1..uncnt 1.s at) foll'.::,1,1s. If k :ts ,::ny integer ~ O, w1: hBV(~ 
0 -P(u) 0 "' ,_, 'J2, ·~ k_.LRI) 
,, • i:,o-t·,:,,1Ura2, , ..... ·h,kU .,... ,u , 
• ( 1 ) ,., ( , , k + ·1 ) it .1 "" ,1 , .. (:ui,.1L 
..; 
' 
-:-- l< -·1 
+ .:· j O a:(s-1-,i) · 
"··-· C J . 
( He s ,. 0} . 
The first integral is ~nilytlc for all complex values of G, and the 
;3<::cond onf.: iFJ ana lyt1c 1.n th1;; ha lf-p1ane Re s .,, -k-1. This shows tht: 
'""~ .... -1 "'" "J" ., o~ t: 1· 1~• '"ti"" · 1/C> ,, 1 ··) .... , •·"ugh ·~t· +- .. }·1~.. ·n~ ·1,· pla 1·11:> ",·1 4 •1 s k (.,,. 1 ! .(]. , ,.,, V ~ -. .., \,. , .l J ~ .1 ',,.lU •v .. - ,., -i. J 1,) . J \ ;::,, . \., 1 l ._ \,.J _I~\,.,.' ,t t...,.: \..o- t -~: ~ ., ct , A, - l --• J ,::;i: 1. U J (., ¥' .. 
is arbitrary, it ~t)lV~s the problem for the whole plane. 
A secon~ m~thoj f0r ~stablial1ing the analytic c~ntinuation 
ch::petids on thE: fun(:tJ.ons 1 1.:qu3 clor, 
which is, if Re s > O, r .. Hrnily tkr:l.vi;d from (G.8.1) by par-tial inte-
grt:1tion. 
A third metl1od is closely ccnn~ctcd to our way of attacking the 
Gsymr,>totic pr·obl::m, c=rncl \1e shall postpone it for'~~ moment (sE.:c (6,8.::i}). 
First w0 waGt to g~t rid of the multi-valu~d function u 8- 1 in th~ 
pi:-, r,f',·)rw,~ r·,· r the. S''l,D"' ti'(· U'l· •l ,,·t1 l·'-C'z Mr .. 
... -L.-•. •-•~-..i, ··~.: .~ .. c ·• u ~ .J..'-•. A•--. , n,,; 
-~~ } I ry G(s):::: / r:xp ~- -P{e'·) + sz. dz 
··:.. (°"-.":' { 
( Re :s :- 0) • 
The integral co~verges if Res ~o, but 1f we alter thE integratiJn 
path, it can be used for other parts of the a-plane as well. We choose 
some small p'.)sitive t:umber J, cind we define the path Cc! , cor1t1istln1~ 
of two half li~e3 
i /" ( i) the ta 1f' 1i;1e ,jesc: rib•2d by Z= ix~c: <..: , ,x, > x :,:: J. 
(ii) the i:,ositivE:t re8l axis Z=X, 0 l:e, x <,~..,. 
It is not difficult tc show that the integral along C. is equal to G(s) 
cl 
if Res >O, Im s ?:0, ancl that the integral .ifl an analytic functton of 
sin the- h31f'-plane defined by -J<nrg s ..:. n-d. As J ia arbitrary_, 
thi:::; furnishes tl12 2-:i:·'.:llyt}c cont:l.nu::1t:i.on over the whole upper ha1f-
plane, but 1t does not give the buhaviour of G(s) on the negativ~ real 
,?-Xis. 
The asymptotic behaviour of the integral along C _ can be tackl~d 
d 
by a~ddl0 point analysis. Th~ saddle points arL the solutions of 
(6.8.3) 
If isl i:J lar•ge, tt1e solut1.ons of (6.8,3) i?re easily localised. 
We writ,:: S= Isl e 18., with -½ 1r < G .:.Jrr. Now in t'Vcr-y hot•i:rnntal strip 
'" 
(6.8.4) I Im z - ( e + 2k 1T ) /N ! 5: rr/N 
there lies just one root of (6.8.3), close to z=zk, where 
zk = N·-'1 { log( ls I /N) + e i + 2krri} . 
This we observe on replacing E?P 1 (e 2 ) by its first term, viz. NeNz, 
ard applying the Rouch~ theorem (sGe sec,2.4) to the strip Just 
mentioned, with the functions e 2 P'(ez)-s and NeN 2 -s. The difference 
between the two is, in absolute value, smaller than I NeN2 -s I for all 
velues of z on the boundary, provided that isl is sufficiently larg~. 
(In order to hav0 a bounded domain it is nec~ssary, of course, to 
approximate the strip by a long horizontal rectangle). As NeN 2 -s ho~ 
Just one root, viz.z 1 , in the le-th strip, the same holds for 
z z .{ 
c P'(e )-s, by virtue of the Rouch6 theorem. 
Moreover, if js\ is large enough, the roots of (6.8.3) can be expanded 
into powers of s-'1/N 
(6.8.5) Z + C S -1/N 
~k = k k1 
-2/N + C S k2 + • • • , 
where rk denotes the root in the k-th strip. The series in (6.8.5) 
converges absolutely for all large values of Isl . We do not go into 
details of the proof of (6.8.5), and refer to a similar case in s8c,2 
(see (2.4.7)). 
Our integration path CJ l:2ads to +t"--"' through the strip S0 • 
We have to move th8 path such that it leads over the saddle point :)~· 
However, we cannot keep the path 8ntirely inside the strip S; as C 
. r o J 
starts at iel< .o-o, it h8s to cross the:: strips s1 ,s2 ,., .. And~ it ha::, 
to be feared that (in oraer to avoid values of the integrand greater 
than its value at }~) the crossings have to be made quite close to 
the saddle points f1' I2 , ~3 , .••. Actually this makes our probl<=m 
awkward to deal with. It could easily be done if the probl8m were 
restricted to the case that is I tends to infinity with arg s fix6d, 
or with arg s restrict~d to some small interval. Under such circum-
stances the problem would be; of the typ2 of th,, one in sec .6.2, where 
the infinite coll8ction of saddle points did not cause mucn trouble. 
Even so a certain amount of non-elegant calculations would be involved. 
And, as we are interested j_n the whole upper half-plane, we would hav2 
to divide it into some smaller sectors, and in each sector th~ cal-
culations would be different. 
Fortunately the-;_"c: is a much simpler way out, in virtue of the fact 
th::i t the expon1:;nts in P ( e 2 )=eNz + oi:1 o ( N- 1 ) 2 +. . . a re integ8 rs, which im-
plies that P(e 2 ) is periodic mod 21ri. w~ shall first definE new paths 
Lk(k=0,±1,±2, ... ). 
Lk consists of three parts: (i) The half-line z=2kni/N+x 
((A? ~ x ~ OL (ii) The sr:,gment Z=ix (2kn/N E. x ~ 2(k+1 )n/N., (iii) The half-
line Z==( 2k+2 )n/N+x ( O ~ x < o-::i ) • 
L~t the function Gk(s) be defined by 
(6.8.6) Gk(s) =f expt-P(e 2 )+sz} dz. 
Lk 
Obviously, Gk(s) is analytic for 111 s. And, as Lk+N 1s obtained from 
Lk by shifting J.t in verticBl dir~ction over a distance 2n, w2 have 
(6.8.7) 2TTiS ( ) Gk+N(s) = e Gk s 
The function G(s) can be exprcss,:;d in terms of G0 , ... ,GN-'1. AssumL::J 
for a moment, that Res >O, so that G(s) is repres8nted by (6.8.2). 
Obviously we have 
2rri+tXJ 
( 
_j 2nis ( = 2 i , 
2TT i- ,;,..? 
in analogy to (6.8.7). Furth1c~rmorf_:, it can bt· shown that 
r j 
2nit,--x.:. 
2ni-r;so 
,- C'<.J J =Go+ a,,+ .,. + GN-1 , 
-<.-.....::, 
,shifting the paths L0 ., ••• ,LN-'1 L'idefini tely to the 18ft. Therefore, if 
Re: s > 0, 
(6.8.8) ( ) ( 2rris )-1 ( ( ) ( ) 1 G s = - 1-8 ) GO s + • . • +G N _ 1 s { . 
w ~ 
The right-hand side is analytic for alls, except for possible 
poles at s=O, +1,.±:_2, .•.. But, of cour·se, we know that G is regular 
at S=1,2,3,., .. So the possibility of analytic continuation has been 
proved for the third time. 
It will turn out that the asymptotic behaviour of G0 , ••• ,GN-'1 can 
be satisfactorily described in the sec tor d < a rg s '- 2-IT- cf • So by 
(6.8.8) we get a satisfactory result for G(s), except for those s which 
are close to the positive real axis. It is, however, quite easy to 
solve th8 asymptotic problem for sin a small sector, around the 
positive real axis, !arg s! -:.. ,-,/8., say., directly from (6.8.2) by saddle-
point analysis, and we shall not devote much attention to it. 
6.9. The entire function G0 ~ For the: time being, we shall consider 
G0 (s) only. We shall assume thcit d-, o.rg s .;.2Y<" -<r, with some positive 
number er. Then the saddle point 5'0 of exp(-P({'?)+sz) lies inside the 
!)ath 1 0 if lsi is lArge., for ~(~ is closC; to z 0 (see (6.8.5)), and 
z0 ==N- 1 [1og( ls! /N)+8i}., where G = arg s. 
In order to find our way in the darkness, we first take the special 
case that o(N-1=· •• = C7.,,=0, whence ro coincides with zo. In that special 
,,,_ 
cas8 we write G instead of G o o· 
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By the substitution z=z 0 +w, trw saddle point is shifwd to tht~ 
origin. The path is also shifted; it becomes (L0 l-z 0 ), by which we 
denote the path described by z-z 0 , if z describes the path 1 0 • It 
follows from Cauchy 1 s theorem that a horizontal shift of th0 path 
(L ,-z ) has no influence upon the value of the integral, and there-o 0 
for~ we may replace it by (10 \-iS). This path passes through the 
saddle point W=O. 
The integrand becomes 
exp( -eNz +s z) = exp ( s ( z -N-'1)) . 12xp 1L,· -sN-1 ( eNw -Nw-1) \ , 
0 J 
where the splitting has bGen made so as to make the second factor of 
2 "" the form exp(--½sN(w + .•. )), for small values of w. Now G0 (s) becomes 
(6,9.1) a'"(s)=exp(s(z -N- 1 ))/ exp 1-sN-1 (e;;Nw_Nw-1) l dw. 
o o (L 1-iC➔) L J 
0 
At this point we apply a conformal mapping in order to get a 
clear idea about the behaviour of eNw_Nw-1. W2 consider this function 
in the strip \Im w I~ 2n/N. The path (L0 l-io) lies, for all e satis-
fying cf<=-fl<2TT-S, inside this str:Lp. 
Needless to say, eNw_N~-1 cannot give a conformal mapping of 
any region conta~_ning W=O, the function having a double zero there, 
Instead, we consider the function j(w)= {2(eNw_Nw-1)}½, where in a 
neighbourho0d of W=O the sign of the square root has been chosen such 
that ;·(w)=Nw+ ..•. By analysing what happens to ) if w runs through 
the boundary of a long horizonta 1 rec tangle l Im w I ::; 2.r/N, l Re w I ::: M, 
and moking M--~ t:--.'J, we find that the strip is mapped one-to-one onto 
a set S which is obtained from the complete ;-plane by deleting two 
hyperbolic ar-cs. These arcs can be described by 
( Re ) ) . ( Im ) ) = +2 ff , Re J ,:; - \ Im ? \ . 
We want to have } as a new integration va r>iable, and therefore 
we have to investigate dw/d j . Needles.s to say, this is an analytic 
function of f throughout the set S. As ~ 2=2(eNw_Nw-1), we have pd f = N(eNw_1)dw. ? 
Now eNw_1 ls, as far as our strip is concerned> close to O only 
if w is close to either O, or 21Ti/N, or -2:ri/N. Therefore we have 
(6.9,2) ( I a rg J I :,, ¾ , I J I , 3 ) , 
It is not difficult to show that dw/d l is even o( 1-1 ) in this region,, 
yet O(J) is sufficient for our purpose. 
Our integral becomes 
(6.9.3) G ;( s ) = exp ( s ( z O - N- '1 ) ) ~ exp ( -½ s N- 1 / 2) . ~ • d J J 
and the next problem is what C is. Analysing the image of (L l-i0) 
0 
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under the conformal mapping we find that C is a curve starting at 
e-½i 8 .9':) and tending to e-rrl-½i 8 .C"::l, avoiding the hyperbolic arcs. 
We have, however, considerable freedom in modifying this path. Along 
the line through the origin, with arguments -½A and 71-½0 (a 
straight line through the origin has two argumentst) the expression-
½sN-1)2 is positive. It is easily seen that this line may be re-
placed by other lines_. whose'! arguments differ- from -½ 0 and n-½ 8 
by less than rr/4, for then the real part of ½sN- 1/ 2 is still larger 
than a constant positive multiple of l)\ 2 , so that, by virtue of 
(6.9.2), the convergence is guaranteed. Naturally, in the finite 
part of the plane a deviation from the straight line may be necessary 
in order to avoid the hyperbolic arcs. 
All such lines are, at the same time, satisfactory from the 
point of view of the saddle-point method: on these lines the absolute 
value of exp(-½sN- 1) 2) is maximal at the saddle point )=0. However, 
for this purpose, deviations from the straight line, as mentioned 
above, cannot always be tolerated. In other words, we can only admit 
straight lines from -e 1 7.o-.:;, to +e 1 ?.,7'.:>, where n/4< '? <- 3n/4. This 
is no objection: as,-; -(rr-½8) is allowed to lie between - -rr/4 and 
rr /4, we can find a satisfactory value for 'l to any e in the inter-
val cf<-8 <- 2n-cf. Actually we could take f7=(3n-El)/4. 
It is, however, preferable to have a fixed integration path, 
not depending on 77. This can only be achieved under restriction of 
e, and therefore we shall consider two different values of 1: 
(i) 7=(3rr-d)/4. This can be used as long as ½d<G<ff+½(f. 
(ii) 17= (1,+ti)/4. Car. be used if Ti--½J < e < 2n -½cf, 
It will turn out that, for reasons of symmetry, we can restrict 
ourselves to cf< e crr+cf/4. So we replace, in (6.9,3), the path C by 
th t . ht 1 · th h th . . f i ( 3lT-4°) /4 e s ra ig ine roug e origin, · rom -e . o-.:;, to 
+ei( 3rr-J)/4 _ This path will be denoted by D. Along D we have 
I ex P ( -½ s N-1 ) 2 ) J f: ex P { -½ I s f • N - 1 • I } 12 • s in ( o / 4 ) } , 
Now the stage has been set for application of the method of sec,4,4. 
The value of dw/d 1 at J=O equals N-"1 (for, ) =Nw+ ... ). 
Furthermore, dw/d? is an analytic function of f a long the line D, 
and dw/dj =O(;) if I )1>3. 
The integral can be compared with the formula 
f ( l -1~2) ~ ( .l. _.l. exp - 2 sN ( d / =- 2rrN ) 2 s 2 , 
D 
l 1 1 • e 
where s-2 is to be interpreted as lsl-2 e-21 /. So finally we obtain 
( 6 • 9 • 4 ) G: ( s ) = - exp ( s ( z O -N- 1 ) ) ( 2nN ) ½ s -½ N- '1 { '1 +o ( s - 1 ) } , 
and the 0-term can be replaced by an asymptotic series c 1s-1 +c 2s-2+ ..• 
It should be noted t~at ( ,,, . \ t) Q l~ l 
- .... • -,.I' ,., - l 
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r<=:·gion ! s l 
-1•or,~u-1a (6; 0 ~'J 1n ro~ ' 0 W ~lr ~~·1r·~ 6 Wu ha••~ t~·.1." (or RA) ■ 
,.. 1. it ,,'J • 'I ,.,.. •> .\ "-!· • J ,;:;.; 'Jt ,_,, \,.,;- Y \ •l,;:;. • ,.,,. Y .._,. \ '--' •. \ " s - • V . I 
~ ,.,,. it<,.. t"'l ""' ... .,, "rr-1 'j /N . 
notice that G1,(s},.. e:.: · .:i;. G.Js)L G,,.,(s}=-N- 1 (1-e ... ··· · ·) r(s/N), 
h,. .,,..I ",~ 
ai•d th 0 r~f<•~ 0 1 f ~t~ r~r1~~.~ ··/~ ~~ ·~ (F o 4\ ~0 -d11~~ 0 •.,·o 1;:~ ' ' • \,., .._. _., ,.I .. - :, .,1,, ,., , ~ ~ ',,.. i:;'J '""' ~, •- ,J I ~" L~- ,J f'I' ,j \ "'' e _,•· 111 , / -~ ._, ~,.. ·-... 1,..J 
.... 1 
,, • J 
and this is an easy com:equence of the Stirlicg for.rnula ( log w is 
g:1.ven the value with <.r.: Im log w <. n + d/1!). It was not, however"' our 
purpose to deduc•~! well--knowr1 :'cs·.11 ts or; the garnn.a funr::t;icn for- which 
"" easier methods exist, but rather to develop a tPchnique for 00 (e) 
which can be modified to a techrioue for G f3), 
- 0 \ ' 
As a p~eparation to the problem of the asymptotical behaviour of 
sh8ll first i~vestigate the following integral 
_g(x) •'l 
f:'l+- ,) 1' -~ ·• i t ,c. ' ,•,I )) .. 1 .. 
>-\Vj(,. '-' I t.X1)\- X -r «.\X_,u.l u.< .. , (6 ('\ "J·) • ;,,1 $ ,, 
.:'.g( X) 
Here g(x) is a fixed po~itive number, Q(x,•M) is a double power series 
1.n X 
Q I \ \X$<'-'J = 
•'--·•·•-•" t.!=0 
i;"/"Jt 
''\:'-" 
,(_"_, ..•. 
rn=1 
., 
\.., 
nm, 
Xn rr. cu , 
absolutely convergent if !xi,._ 2p and h,.,,\,b, where b ls a fixed 
positlve nur.1ber". 'I'he ·tunct:L:in ;:(:-:) is as:::iurr,ed to be analytic in the 
.. ,~rr•l ·, !X 1 '".),, ~nd 11" ·\•.• •~-""'W'1''•'·1 t·h'-'t ,tr•,) 1 o~· ' 1"" "'P:i'')"\". t·o a',0.·tE0 m·,1·n•'> 
"-',.l. ..._, .. l._Jt::~ 1 '- '-~-'I ,._l~i . .: .• ..,- .... ,..:, Ci~\.J ,~\:..-,,.,,1 ...- 1..,.. ~ ~·i\U 1' /ftf'l.,,> V'\f. l • .., -.. . . ...., 
the tehavjo1..H' of f'(t, .. ~ .. ) l<JlH:n \,0\ is small and 1ti is lat>ge, where t 
ls restr'icted to a r;ec tor l ari7 t ! ... ~-rr- cf. 
' 0 ·, 4 
Searching :or saddle po111ts, w0 investigate the equation 
(6.9.6) -2tx - t O'(x;,J) = O, 
the dash indicating differentiation with respect to x. By the Rouch~ 
theorem (see se~.2.4), this equation has exa~tly one solution x0 
1nq111'e +-r,·e ,-,,~,,:p lx 1 ,·'"'if' ic,,;I ;,, :s,1ff'!,•,1,·,'"1tl"V q-;·11:::;ll p,,., th•·t1 w~, 
- • 1,,,,, · t.,., '-·' J.. Ji.. V -.. •·· , l -~ t:··' . ,; ; '" ,..., i.. ,~.J \, . ..,. ~ \.,.- ·"'"' "-' l l .) ~.,, ,t, .,_. " • .., 1.,, ,_ "- ,;:;,. 
has as many r.oot2 ln the :interior' as 2x itself. Furthermore, 
conver•gent if !1,1.)i if;; suf'fic1ent1y small. 
x c:an be 
0 
The straight line from -p to +pis a satisfactory path for apply-
ing the saddle po:!.nt mE:thod to the s implif led tnte.gra 1 f exp (-tx2 )dx. 
This path makes an angle < ;} - ,/ w:tth the axis of the saddle point in 
the origin. In the modified integral (6.9.5) the saddle point x 0 is 
close to the original saddle point, and 3lso the direction of its axia 
clof:s not differ much from th+.' orig:i,nal axis. So if {l .. ,! is small enough, 
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the horizontal path through x0 makes an angle -< J-rr- Jc::r with the new 
axis, and therefore it can be used, anyway in a neighbourhood of the 
saddle point. These remarks are, of course, only given as an orient-
ation; the work remains to be done. 
W8 replace (6.9.5) by 
!--p+xo + Jr p+xo (6.9.7) 
-p -p+xo 
, 
where the integration is along straight line segments in all three 
cases. The first and the last term in (6.9.7) are easily seen to be 
exponentially small in comparison to the value of exp(-tx2-tQ) at the 
saddle point, and therefore they can be neglected. In the middle term 
of (6.9.7) we carry out the substitution X=X 0 +y. Then the integral 
becomes 
(6.9.8) 
p 
f(t,w)=exp(-tx 2-tQ(x ,w)) •f 0 0 
where Q.,i( y ,w} = 
series 
-p 
Q(x +y,o.))-Q(x .,u:1)-y Q' (x ,<..0) is again a double power 
0 0 0 
c-o n m 2-v yc.o, 
-1 onm m= 
convergent if I y I .(. Jp/2 and Jw I sufficiently sma 11 ( if {D is sma 11 
enough, this condition on y implies that \y+x \ <- 2p). 
0 
We can now proceed along various methods. For example, we can 
expand exp(-t Q1 (y _,LJ..,)) in terms of powers of y. Another method is to 
apply conformal transformation again, putting y2 +Q(y,w)=z 2 . Theo z 
can be solved as a double p0wer series in y and w, and we get an 
integra 1 
Omitting the details, which are all implied in the usual saddle point 
routine, we state the result: 
(6.9.9) f(t,w) = ("1•·)½t-½J1+½Q 11 (x ,t,))1,-½lfg(x )+O(t-1 )}exp~-tx2 -tQ(x ,(..:i)} l o _ o Lo o 
uniformly in the region iarg ti~ ½"rr-J, ltl '>1, ju,l~b1 (for some 
fixed positive number b1 ). The term O(t-1 ) can be replaced bJ an 
asymptotic series with terms fk(w)t-k, where the fk(w) are power series 
in terms of powers of~, convergent if j,vl ~b1 • It should be remarked 
that also g(x 0 ) and Q"(x 0 .,t0) are convergent power series in terms of 
powers of i..U • 
In order to apply the result about f(t,w) to G it is easier to 
0 
express the main result about (6.9.5) in words: If wis small enough, 
there is just one saddle point near X=O, and the contribution of this 
saddle point gives an asymptotic series for f(t,w). 
In the integral (6.8.6) for G0 (s), we carry out the same sub-
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stitutions es we did in the case of G~(e). That is, Z•Z0 +w, where 
Nz0 -log(/sl/N)+1~, e .arg a, 2(eNw_N~-1)• ) 2 , and we discuss the 
integra 1 in the } -plane: 
(6.9.10) 00 (s) • exp(s(z 0 -N-1))j. expJ-~sN-1 12 + (eNz_P(ez))}t, d'. 
D i I 
D is the straight 11.nf.) through the origin, from -ei(3rr-J)/4 ·°" to 
+e 1 (31T-J/4 ·"°. We shall again restrict e by (f < e -.rr+ d/4. 
w~ first investigat~ the term eNz_P(ez), which embodies th~ 
.. 
deviation of 00 from G0 • It is equal to 
Nz 0 +N"t -7 0 -w -2z 0 -2w } (6.9.11) e l-.:N-1 e -<N-2 e - ••• • 
It is not difficult to show from the properties of the conformal 
mapping that Re w tends to + ,.,._.., if I ) I tends to infinity, provided that 
J runs along D. It easily follows, fol".' any positive number p, that 
ew=0()2/N)(} on D, I)! ::> p}. Therefore 
jeNz_ P(e 2 ) I~ c 1 ls J2 l(N-1 )/N ( )on D, !)I ~p, Is! >c 2 ), 
where the e's are suitable positive numbers independent of sand). 
It follows that, if pis any positive number, we can t'estrict the 
integration in (6.9.10) to a segment of D with length 2p, symmetric 
with respect to the origin. For, th~ further parts of Dare easily 
seen to give a contribution which is exponentially negligible if 
isl-'!"°'-"• 
To the remaining part of D, with length 2p, we apply the result 
about (6.9.5). We have, of course, to turn th2 integration path over 
an an~le - (Jrr-J')/4, by the Gubstitution Y=xei(3rr-,r)/4, and to put 
S=e-i{3ff-J}/2t, so that tis restricted by th~ condition 
- ir/2+J/2 <- a rg t -:: 1./2- d/4, and s ) 2 bee omes tx2-. Furthermore, we have, 
in some c 1 r c 1 E: I ) l , 2p > 
eNz_p(~z} = N-1s Q(),uJ, 
where (cf.(6.9.11)) ~~J=s-1/N, and Q is a double power seriE;:s with 
() ) ( -1'f. -w -(N-1)w Q ~~ =0. For W=N 1 + ... ard e , ••. ,e are convergent power 
series in powers of j for sma 11 values of } , and e -zo=N 1/N ,..., ) • It 
follows that for G0 (s) we have an asymptotic seri~s, which is entirely 
given by the contribution of the saddle point. The series equals a 
certain function multiplied by an asymptotic aeries c0 ( t.u)+c 1 (~v)s-1 +... , 
and the c(w)'s are convergent series in powers of w.s-1/N. Therefore., 
the aeries c0(~v)+ ••. can be rewritten as an asymptotic series of the 
fo c + -1/N+ -2/N rm O c1s c2s + ..•. 
W"' do not evaluate explicitly thr: contribution of the saddle 
point 1n the integral in the ,-plane, as it is easier to do it 1n the 
original z-plane ( 1ee (6.8.6), with thG saddle point J>, given by 
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(6.8.5}~ It is net difficult to a~€ that the contribution of the 
S8ddl~ point ls ~ot affected by th~ subet1t~t1ons r~lating z to J 
snd ~ to x. So our firial rt-,:sult 1.e (cf.st·c.ii.in ar) asymptotic series 
I 
G0 (s),"" - tc:xp {-P(e·fo)+:3'50 . (-2rr/,t,- 11 (_t))½f ck a-k/N~ 
() 
whcrt.: c .,,·1, and \11•(z) L.1 th..:..· functlon -F(ez)4-:sz. r:Pher.::: is of court:H:: 
0 
tl--:.f: -dl f"fi.::!ll1 t~y to dett. r'rnir;r tt1-;.:: s.1g:r.: (:.:,f tilt:~ cc)ntribut.tor1, but thl!li 
sign is ,::as1.1y rh:rived frcrn tr:,~ t~lgr: in (6.9.L~), by a eontinuity 
t • t { ~ .n 1 ··)) so (\,9 o • . , . ,. can be slightly simplified, introducing new coeffi-
'-' 1 1- (""r•/Ns)½~:.! 1j s-k/N 
l_J JC) , IP c:., 1 ' · .L~~.~~ le ' 
J 0 
and the formula bas been nr0 oved 1.r d < arg s < rr + d/4, I a 1--+~:;. The 
ar,gU1n1:~"'.t ')f 0 ~ ·t 0 • und,"'1~ctt:,.~d t·o l'e 
- f, • -... \ ••• J , d .::.. . ,.,, V 1 .. ~ ...,. ~ . ..J.. ~ bct\,Jeer: !-tI and ½ 1, + ,f/8. B'orrnula 
(6 <.). ,. •. ,., b ~1 1· , .... 9 '•) •..• IJ} 0 V.LOUS .. y g(:nera lZe.:;qb •• 4 • 
6.10. Conclusions about G(s). In order to deal with G(s), we need, 
"'C'"'~t' 1j·lr1g .. n ,,. ;:, !:::) .. }· ·, .. " r t-~""'al b ~av1 ...,, "'of G O o· 0 1,,-V ,.,..,, \,I,, \n •.. J,,.,, 1.,.le d • .iympvO .... ,i.,., ·E:1, ~L,l, o' 11•••J N-1' 
The problem about Gk (k=1, ..• ,N-1) is easily reduced to the problem 
for G0 • It follows from (6.8.6) that 
.., 
l , 2,,. ~ k/N " ~ Q.K(r,;) = ,:::xp (2n1ks/N) I 1:':XD;-f(e .1. e'·)+sz; dre:, 
I . t J 
,o 
and thiLl integral equals the function G.(s), construct~d for the 
•') 'k/N u polynomial P(e~~ 1 u) instead of P(u). The leading term of the new 
polynomial is again uN, 
2nik IN R placing P(u) by F(e ' ) can have an influence upon the 
situation of the saddle point; the difference of th~ two saddle points 
-1 /N 
can be of the opder- of s- '· • (ind, .:rn in (6.10.1) ther,: occur:-J.,a term 
s ~ in the expon8nt, the influence upon the asymptotical behavi0ur 
can be considerable. 
It is quite aaay to state a simpler but weaker result; 
(6.10.2) Gk(s) = o2~•iks/N (2n/Ns)~ exp { - ! +~log~+ O(s(N-·1)/N)i, 
t N l~ H ...J 
wher(; ;r .:.ar-g s,;; rr+ cl/4. From thts i~1:· infe:r that Gk (k>O) is 
negligible compared to G as soon as the facto:r exp(2rriks/N) beats the 
exp i O(s(N-'1)/N)}. This ~s certainly the case ifs is ref~tricted to 
r · . ')rris 1 
'-' .:. arg s <- rr - '1. And, under that assumption, the factor (1-e~ )-
in (6,8.8) can bd replaced by 1. The relative errors made this way 
are of the type O(e-c Is!) with san~:: positive c. So su.nimar1z1ng, we 
have, from (6.9.13) 
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(6.10.3) 
1n th .. ~ sec t.cr ,r.,. a r-g s . .: ,., - ,) • 
For the sector -n-,-d < arg fJ < rf 1•JC' ca:1 obt.i:iin the s::ime Nieult,. 
,. 
"'' .~,v)·-1· '(} +-h ... •· .., -~.,--~1~-••",-r· l-1,' ,,,. ,;,,,,·j' .,,..,,. ....... 1·~--- t·, t··-11••1 I',.,.,.,..) c.,h,·•••·· t,,rc ,,.t. \:.. i \.1lJ(;;i l, J,~ ....... ,"'" .... ~;..,;:~ i,.,.,;(,3 ,.,~.i:::-:: ~-)d\,,JU_....,t;.,. l"J...UI--- C,!)i..Jt:· (., , _\.,.,g\..:;;./ .. 1 :, "~.i.:.;i ..... -
\,l 
,., .. 1·,1r·,g ha:<:r 1·t,·· '"'" 0Ll'"'<'''"'"" 1 ""'lll. Ir1 ·-- s·,.-,t!'J" 11k·· ,; ,. "'rg O r, r ·4 t \ . .1i t,,. • ., .. ~ Ii,;., .•• ,~j ~1~ • J,.,.J ...... 11:;1,.1,. VCI (,,,;., , Cl t,:,l, , i, , ,:. -c;.<J < ~~ ;,J, ,:., t.:..t. J,., 
ag3lr, by dlr~ct application cf the 
saddle point mt'thod to th~ integral (6.8.2). Ir: that case we can take 
th~ horizontal ljne th~ough the uaddl~ point as the integration path. 
( .. ) ,. . So tl."10.3 har; beer; pr0 0·.;cd in tht: fi('Ctor -n-+-o < arg s <- ff-c.1. 
In tht! speclal eas\·., that P(u),..l'Nu, H reduc:.::s to theStirli.ng formula, 
which ls known to hole ir! thE same sector. 
W~ finally Rtate a rough inequality which is easily deduced from 
(6.10.2) ar,d (6.8.B). Il' w;_ dcL·tc fcom the comph:x plane th0· half 
I ! 3tr1p d2scribcd by iim sl ~ 1, Res ,1, th~ri 1n the remaining region 
WA hav\: 
( t-l- 1 \ /u t'' :..~ -,-. ( i"' • c·• I '"'' • I l J.\i ) 
\,' A, l,:. X t-) \ ...... (~) ) d I lJ 
i (,_ 
